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ETHNICITY AND FERT I 11TV: HilA'!' AND SO \'lIIAT*

This is a review of ethnic differentials in fertility in the modern

world (what) and the policy-oriented concerns to which they give rise (~

~): how corranon are they? how large? where? by what ethnic characteristics?

how "real"? how important? what difference do t.hey make? who cares?

The paper aspires not ~o technical analysis but rather to policy con-

sideration, less to causes than to conditions and consequences. It consists

of a descriptive survey, based on the available literature, of those cases

of differential fertility (and associated growth) that-have resulted tn public_

concern and/or policy determinations. This review fits into a substantially,

broader concern with differential rates of population growth by ethnicit.y

and their policy ':implications. The histori~aldimensions of the matter are

c.overed in another paper in this series, and the effects of ethnic migrations

in yet another. Ethnic differentials in mortality exist in today's world,

though they are probably diminishing with the general decline in mortality;

occasionally sonleattention will be given here to mortality differentials.

In the main, however, the paper deals with fertility as an element of popula-

tion growth. Finally, the paper is limited to ethnic differentials in fer
1/

tility within countries, not among them.-

*As one librarian to another, I am glad to express both my
appreciat ion and my grat itude for the invaluable biblio
graphic assistance of 11. Neil Zimmerman, my colleague at the
Council. Without his good help, this paper would have been
even morc difficult in preparation, and would be less com
prehensive in outcome.

1/ For a review of the inter-country situation, see Nazli Choucri, Population
Dynamics and Internal lonal Viol cnce, Lexington, 197/L
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That briefly covers the fertility side of Lhe equation, by way of lnLro-

duction. What is meant here by ethnicity? For my purposes, this i~ the

generic term designating groups characterized by distinctive origin: mem-

bers are identified as such at birth, share a conunon tradition and social

life,and usually maintain their (usually irreversible) ethnic identity in

one form or another from birth to death. There are three main ethnic

differentiations:

race: a COllunon biological heritage involving certain,
usually permanent, physical distinctions readily visible

religion: a common and different system of worship

nationality: a common national or regional orIgin usually
characterized by distinctive linguistic patterns

Often, perhaps typically, such differences are reinforced by residential seg-

regat.ion; that is, ethnic groups tend to live together in regions of a country

or sections of a city and thus reinforce their ethnic character. In short,

lithe underlying idea is that of difference in some funda
mental, readily visible, lasting, and socially reinforced
way. Ethnic relations refer to interaction with 'U~}ike'

people., to 'minority groups I on a 'we/they' basis. "-

So much for the stage setting. Act One briefly SUmmarizes a number of

country examples of fertility differentials by ethnicity that give rise to

some degree of policy concern; Act Two seeks to draw some conclusions and

comments from that array.

1/ This paragraph is adapted from Bernard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner
Human Behavior: An rnyentory Q..( lliJm.tific Findings, Harcourt, Brace
and World, 1964, p. 494.

,
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Country Cases

Most countries of the world are pluralistic in the sens,e that they con-

tain within their borders groups of people recogni.zed'as ethnically Jiffercnt,

both by themselves and by others. But ethnic homogeneity/heterogeneity is

a relative matter and on that continuum countries can range from the unity

of, say, Poland or,Sweden or Mor?cco to the bifurcated societies of Belgium

or Lebanon or, the multi-ethnic society of the United States. ~ven within the'

homogeneous countries there are often found little enclaves of the ethnically

distinctive, but such situations are so quantitatively sub~erged as to be less

problematic on grounds of fertility diffe'rendals even when the differential

itself is large (e.g., the Hutterites within Canada or the United States).

Beyond' such homogeneity, what are 'some of the major"ferdlity-related

cases df ethnic differentiation? The following listing ispr~sented not as

,a complete inventory, of such cases, even less as a full examinatio'n of their

demographic or social or political complexities, but rather as a re'presentative

set of cases that reveal the substance of the issues involved.

Africa

On this continent, the major cases are three-fold: the blac~/white

differences in the South, the tribal differences throughout, and the special

case of Mauritius.

South Africa: The basic ethnic distinction is betweeh the Bantu (African)

with 70io of the population and the whites with 1170 (the remaind,er being "colored"

9% and Asians 3%), The (approximate) crude birth rates of Bantus and wllites are

42 and 23 respectively, the crude death rates 15 and 9, and the natural

increase about 2.170 and 1.4"/u (which latter carnes to about 2io when immigrat ion

is added). Moreover, projections of population growth to the year 2000

envJsage II ~antu population then of 28 or 35 or even 40 million, de-

pending upon the assumed speed of n~rtality decline, as compared to the

present 15 million J and thus a sharply greater disparity in size.



The white governors of South Afr ica are reported to appreciate that

their small minorily, destined to be smaller still, cannot win a fertility

race, but it was not always thus:

"In multiracial societies politicians may find themselves
in the awkward position of desiring and even advocating,
the encouragement of higher fertility amongst one ethnic
grollP only. In South Afr ica, government leaders have fre
quently encot.Jraged higber fertility amongst the white
population alone . The most famous effort in recent years
was somewhat anomalously carried out by M. C. Botha,
Minister of Bantu Administration and Development. In 1967
he urged all white couples to have one more child than they
had previously intended for the good of the nation, an
effort which was greeted somewhat wrily by whites who nick
named it the 'Baby for Botha campaign' and which was hostile
ly received by non-white leaders who, evidently partly
successfully, advoc~7ed the non-white boycotting of family

'planning services."-

The contention now is th~t neither can the Bantus win such a. contest:

'~his group (the dominant white population) is less ~oncerned

that it will be increasingly outnumbered by the more numerous
Bantu, colored, and Asian populations than that it will not
be able to provide enough jobs for the growing population
and thus avoid dissatisfaction and social unrest, .which could
lead to politfcal revolt. Hence, the policy is one of highly
.selective immigration in 2~der to provide managerial and
entrepreneurial ability.'-

Yet even a marginal decline in the Bantu increase is welcomed as ameliorating

their own situation as well as contributing to the overall national prospects:

"' In' some urban areas ... many (Bantu) leaders appear to hold
the view that in proliferating numbers the Bantu
peoples have a potent ~olitical weapon which can beu~ed to
good effect. This is, of course, a delusion. They are
already a m,ijori ty group' in a 7 to 3 ratio. They cannot
lose their majority status. Insofar as political power is
related tunumbers, a rise in the ratio to 8 to 3 or 10 to
3 cannot add,anything to it. Any marginal'significance it
may have will be wiped 'out by the erosion of their economic
statu:;. It will be greatly to their advantage to improve
their bargaining power by way of economic progress, (partly)
achieved thr()ugh the reduction of the annual increments in
popu 1aU on. I "2.1

.John C. Caldwd I, "Tlle Demographer and Polit ical Intervention to Change
Population Growth Rate~,"Confl~t"enc{'on Population and Political Science,
Population Council, October 1970.

!!,./ J.. T. Blldenhorst, "Sou th Africa," in f\ernard Berelson, cd., Population
Policy In lJevloloped Countries, McGraw-Hill, 1974, p. 385.

~..I IIJ i d.. p. 391.
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As a, matter of national policy South Africa has instituted a family

planning program des~glled for the entire' population.

"It is felt 'that an{population contr9l, program ~hould be
non-discriminatory 011 ethnic or any o~ther lines. A con
tributing ~onsideration here was almost certainly that any
discriminatory scheme or program, in spite of any justifi
cation offered by the differenti.al nature of demographic
realities among 'the various ethhic groups, would leave ,the
white propagandists open to cries of selfish discrimination
and racial superiority, if not deliberate genocide. Then,
too, any scheme that was not non-discriminatory would con
s'titlite a poor strategy and be doomed to failure from the
start. II!!..! '

There is no available evidence to suggest that the program is making any

difference to the current ethnic diHerentials in demographic measures.

(And much' the same overail demographic situation is true of Rhodesia as

well) .

Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana: These countries are illustrative of tribal

situations in sub-Saharan Africa, both East and West, as related to popu-
, ~ ~

lation factors -- here rot necessarily for their distinctiveness but be-

cause of the relative availabil,ity of information.' In Ghana, fertility

differentials by tribe have been identified but within a relatively small band

, at the high end of the continuum (e.g., nine tribes with total fertility

7/
ranging only from 5.3 to 6.6).- And even sO,according to one expert:

" .•• (ethnic) differential fertility ... may be attributed in
part to education, degree of urbanisation, physical mobility,
distorted sex ratios, and in part to factors like malnutri
tion, diseases and constitutional and aetiological sterility
which tend to depress fecundity. Superstitions and differen
tial reporting of vital events may also account for part of
the differentials. "'§../

§../

II

'§../

1bid., p .391- 2.

UN Economic COllUuission for Africa, IIReview of Available Evidence on
FertiUty Differentials in Africa," November 1972, p.7.

Ibid., p.8, citing S. K. Gaisie, Dynamics of Population Growth in
Ghana, Ghana I'opulution Studies, no.l, p. J7-49~
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In Kenya,whe,n the family pl~nn~ngprogramwas' begun,

" .•• ~Ilr more facilities were available, to Kikuyo who
were paramount 'in government; ... :Lt'cquld be argued
that these were the more urbanised and educated groups
likely to employ such facilities first,"J.f

as well as the ,politically dominant. In Nigeria, with both tribal di.fferences

(three tribes of roughly equivalent sizes: Hausa, Yoruba, lbo) and rcligi.ous

differences (Moslem about 50%, Cllristians 35%), the, issue of population uis-

tribution as relatec:l to ,politic!!l representation has cal,Jscq tW9 censuses in

the past decade to be put aside as incomplete, mislead;ng, or otherwise in-

correct -- perhaps understanda1>le in a. c;ountry, that at the same time fought

a civil war on tribal grounds.

Mauritius: This small island country, just under a million in po'pula-

tion, is a complex ethnic community: 67'70 Indian, both Moslem and Hindu;

30% Afric~n-cum-European '(lIgener~1 population"), most of them Catholics;

plus about 3% Chinese. The groups had these gross reproduction rates in

l'

1970: Hindu
Moslem
"General'pop."
Chinese

2.025
1. 758
1.595
1.184

-all down substantially in the 19608 and in substantially closer convcr-

gence now tl:um ea.r 1ier .

fJ./Caldwell, ~. cit., ~'•. 2S.
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T~e populatiun situation has been a matter of contern for at least a

quart(;r of a century, 1!21 first focussing on immigration and later, after

concern ~lb(lut ':l1Iploylllcnt <lnd \oJclfare in the early 1960s, on fertility.

SOIilC ql1c~;tions wcre uccasionally raised about:: thepotcntinl of Hindu domina-

l iun in tile goverlullcnL, but the Illajor differences over public policy on

[;.1I;li.ly pLll,llinL~ ill'lIse un reli.giolls grounds, in the [<1<.:<.: of strong Catholic

()ppu~;iLjoll, TII~ OULL:UIII(!, afler ::>OlllC years of ncgoLi~llc:d gcstat.i.on, \-las

glJVl:l"llll:eIlL ~;uJlJl0rl tu tHU family pLu\l1i ng organizat: iOlls: the i'bur irius

Lu:,j 1y ill.;~lllli Ili·.I\~·;~j"C i;ll. illll, Llll:l.' integrated intu the ~Ii,lli. ::>l:ry of Il<.:alth.

<lilt! lhe A<.:tiun L\llIi,lialt~. a ,LIl.holie agency o[fcrjn~ illlly lht· l"llytilll1 lIlethud.ill

lJJ.../ 1,\)1' Ih(~ c;lrl:i Ili:;I'lry, :'ve .Iamcs I). (;n·jg, "~lallriLiil:;: I~eli;\illn and
1'\)\lIILll idll i'U';;::llrl'," ,ill T. E. SIIIi.tll, t:d., Tile .!..~2_U~ "r F:l1l:ily

Ll~~~I_i_l.!l:. 0 ~~ Tllird ~.:~, Allen 0< Ull\'Jill. lL.J"l3;p. LQ-G7.

_1_1/ j:,'r:1 I',ill J"t:vi,'\) ,'J 11Il' t'l.111l~ilid'l Sil.lI:11i'ln, ~;l'l' Cllri.:;tos Xt:no5,

f,'.n,i liLy. ~~11_11l{:"1':' ,~-: ~~I.111_U,i,~~~~;lIld ~ ~~ ~.l~ r:lllli)..Y. I'L~i\i\illl'!

. .Il~!1:"L~~I~.~\:;., Ih~c.~'1111)l:r 1<J"l1••
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LaLin Amcrica

This area appcar:; to have the fe\.,Test d0cumcnted c~~es of ethnic <.1if

fe.rentials in fertility that are politically pr:.oblc1I1a,tit:;. 1.'0 a large ex

tent, prcsumab~y, Central and SOUtll /\iller ica have achieved suffic.i ent

assimilation of the various cthnic strains so that. different ial ferLility

is seen more a,s urban/rural or rich/poor than as ethnic in impact. The

major, exception may be in reverse' -- that' is, concern about 1II0rtal it y

and morbidity among the Iridian popula tions in several countri.es that has

led to special health programs seeking a convergence on'such rates rather

than on fertility.

There appear to be no resp,onsible reports on such iss,ucs in the

Caribbean islands although they do contain populations in stress on other

matters, both black/white and native/East Indian. The fertility matter

does s inuner beneath the sur face, and occasionally a fami ly p lanni. ng program

has apparently run into minor difficulties, in this score. However, 1 found

nothing in the literat4re.

T



Asia ,:lIlcl (l'.'cania------_ ..

Here the piL:turl' centers on religion (and language) in the sub-conU.nent,

nation~l orir,in clse\~hcl;e.

Jndi~l/nallg1adl'sh: E~ch of these countries has a substantial minority

of the other's religion: 11/0 t-10s1em in India, l8~/.. Hindu in Bangladesh. The

i.ssue appears to be insignificant in the latter country, since t-1os1eni' ferti-

Ii ty is' no doubt higher in that ~losleri1 country anyway, but there has been

puhlic debate in 1nt:ia to the effect that the family pl.iulIling !Jrogr<imwi1l

further disadvantage Hindu ferti.lity relative to t-10slem. Actually, 'the cur-

rent practice of fertility control is higher ~m~ng Himlus than

t-1os1cllIS in Ind ia . (13; 87" current users in 1970 to 8.8%); thel.dealf4mily size

is larger for ~oslems than Hindus (31% three or fewer children

as .:1gainst 41/,);12/ arid the population increase in the 1961-1971 lntercensual

peril..,d \','[15 3170 for ~Ioslems as against only 24/'0 for Hindus,UI and that re-

suIted in '3 ,shift in proportionate share of total popuLltionin the amount

of about .5 of one point, Le., the Moslems rose in the decade ~rom 10.7% to

?' ~I11. _1,.

, 1
"The differential growth rate was attributed to the
differential adoption of family planning by' the two,
major' religious groups, and bccalllca controversial
issue for the family planning program,Iill/

wi, til ace r tal n a1llllUll t' 0 f pr cs s comment. '

Sucll ,differCl1Liais are particularly troublesohle in areas of Moslem

COJlL:Ulltr~11 ion, for rC.:lsons of political representation. The latter has also given

rise to a ki nd 0 f grm.Jthr iV'llry between linguis tic communi ties ide'ntified

11.1 0pe'I'at ions Rcs(;.:lrch Group, 'Fa;l1i Iy 1'1<l11l~ Practices in India, n.d.,
(sul-vey in 1970),tilulcs 8.13 <lnd 3.10.

13/ PL-.win ~I. Visaria &. Anrudh. K.Jain, IIIndia"~ Country Profi.les, Popuiation
Council, forthcoming, table 5.

l!.!../ J.edil Vjsarjll, "Religlolls ])j[fcrentialfl in Fertility," in Ashish Bose
cl ill., ed!! .•.~li2111aUill1 ill I.ndia's [)l~velojllllCIlL PJ tI7-2000, Vikils, 1974,

p. 3ul; whJch, sue fur nil historical account oJ the di,ffercntials.

15/ VJlillr:l.l& [. .Jain, ~. ill. j p. 12.
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with different stales or distrlcLs: the family planning progrwll wnl be w;eu

agai ns t us; or, wewlll take it up but Lhey \-lill no t. Th i s has no L hCCOIIlC

i1 key clement in the program's performance but it has not bccil completely

absent either,.

Sri L;li1ka: The major division here 1s between the Sinhalese-Buddhists

(70Z) and the Tamil-Hindus C20?o).. In the mid-1960s the government took an

official position on reducing population growth and promoting fami ly plan-

ning, but the policy was not vigorously pursued:

" .... offi~ial policy on family planning, fo~ political
reasons, tended to become ambivalent and cautiqus.
Governments in powet were peculiarly vulnerable to the
charge that family planning could turn ou't to be a de-'
vice which would inevitably turn the prevailing ethnic
balance of population against theSinh,Hese .:. It was
argued (that) the Sinhalese population would be reduced
to a minority or 'would graduaily disa'ppear'. A sustained
attack on family planning campaigns was set in motion by
members of the Buddhist clergy" ljj

that had an effect ,in diluting the program. SUbsequ~ritl)',spetialefforts

were m.:J.de to extend the program .tothe Tamil areas. Thus;

"not unlike other multiracicil societies where political
pO\l1er is based on contests within an' organized mult{
party system, ~ttitudes to family planning in Ceylon

,have been determined to a considerable extent by poli
ticai considera~ion~.. ~;n such a con~ext,it is sur
prising that f~mily planning has not become a ~ive

party pOlitical issue of debrit~ in Ce~lon;' lndeed,.
not a s ingle parliall1entar~ dE:!bate has been g'erH~rated

by the subject ... "17 I

The most power ful oppositiol1 came from Buddhis t Monk- fraternit j cs par t ly

un grollndsof morality but mainly po1iti~al in characLer:

" .. ,the present programnle 0'£ birth control enda.'1g-ers
their future exist'ence as an ethnic group."lsi

In point of'fact, the record shows a't least an cquival~nt decline 'for

the TWllils but that dtd not eliminate ·political positions.

1.!!..1 S. U. Kodiknra, "Faiuily !'lilllnillg In Cc'Ylol'i," in Siuit'h; ed'.• 2J!.. cit.;
p. 310-11.

!II Ibid., p. 318.

'181 Ihid •• p. 321.
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Thai.1 alld: i\1t!1Li ugh the pu\)ulation of this -country is 987" Thai-born and

94'/0 Buddhist, 12.1 still there is considerable sensit,ivity abou~ the ethnic

Chinese despite tllcir rclativcly small numbers: one to three million out of

40 (the: unccrtainty c1c.riving from problems of definition and identi.ficationY,

The ~;Cll:;j. Liy i ty is pl:01>alJly based on thei.r sharp di fference hom the Thai'
, .

COf;DiIllllj L( the Chine::;(: .<.Ire highly \Jrban' (and hence disproportionately.visible·

,'.

i:ll~alli',k()k), bcLu:r educateicl and hct.tcr·off, and especially prominent in the

. ,,, I~; J I: I ' :; :; I-/UI: 1d .

'j 1,1: i :~:~II(: :11"(1:;(:, t.lllHq.~h slil>terr:lI1('I1J'~;ly, .:lL the outset of the national

Llllii Ij JlJ:I1Jlijlli~ progralH.wllcll it: W<.IS argll(~d, fir~L, th:lt the Chi.nese wLluld niJt

PLICli::I:'!d,1IiJy pl:1I111il1j', wlJilc Lhe'lhaj~; djd; :mj' Lhen, after s~lI11e experience,

LliaL 11,1: Clljlll:~;l: \·/l:l'l:lhll\l~·;jnl:: the public clin.icsproportional.c:ly. Actually,

a~; o! 1111" "HIO Cl:ll:;II:~,Cllll[\IcjanisL fcrtility' (nUL equivalenL Lo Chi.nese)

lJ./ h'!";1 reVl.!:!1 ill:', :111;,1 y:;j: •• ~,cc '1'. U. Lilli-;, "Buddhist I,':lcl llF:; i.n 1'1lplllaVi,on'

(;j"I'IJlil ilnd LI'III !"1l1,"_t~~l:I!I.:_1L!l~ll .:.i.~~~u.~.:.:~, vul.. 23, [·I;ln.:ll ]%'J, p . .'J3-()O,
\,'Ilicli ('nlll'llld,,:; lhal.l\llddliist rl:spull:;(!.to "';lljlu-J:llion Clll1ll"o] 'policies
\,/i II d"p"lId III ;1 ]:lr)',cdIT,I:CC on lIlc CIJIIUllllil:.ll:d.Lvation, i.(:. the reacti.on
III l'dlddlli:;1 .1.' 1I1)))--I'd,ddld:;( gl"llllp:; \oJiLllin tlw popillaL:iun" -- fur: Cx,llllple,
"1.111' 1/::11" Ill" Cdl 11(1) j l' '1'11\-11:1''' (p. (il). . ..

?!}) :; j d 1)1.... <: II It! :; I t:i Ii. "1\eli ,.; i I )II:; Ft' r IiI i I Y I) j rrer I: I; I i ill s j n 'I'II'iii l.:.IIld, I (H) 0 , "
1\I I" '. I :l' i" '! : ; I wi i I ~:;. . VI I I. '}.I.. No v I ' IIIIH' r . I IJl (). p. ..\ ;I 'i - :\ 7 .
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"JI1 P:ll"t', (:;IIlJI) re:H~'II·cll h:\S n~Clcel:cd ('Ol1CC]'IlS expl'csseJ
by pul1.ey IIl:lkcr:; In f;(1llll' 1I1111L.l-n~li.l:',inU:J COHlll]'i!.!:> that 1.f
Lmd1y pl:l!l11inl!, VIas Ilot lJIlifnnl11y adopted hy 111('llIhers of all
1"t-l j I', LO\ls l',rnlJps, thc 1ll11llt!rical hal ance ,ltllong the vat-iollS
S(!I;IIlI'nts of the pOpUl'1Li,on \,'oulJ he upscL ... J)l~spi;lC its
small prupl.ll-Lil)n of Illln-Buddhist's, the Thai government, as
parl of it,s gro,,:ing concern \oli eh tllc overall rate of popu
lation l~1"l'\-Jlh, lias been increasi.ngl~' intere~:led in the ex
Lent of [crt i lily eli (fercnLials among reUgj(1lJs minority
groups withi.n Thai land anel thei r need for and n~ccptivcness

to fall1ily plannil1g."~l/

The percl:ption was troubling for a time; as late as 1969,307.., of a group of

mcdi:l I'rp!e:,;siona1s agl'ced th.:lt "wil:h \olidespread family planning scrvi,ces,

Thais \-:i]l practice 1II0re birth control than minoriLy groups," and another

J.l:O I·]l'rc lIndec,idcd. 22/ However, i,t seems gradually to have declined, and

nOlo) appcars dormal1t', jf nol dead.

\,Iest 1'1alaysia: This country has the same ethnic mixture as Si.ngapore but

in signi.ficdntly different proportions: 5010 Malays, 30/0 Chinese, 111., Indians.

As in other fields) this balance has been involved in the development of the

Malaysian population effort particularly since the Cllinese are economically

and educ.:1t iona lly advantaged compared to the Halays and more urban as well.

After a perceived electoral setback for tile Malays in 1969, for example,

"some 1'lalay politicians and religious teachers raised
Lhe possible relationship bet\olecn the extension of the
family planning programme and the ethnic balance in the
counlry." f:-~/

At a silbsequent nalional forum, the director of the National Family Planning

"nsked abouL possi.ble loss of pol Hical pO\oler if t-lalays
wen- lo adupt f;lmily planning, (replied): 'Political
power do(~s nor spring from sheer numbers alone. Being
in a majori.ty is not ('nough j f others control the economy
and an~ belter 'educated. lienee the necessity to adopt
fami 1y pI,lnning to caLch up. In ,lily case, even with family
pLuming, Hal.ays would remain a majority'''. 211/

'!J./ .!h..!.i., p. 325, 326.

22/ I~alpll Tllnmlin~wn, Thailand's Population: Facts, Trends, I'rohlems, and
~)J)..0(~S, .hllw llJ7], P ~ 1)-0:-

21/ ' I I I 'be y Lei!, ~lIl'1IHl! Ong and T. E. SmUll, "Family Planning in \kst
~l,t1/1yslll: Till! 'I'riu~lIpll of En>llolnics llnd IIcallll over I'ol'itics", in Smith,
eel.. (,)l~' £it.. , p. 2Ei/, •

.~'l/ l.L·}-i., p. ~ W, •
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At the salllC time, the li~ltional prograll1 placuditl:l fjr:;t clinics in tile

urban arl~as \vherc the Chinese and the Indians lived and only later in the

ru~-;)l ;1l"C;lS where tia1.ays prcr10minatcJ -- partly a stri.ltcgic \;Iove to start

where the task was easier but not without an eye to the political situation

as well. However, the matter is now considercd as

"not. n~a lly a current issue in i'lalaysi.:ln po I Hics.
Non-JvIal.:lys h'av(: noL been drawn into a debate all f.-lmi ly
pL.lllnil1/.;, ano, i.no(~ed, tllc l1I<1jurity of political p,l1;
ties kl,/(: littlc, if anything, to say abollt it",: 2)/

largely because re:;pected leaders of sevcral coml1lunities have supporLeo the

movement. I'loreover, fertility in the country has sharply fallen among all

three ethnic groups --butahvays lowest among the Chinese :(probably largely

reflect'ing other social advantages), thus exercising a 'soothing effect.
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SJngapore: This is another multi-ethnic society: 7G'7. Chinese, 15'7..

Malays, 7% Indians, and 2% other. In the eight-year pertod hl'forc the

cstabli~hment of the National Family l'lanntn~ Programme (1957-1%), the

total fertility rate fell by about 25'10, almost all of it deriving from I:lll'

Chinese community and suddenly leaving an ethnic di.sparity in fertility

(measured in TFH.)· of about 50% in favor of the Moslems and the Indi~ns. Jlut:

intire following seven years (1966-l973),wben a strong family planning pro-

gram was in full operation, t·be ethnic· balance was restored: the TFR [ell by

another 30'7. but by over half among tbe t-1oslems and the Indians .. In 1957

there was a 15% spread ifl. total fertility rates among the three groups; in

1973 that had fallen to 9'X" but ata fertility level well below balf (43~~ of

1957). As a high official obser~cd:

"Family planning h~d pCenetrated all ethnic', cultural
and religious groups, though with differing timi.ng,

. the Nalays and Hindus being the last." 3!:...1

The acceptors in the national program were approximately proportionate in

the three ethnic groups, but the Chinese were still marrying .much later titan

the others (30% married among women 20 to 24 compared to over 50-;q. 'QI

Fiji: This isanotber small islarid country \oJith two major ethnic gr'oups:

IndiSn (50%) and Fijian (42%). About 30 ~earsago, the Indians passed the native

population in numhers and SOOI1 thereafter di·fferential fertility became a per-

sistl~nL political iss·ue. Indeed, the development of a family planning program

CiHTied etllnic overtones from tile start, in the early 19605, including explicit

culll> lipan tile Indians to control their population growtlland cxpectationf; that

the program would solve "the Indian problem" and save the Fijian race,

. ·261 Coli Keng S\oJl'C, cited in Georgl~ G. Thomson & T. E. Smith, "Sin~apon~:

Family Planning in nn lIrban Environment," in Smith,ed., ~.cit" p. 254.

271 Dllta frlllll Singapore Fillnily Planninp, & Population Board, Ei!~hth Annll.:1]
Ikport: ]')7], lahles IX, X, XXXVIl.
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In' the ('arly )'.l·'lrS of the program, the Indians utilized thel>irth con-

trol svrviccs morc thai1 the Fijial1s; though about half of the decline to the

mid-19()O~; vias due, loa rising age in marriage. 28/ Throughoul· lhis period,

a pr-Ol1lilll'111 Pilrt nfthc polilicalde!>atc about population and family planning

"I III' i (k; I (l f :t I' D Pu ! it t i on grow I:. h r iI CC ],e t \Ii e (' n tIl (.

Vi ji;1I1 ilild 1l1dii\IIL'tllllic group::. The' issue of \lihetlll'l"
(Ir IH,t !:j iii s thn'i1lt:lll.'c! by llvvrpupuld[·iull h,lS .

c'!icilt'd:;litll'1II1'llls which sPl'm fairly clearly uivideci
;dlllll: r:ll·jil! ] illl'S. \~hill' Inuians often c(lntL'ndccl
I hill 11111)'(' pl'upl(' Wt're lH'L'd('d to develop Fiji's. n:sollrccs
fully :lIld· that rvdi~;lrilllllion of resources rather than·
pllpilLIl iOlt \.:011(1'(>1 \vLlllld <lid uevl'lopm('llt, 1I10~;t Fijians
;lIId Eurcll'l'i1ns ('xpn'~;sl'd CL>IICl'l"l1 Llli.tt tile r('SOllrCl~S of
Fiji ;'ilnIlOl:sIIPJlOrt gi:(>,ltincrcClsl's oepopulation." '/9/

')B/ t~()rlll:1 rki\l"llllll', ·"F\.· .. I i.1 iLy and ~J;.l1·rJ:lg(' In FijL" HUlllan Biology fn
!!.~:.'.~i1!~~. VIII .• I, I')!I, p. 1ll-22. .

')""0'1\('1'/, V:(1.· .. ic 11111.1, "Fiji: A Stud\, of EtllnJ.c Plurality LInd Family
I'L'III,j,,:,.. " 11\ ::",HII. (·d .. Ill'. ('fl:., p. ?()7.
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Not only wa~ there concern nbou t the Illl1nbers ~hemse lves 1m t a 1:;0 Ilbou t till'

related land tenure system and the voting procedures (bnsl'CI 011 cOl\nnunnl l:olL

giving each group equal representation). By nO\"I, after' the. ~;1wrp declinl: ill

the Indian birth rate, there is much l('ss political concel~n expre:;s("d llll t:11(~

issucthan a generation ago.

Other; There: are a fe\v other countries in the area \vhL:I"C small ctll11i,

minorities arc given special treatment with regard to [cl"ril.i.ly- i1nd llHlrlal i.Ly-

re la ted issues: Chi.na, \vhere the governmen tIs efforts to reduce grmoJlh ra Les

are not applied in

"national minority areas (\vhere) appropriate measures
are taken to facilitate population grO\\Tth ... ; in the
national minority areas, a c11ange has been brought
about in the situation prevailing in the past, in \,-hich
population grc\v at an extremely slow rate or even
dropped sharply, owing to brutal persecution by the
forces of reac rion ... ". 29a/

Ta~\-Jan, \vhere the family planning program was not extended to Lhe aborigine

~6pulation (250,000 out of 15 million) fdr several years after it.was provided

to thegeneralpopula~ion in order to avoid any possible suggestion. of impure

motives; and Australia, where special:: consideration is required for the aborigine

population: "they probably have the highest growth rate, the highest birth rate,

the highest death rate, the worst health and housing, and the lowest educational·,

occupational, economic, social and legal status of any identifiable section of

the Australian population", and what is needed is "a total programme of hettennent"

not limited to demographic measures. 29b/

29a. "Speech by Head of the Delegation of the People's ]{cpubli.c of Chinn at
the World Population Conference", Bucharest, August 1974, p. 14.

29h. Population and Australia, First I~eport· of the National Population
Jllqufry, 1975, vol. 2, p. 455, 738. Fora full analysis, sec "Part C:
The Ahoriginal I'l)\llllation" , p. h55-539; and "The Aborigine!> and
Poplllali(ll1 PoUcy", p~ 737-/,0.
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Mi. ddIe Eo l'; t

hvo of the, worlcl'l'; major cases 01 cOllcern arc neighbors here:

the Hoslcm/Christian issue in Lebanon and the Jewish/Arab issue in 1!;]-,:1f~1 -

plus. the probable case of Creek/Turkish tension ill Cyprus.

Lc·banon: The latest full census in this country H3!' t:lken eJVcr '-10

y(~arl'; ago (plus a \Var-tim(~ count for rClti.oning purposes, a "mini-cen:;u:;",

over 30 years ago). The reason is well knm..m: the systcril·'of political rcp-

resentation is delicately balanced between the two ethnic groups that mak(~

up. the country. Given the sensitivity of internal security (demonstrated'

again only recently), there is a tacit understanding not to undergo the

recalculatiol1 that might be required by a new census, in a system in which

parliamentary seats are allocated by religion: Christtans 53, Moslems 1.6.

A~ was iecently observed:

"Policy makers have deliberately avoided this thorny issue
because of the political implications and responses that may
ensue. In f~ct, the fear of politictil repercussions is one
reason \oJhy Lebanon has not had ,a census since 1932. The
~undamental balance bet\Veens~cts is a principle that governs
Lebanese political life. Any population policy that deliber
ately reflects on this balance is carefully avpided". 30/

The contest is a clol';e one: in a survey from the late 1950s Moslem fert i Ii ty

wa!'.: higher than Christian in the cities but not in the vill<lges (TFJ{s of

, . 30a/
abollt: 7 to I. <lnd 71

2 to 8+,re.spect,1vcly) .-- And in this more recent tabulation,

older 1·los1ems hut younger Christians h<ld slightly higher fertility than

their counterparts: 1.!.I

30. Acln<.tn tvlrouch, ','The Population Explosion: lJrgcnLNeed for Control and
Planning", The !\r'-!.1.?-I':conomist, September 1()1/~, p.13.

:31. Juljetll~ Sayegh and Charles Churchill, "Lebanon", Country Profiles,
The Populalion Council, forthc.olldng, table II. ,

30£1. DaviJ Yllukey,' FertJliJ::1. llifferences ~ ~ }!o<!c,-niz;l"!.£. Country: A Survey
of l.elli1lwse COlJples, Princeton lIniven;iLy Press, l~GI.
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flveragl' NUIll!)('r ot Chi.ldre~n l':ver BllL"n to Homen hv ~~;"HI I:(~l ir,i()l~

){c] iJ.:J~2.!.!

Age 01' Homen
l5-llJ
20':'l- /l
25-1-9
30-34
35-39
40-!1/~

Christians
l,ll.'j
2.J8
3.65
4.95
5.89
6.48

~1\l~; 1 ('111:;----_._-
1.JO
2. 1()
3. J()

5.7/1

6.5/1

6.70

At tlw end of World War II there, were slighLly more Chr{~tians th.:lI1 1'10s1cms

in the country but the estimates now are that there are slightly mure

Moslems -- but the test is still foregone by tacit agreement.

"In gener:ll, the people of Lebanon do not think of tllC'mselves
as having .1 population problem... The primary concern is thc
fear on the part of the Christians that the Hoslem birth rate
will markedly alter the country's religious balance. There is
uneasiness among the Noslems as "'ell, over \vhether a Christian
majority exis ts in the country. Religious groups watch anxious ly
the issuance of naturalization papers to people of various
religions." 37../

It is the uncertainty about the outcome that is at the bottom of this

situation.

Cypnls: Here too a census ",as involved: thel970 census was postponed

not out of concern over close balance -- after all the Gr6eks are nearly

80% the population, the ,Turks under 20% -- but because of tensions and lack

of communication between the two communities (soon to break into open violence).

As the official ))emo~raphic Report for 1972 puts it:

"Due to the political. anomaly prevailing in the island tlie
Statistics and Research Department has been unable to collect
detailed nnd up-to-date (vital) informntion". 33/

The crude birth ratc is reportedly in the low 205 with n growtll r:ltc of

1/u or less, not becausc of high mortality but because of. heavy cllligrat ion

[rom the strife-torn is.land. Although no datn arc din.~clly nvailablc, it

would s(,(~m probahle that the Greek birth rate is 'below the Turkish even though

l?) Ibid., p. 32 of Ms,

33/ Sllltisti.CS And ){esearch llepilrtml'lH, t-1inl~;try of j"!nancc, I{epublic of
Cyprus, !)cllIogrnpllic I\epo~ ]971-, p. 3.
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111, far less L1lan lhcl."ange bclween lhc \1lL1lhcl~ cO\lnlrics. In the 1<)150s

the pt"O\)llr!. ion 0 [ Creeks ',decreased by 1. ~)'/., whercas Turks i.ncreasecl by

0.2'i:., lhrnugh lIli,graLion is much involved. The two etlll1.ic cQnllliunities,

part lcularly under llicstress uf events, are inlensely loyal to their

re::;pectivc cullures, lilnguages, 'and religions; and it would seem li.kely

that their di,rr'ercntial,fertility has fueled the dispute, but I'have been

unable to fjr,d any docuinentation. 34/

] sr;le 1: This maybe the mosl d,r'amaticGJ.se of all: a small country,

in a hostile region with an internal minority of .the same ethnic' stock

as t11C IILlslile i1eighbors., Population size and gro\vl:h' (notably including

immigration) reLitiveto the region is of paramount importance, but

differential fertility within the country is also of concern as indicated

by variolls efforts to address the problem in recent years culminating in the

1962 appointment of a national cOllunission on the matter, called indeed the

Natality Cumnittee. In view of its special circumstances, population has

always been a political issue in Israel.

At independence in 1948 1. srae 1 was ·about. 807, Je\~ish and 2Q';I,; Arab; now,

largely in consequence of the counter-balancing .effects of Jewisll inmligration

and Arab ferl.ility,il is nearly four times larger ~nd 86/., Jewish, 11//" Arab~

In tile lwu d~cades frum 191,8 to 1968, just under 40/'" of the growth i.n the

.J<:wish po!illlaLion of israel camc from natural increase (with over 60% from

illlllljgral ion) <'1!>agaillst about 100% for the Arabs. nul in recent years much

more has come [rom natur,al increase as iml~l!,gration has fallen. Throughout

the counLry's history, Arab fertility has been much higher. than Jewish;

mor<~IlV(~r, L1ll!re h3S hel~r.a constant di ffcrcl1ti al within the Jewfsh COlllI1l'Jni Ly

itself, IhqlClldin)', Oil national origin: 35/

)It! Th I sf Il ['lrmal ion· fro III A1"<:a IlaiHI\)ook for Cyprus, Foreign Area Slud ics,
Tile American llllivcrsfty, 1')71, p. 7/,-'.L

Till' elm dalll nr<~ n'olll Dov Friedlllllcler "Israel", in Berelson, ed., ~~. ~!S..•
I./lble 6, p.liO; llH..!.CBR :iIl0 Nt datil III":~ from »ov Fri(~dlander Wid Calvin
Gllld.'dlCidcr,"I'(~acl: and ('hc lJcmo)!,I~al)hi(" FIIL,'ur.c oL I 'sr.n" I" , I 1 r (' fll" Olll"na 0, "Illl ,ct
!i!~!l1..~, VIII 1H, ScplcllIbl..!r IlJ7/I, tahle 1, p. /.RH.



Arabs
.Jew~

of European origin
lsrael-born
of Afro/Asian ori~~in

Gros:.; reprllductl.on
rlll".c (1966)

I•• 00
1.65

1. 19
1. 35
2.17

Crude h:ll: th
ratc (c JlnO)

45.6
24.2

• •• 20

Rate of natural
.i.llcr.ensc (£.1970)

3. 9/..
1. 77..

•.

"Assllmi.ng the continual: i.on of thes;e patterns even for a limi.ted·
period would imply that the less affluent, the less educated,
the sl)cially deprived s~ction of the populationwC1uld grow fast,
while the affluent section would grow extremely slowly .... The
Arab population in Israel' ... will increase rapidly and be equal
in size to the Jewish ptlpulation in less than three generations,
assuming the continuation of current fertility and also assuming
that no further substantial .Jewish inlllli;:;ratilHl takes place." 36/

:·:oreC1ver, "family planning services are conspicuously absent from general public

health services" 36a/though induced abortion is relatively available.

Against this bacl~ground the Natality Committee advocated a pro-natalist

policy ~f psy<.:liological, economic, and monetary incentives, with this general

tonc:

'" Lf all families bore two children only, a dangerous
demographic recession would follow. Families of three
~~ntribute just marginally, and only families of four
or more children can make a real contribution toward the
demographic revival of the nation"'. '37/

The opposing point of view, recognizing a rather rapid convergence of

.Jewish fertility to\vard the lower norms and considering a sharp reversal toward

the large bndly to belllost unlikely, .concludes that the preferred poli~y would

he two- [01 d: (l) encouragement of further Jewish immigration, and (2) spread

of lII(lclcl~n ~h)(.:ial condi.ti.ons e1l1e1 fertility control throughout. the counLry, and

slgnifJca"I)y to the di.sadvantaged groups. In this calculation, a net im-

Illigral illn of I~),O(J() per year fs the rough equi.vall~nL l)[ substantially (and

unreal J.:lI ically) Iligh(~r Jewish ferti.lity inLo the fULure; 38/

--------------:--_._-------~

3(11 Fri(~dlul1der,~. ·cit. .p. 52.

%a / Ih Id •• p. GO.

}7/ .l.!!.!2. .• p. M-5.

3A/ Ibid .• tahle 8. page 85 (adapted)
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Jewish Population ·01' Isrowl (in mill ions)
1985 2000

Present fertility (2.6 children)
No immigration
Immigr~Lion of ]5,000

Fertility at level of large fLlmily
(ll.5 children)

No immigrat ion
Immigration of 15,000

J.072 .
3.435

3.252
3.633

3.708
ll.l~ 17

/L 623
5.1126

Moreover, in no realistically conceivable circumstance could even Ll suc-

essful pro-natalist policy in Israel do much to increase its share of the

region's population (from 3.4% now to 5% by the end of the centuty under the

mbst favorableasslwptions) or to lower the proportion of Jews in the Israeli

population (from 86% to 78% by then under the least favorable assumptions) --

let alone any ~onsideration of high fertility in the homeland as a means for

. demographic revival of world Jewry (of which Israeli Jev.'s .are about 18/0)' 1!l/

39/ Ibid, from table 9, p. 90. For a realistic analysis of the demographic
future depending upon different fertility· and immigration assumptions
and for alternative assumptions as to territory retained subsequent
to the current irit~rnational negotiations, see Friedlander and Goldscheider,
~.cit., which indicates by 2000 a wide potential spread· in population
(4.7 to 9.3 million) and in proportion J~wish (86% to 47%), on pages
486-501. .. In their calculations, fertility makes less difference for
total population than immigration, and that in turn less than the feintorial·
assumptions.
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A number of countries in both Western and Eastern E\lrOrl~ are ch<lTac-

tcd-zed by ethnic fertility differentials suffici.ent forpu»lic .:lttl'nlil;)l

mainly religion in the West, nationality in the East.

Ireland: Here the fertility di.fferences are substanti.1l, and at dif-

fercnt levels in the Republic and in the North (or at ·least were over a

decade ago):

-=C..:.r.:;\1:.::d..:.c~b~l,-=.1;..:'t;:.:l":..L_r~a=-::;.tC=.'.:.:.s~,.......:.1.:.9...::6..;:O~-6 ~ hO /
Northern Ireland Republic

Catholic

Non-Catholic

28.3

19.5

22.0

13.2

By this measure (and the essential difference survives the usu~l controls),

religion makes a 30-40% difference and residence about 20~30Z. In the

Republic, the reI igious difference is less important politi cally: not only

are the non-Catholics a tiny proporti'on (about 5/0) but they are older, with

lower marriage and birth rates, and they are losing some population through

inter-marriage into the Catholic majority. The prime exception is the

imposition of Catholic-oriented beliefs with regard to the means of f~rtility

conl rol, though that too has been recently softened.

But the religious differences do press hard in the North, to the point

of armed cunflict. At the time of the partition, in 1926, about a third of

the population was Catholic; no\-.1 it is barely one to two points higher.

That balarice was no~ acllieved through equivalence in fertility rates hut

l)l~cause heavy Catholic emigration ( due to low occupations) compensated

over the years for highe:r fertility. Actually,

tiC!! !{l»),erl E. Kennedy, Jr., "Hi.nori!.y GroupStlltlls and Fcrti:lity: The
Irish", A!I1~l~I.~ Soci_(?logl.c:ll R(~vicw, vol. 38, February 1973, p. 85-96;
ndaptl'd frllill Lnhlt, :I, p. 89.
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"in the creation of Northern Ireland from only six of the
original nine countie!'l of the Province' of Ulster, the link
between religious compdiition and pol~ti~~ was A prime
consideration: if all nine counlleshnd been included the
Protestant majority would h~ve been only! 57 percent instead of
the 67 percent recorded... Since the parti.tion, the relative.
size of the Catholic segment of the populat:ion; 'I1ml the higher
Catholic fertility, have be~n \vidcly recognized by both Cathol:icG
and Pro!'cstants as having important poli licul impl icati on:;.
For example, the former Northern Irish Primel\linistcr, Capl.
Ter.ence O'Neill, made the following comments in a radio i.ntcr:
view following his resignation (rom offi~c in 1969: 'The basic
fear df the Prote~tant~ in Northern Ireland is that they will:
be outbred by the Roman Catholics. It is <Jssimple as that."': 41/

Given the strength of feelings,

"in the last few years, the question of the religious balance
of the population in both parts ot Ireland has been raised
in public debate. In the republic, the idea that the non-Catholic
minority is being pressured out of the country is sometimes i

expressed, vlhile in the north, the notion of a revanche du berceau
'. and an eventual Roman Catholic majority is feared by SOI:1e .• '" 42~/

And the question of contraceptive availability in the republic is of course

closely tied tor~ligious posiiion -~

against unification by some political

i

and indeed ut~lized as anargumen~

i )
positions in ~he North i as an

~, • 'l:..

indicator of what would 11appen under the majority' s Irule .

Be.lgium: The basic ethnic dichotomy is all the stronger for its

reinforcini ~ualitie~:

Flanders in the riorth: Fl~mish-speaking~ Catholic, traditionally
agricultural, conservative

\~.:Il1ony in the south: French-speaking, less religious, long indust~i~

"'alized, socialist

Fl~nd~r~ now contains about 56% of the population, ~p5 points since 1~30;

Wallony )270, down 5 points si.nce then -- 'a shift attributable largt>.ly to

fertility di[[erent~ali. Particularly ov~rthe past two decades, the

"lingui stic problem" of the relation:> between the two communities has been

at the c~nter of political life; the new conitit~tional amendments of

1970-tl971 recognize', that offiCially in the formal governmental structure

of the country, toward a kind of federalism.

41/ Ihid., p. 91-2.

421 I\rcnllan M. Willsh, "Irelanll", in Berelson, 2!?. cit., p. 37.
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From the fertility standpoint the situation w8seased in the 1960l:iby

a sharper decline from the higher base in Flanders so that the differential
. .

in birth rates ··became only about a: point. in 1970 ·as.agains~ 3, points in: ~963 •

. About 15 years ago the matter was sufficiqntlyalive to .give rise toa

special consultation for the French-speaking sector (the "Sauvy Report'!)

that reconunendedvarious pro-natillist meas.ures like tax relief and child

assistance on the French model, but that was unacceptable as a discriminatory

proposal for one sector of the society. The government countered .with its

own commission (the IDeltereeReport") whi~h issued a\v:lde-ranging document

of a broad social security character on, say, the Swedish model not

"'population" but '.'quality of life" -- but the report as a .whole .was never

activ9ted. The child allowances

"were implemented without any relationship to population
policy but rather in connection with the regional.origin of
the minister in charge. It is dubiously cpincidEmtal: that
incre~ses·in allowances for higher birth ranks were settled
by Flemish ministers (F1.anders having hi.gh~rpa·rity children
than Wallony), wi.th an inverse action taken When \.Jalloon
ministers were in of Hcc ."43/

Czechoslo~akia: The basic regional differentiation, reinforced by

religion, has a long demographic history as well. The Czech .t-lest (now

68% of the population) was historically part of central ~~rope; not so

the strongly ~atholic S16vakian popul~tion 6f the East. Fertility differences

between the two can be traced back 200 ,years: Czech.decline not long af~er

the French, culminating in rapid fall in the late 19th century, Slovakian

starting then and proceeding to th~mid-20th century. In'1960 the birth.

rates were 13.3 and 22.1, respectiyely, wi.th rates of natural. increase

ranging from .4% to· 1.4%; but f~rtility fell in the decadQ. to a low ppint

in 1968 and then slightly up. but with ri convergence between the two

conununiticr.: in 1971 to CUR 15.7 and 18.2. Asc101icobscrvc;!rs have concluded:

43/ Loul~ Lohl~-TlIll, "Bclljl\ll~t, in Harelson, ed~., ~. eLL. p. 2Hj ·t;hc
data arc u1!;o fr.olll thiii source. i'\

1\

r'.\i
1



"This historically constituted distincti~n..• will require
at least another tcnyears in order to cv;cn the fertility
levels of. the two Czechoslovak population". 1.4/

'I .
The di.fferentials dO not now appear" to be of major policy conccm., and

certainly not. of policy differentiation

different iated regionally and theologically as well.

'(1966 )

nationalities·
. I,

And the dtffercncts
i
I
I

Crude hirthrate% of populationReligion

This country contains a variety of

Province

Yugo s lavia:

find expr~ssion in birth rates too:

Serbia· Orthodox
Croatia Catholic
Bosnia/Herzegovina Moslem &
Slovenia Catho~ic

Macedonia Orthodox
Vojvodina Catholic
Kosovo Moslem
Montenegro Orthodox

mixed

25.5
21.6
18.3
8.4
8.0
9.5
6.1
2.6

18.2
16.6
26.3
19.1
26.9
14.7
37.3
23.0

"While, as regards particular demographic characteristics of
the population of variousmitionalities (mortality, .some stru.ctures·,
etc.) there are already tendencies toward equalization, cliff rences
with respect tofe~tilityhave remained exceptionally pronou cede
We consider that it can be assumed that the different fertilOty
rates in some nationalities are mainly caused by the factors of
environment in whichthe populntion of these nationalities l°ye
or, in other words, by the impact of socio-economic factors.
However, it is likely that the mentality, habit, tradition,
cust~ms and other elements, which characterize a given natio
ality group,· constitute the cause of differentintion as regal.ds
the fertility of population." 45/

In the post-war period, birth rates have declined among all nationalities
I

j .

but the differ~ritials were not particularly narrowed.

country Catholic f~rtility is on the low side and tha~

,
Note that in this

the border provinces
I

tend to n:~flect the fertility of their ethnic cousins across the borde~,
I

..., I
notably the highef.t (Kc)sovo/Albania) ano the lowest (VlljVOdinalHUngaryr.

In general, nationality issues are at the center of Yugoslavian

poli.ticso However, such fertility differences have not surfaced as a

major issue though there 1.s the usual grumhling in the industrial sectors

(Serb la and CroaU a) about their burden 1.n carrytng the less developed an~as

Zdcnek Pavli.k & Vladimir \~ynnyczllk, "Czecllonlovllkia", in Tkrelson, cd',£.E..cit,p.339
D. Brcznik, "Fl~rtUily or the Yugoslav PopulatIon"; 1.n EgonS:'.ubally, cd.,
Hodd View cl. Population Problcll\~i, Akad~1Il1ai )(iI100.,1968, p. 6/.~ ..
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with their higher fertility and population growth.

USSR: Here the differentials have also centered ,on n~~ional min

orities - geographically dispersed, different in religion and language,

widely diverse in birth rates. Broadly speaking, concentric arcs eenle cd

on the Leningrad area show higher fertili~y the farther out toward the

periphery:
Percent of
FOEu la'Hon

Crude bIrth
rate,1973 46/

CBR r 'nge by
re ubics

Baltic (Latvian, Lithuanian,
Estonian) 3% 15.1 13.9 16.0

Western (Russian" Ukrainian,
L20.4Belorussian, Mo ldaviail ) 7970 15.2 14.9

Caucasian ' (Georgian, Armenian,
Azerbaidzhan) 5% 22.2 18.2 - 25.4

Asian (Tadzhik, Turkmen, Uzbek,
Kirgiz., Kazakh) 13% 29.4 23.2,- 35.6'

46/ UN Economic and Social Council, "Post-War Demographic Trends in Europe
and the Outlook until the Year 2000", prepared by the S~cretariat of the
Economi.c Council for Europe, July 1975; adapted froni table V.17.
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In a more detailed analysis of 36 ethnic groups,

"those below the median congregate in the European portion of i
the USSR and consist of traditionally non-}mslem'groups spcak~ng

a language of East European origin, (whereas thosa above t~e I
median constitute) the Asian regions of the USSR... by and la~ge

inhabited by traditionally l-1oslem and some Buddhist groups I
whose indigenous tongue is reia ted to either the Turkic, Mongo1lian,
or Caucasian sub-division." 47/

. SELECTED CllM~:\CTERISTICSOF 36 ETJI:\IC
GROUPS J:\ TilE USSR
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Ii 7/ D. Peter Hazur, "Fertility Among Ethnic Groups in the USSI''', I) 1
1

... emograp!y',
vo .. 4, 19G7, p. 177; the table [rom p. 178.
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Thus with the USSR, at least until quite recently, there was a spread

in fertility rates approxi.mating that between the developcl1 and the developing

countrtc5, th9ugh the .extremely high rates inay now be in process of decline

(and within such ethno:"provinces are smallerethni.c groupin~s with even

greater fertility differentia1s:e.g., birth rates of 60 and 66 were reported

c i.rca 1960 for the Ingush and ChecJien, smalt Moslem groups in the Cauc;ll=lian

region). 48/

The large majority of the population of the USSR (about 80%) lives

in republics with relatively low birthrates. Nevertheless,. concern has

been expressed on the nationality differentials. For example, a symposium

on regional features of population growth, held in May;1968 under the

auspices of the Coordinating Council for Population Problems of the USSR

Ministry of High and Specialized Secondary Education, concluded that

"demographic policy can be differentiated in accordance with
the peculiarities of individual areas. Depending on concrete
conditions, it encourages births in some cases and is an
influence for their reduction or sta~i1ization ill others •..
At the symposium, measures contributing to a~ increase in the
birth r~te in certain of the country's republics and provinc~s

were recognized as necessary .. " 49/

which :';'S taken to mean that the birth rate" of the core republic should

be increased somewhat. According to a recent review,

"Although no formal government policy has emerged, the majority
of demographers promote a policy of raisingl the national
birthrate through an increase in fertility in low-fertility
areas ... The seconl1 major ·concern (ot p~licy, after the decline
in the rate of·natural inctease) is with the relatively high
proporti.on of all births that occurred to the- Muslim naticnalities
in the Sovi~.t Union and the relatively low proportion that oc
curred. to th·e Slavic groups... Although I have never found any
direct statement that too high a proportion of all babics are
born to Moslem nationalities, one can note the effort by
Soviet demographers to pub 1 i.cize the large territorial and ethnic
differences in fertility that do exist... The most frequently

1~8/ D.Petcr Mazi.1r,"Rellltion of Marringe and Education to Fertility in the
U.S.S.R.", Population Studies, vol. 27, 1973, p. i14.

119/ Reproduced in U.S.S.I{. :Vlews £.!~ Popu1ntf.on/FamUy Planning,
Family Planning, no. 49, Januury 1970, p. 15~

. !.

j
Stud his in
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heard policy position is that the Soviet Union sho\lldseek to .
raise its birthtate.but do so primarily by increasing the
birthrate in' the low- fertU tty art~as . 'It is necessary'(saYR

. a leading Soviet demographer) I to introduce a differentiated
demographic legislation so that what is appropriate, . say', for'
the Ukrtlineand the Baltic region is completely inappropriate
in Central Asia or Azerbaidzhan'''. 50/

However,' the 1960~ brought,
. ;!

I

a m\lch fasrerfertility decline in Catholic provinces so that a 16% differential
I:':

To date, to my knowledge, nosu,ch policies have been taken and the differentials

appear to be diminishing somewhat,from the top down.· I
Other: There arc other concerns about differential fertility by cthnicity

in Europe but on the whole less important than tho'se cited above: The Ncl~herlalldS,
where the religious/regional difference -- ::he Pro'testantnorth, the ca~olic .

f !
south -- was accompanied by fertiiity differentials.

in marital fertility around 1960 was more than wiped out by 1967. Alth()ugh
:j

earlier it was widely believed by non-Catholics that "it is the secret p~rpose
. ,~ .

of ~tholics to 'outbreed' the Protestants", 52/ the issue is apparently not
Ii
'I

pressing at this time; Great Britain, with regard to the fertility (as ~ell as
;1

the inunigration) of "colored" from the New Conunonwealth countries, WhiC,rl "according

J

to a recent estimate ... may currently exceed the national average by 50. percent" 53/
I

! .
and~ together with other ethnic inunigrants, accounts for about 10'0 of all births in'

:1

Brita'in. 53a/ Even so, the projections suggest that by the end of the:century the
" -- I

I

"coloured minorities" would constitute from 4-6'. 'of the population as ~gainst 2.4%

in 1968. 53~.1

50. David 11. Heer, "Recent Developments in Soviet
in Family Planning, vol. 3, November 1973, p.

I

'I
Popu la t ion Po1icy, ": Stud ies
257, 259, 263.

51. Philip van Fraag and F. Louis Lohle-Tart, "The Netherlands", in Berelson,
cd., ££. cit., p. 304. \

52. For an interesting his torical analysis see F. van Heek, "Roman-Catholicism
and r'crtil i ty in the Netherlands:· Demographic Aspects of Minority
Status", Population SLuJic~, vol. 10, '1956-57, p ..·125-38; the quotation
1s from p. 135 .

53. John Simons, "Great Britain", in Berelson, ed., £E. dt., p. 612.

53a. Ernest Krausz, Ethnic Hi,norUies l!! Britaln,MacGibbon & Kee, 1971, p. 49.

53b. Ibid., p. 54 ..
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Romanf.a. where "nataUty is~uch lower in the western districts than in

the eastern part of the country (also'reflecting ethnic differentials). i:
I.

·1·

But the gap is· gradually narrowing be·cause of the recent industrializati. n. I
';

of eastern diStricts which. in the past,. were primarily agricultural;

while in the west, industrialization began many decades ago" ; 54/

Bulgaria, where the celebrated peaking of child assistance on the third

child is m,eant mainly to stimulate an extra birth 8J.1long the dominant

population but .also, reportedly. to discourage high;'parity births for

welfare payments among the gypsies; and Hungary, where there is also

some muttering about the high fertility of the gypsies.

5q! Petre Muresan and loan M. Copil, "Romania",· in ·Berelson, ed., £R.
ei to, p.361.

I
1

i,
I
i

I'
I,

. ",'
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. North America ·1

Both countries have been marked by ethnic fertUitydiffcrentials which
I

now appear to be narrowing. I

" ICanada: The ethnic differential from the out~et has been nationalityl

. religio'.Js/linguistic in character -- the British (now about 45%) and the French

(about 30~). The other segment pf the population, from other European stocks,
. . I:

has assimilated to the British; and the dichotomy has been reinforced bylthe

residential concentration of the French-speaking population lin Quebec. OVer
. I

most of the past century the French proportion of the population has stayed
I

at about 30%, balanced a la the Ir~sh and Israeli cases: high British immigration ....__

against high French fertility ("cradle revengell
), the latter not so much deliberate

policy as religion and traditional values. Until quite recently the differen-

tial was,.substantial -

"as great as fertility differences between devel~ped !

and underdeveloped nations and account(ing) in large
part for differences in family size between ,two
nat ions." 55/ '

However, as in ,other Western countries, the birth rate declined substantially

in the 1960s (about 10 points) and most sharply in Quebec, from 26.1 to 14.8,

making it the lowest among the provinces:56/

,"the overfertility of French Canadians has pro
gressively been reduced and is 'now quite negligible." 57!

That plus a slow assimpation of French Canadians outside Quebec has meant

that the proportion of French-speaking people in Canada is slowly declining,

, ,dawn to 27% in 1971; arid that in turn intensified the separat ist tendencies

of that province as a "survival." measure, and led to national undertakings

about language usage throughout the country.

55/

56/

'Xl)

Larry 11. Long, "Fert~lity Patterns Among Religious Groups in Canada,"
J)cmography,7~ May 1970~ p. 148.

AnJrew Kantner et a1., "Canada", Country Profiles, Population Council,
Septemher 19711, p. 5.

Jacques Ilenripin & lieI've Callthier,"canada", in Bcrelson, ed., ~. cit.,'
p. 415."
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United States: Here ~here ,area nU~ber of cthni,C commu~ities Wit.hldff~

fercritiai f~rtility patterns: blacks, Catholics '(and differences by nation
I

ality within), Mormons, Chicanos arid other Spanish-speaking, Indians, i~utterltes

on die high side, Jews and OrIentals on the low stde. Iti ~hort, at lealt his-
. I

toric~liy, differentia1 fc~~ilit~ has chaiacterii~d vt~tu~ily ~11 ethnib groups

1"0 the country and the national figures are the resulting aggregate weikhtcd hy

gr'oup size . Concern app'ears to arise under two conditi'oris: wheh .the "~inOrit:y"
. .I~

group is large. enough "to matter" ,as riationally with blacks andCatholiics or

regionally with Chicanos and perhaps Mormorlsj or when thegr'oup itSelfl becomes

aroused to the "need" for higher fert.ility for political or other teas/oil/Ins, '

as .o'ccasionally with blacks, Iridians, arid Jews. 1'1

o I;
to ~y knoWledge, there is tio single reiiable source of comparable I~ertiiity

measurements across the range of ethnic groups, but the broad picture can: be

pieced together to show' rough orders of magnitude:

Average childr~n eve.r born pe'r woman (age .35~44 ,years) ,~ 1974 58/

White
Black
Spanish origin

2.89
:3".50
3.59

Total fert i lity for 1926-1935 cohort (the tibaby boom" mothers) 591

Jewish
CatholIc
Morro'cn

White
Black

2.13
3.64
3.52

3.to
4.13

Cuinulativc fertility rate, women 45 and £.Y..£E., i957. 60/

Jewish
Prot'estant
Catholic

2.2
2.8'
3.1

581

591

I~~ert.f, lHy ExpCClll~.r()nS,of American Women: June 1974," C:lrrent PopulnOt ion
Reports, Series P-20, no. 277, Fehruary 1975, adopted from tallies 17, 18,. 19.

Charles F. Westo.ff and Norman Ryder, "Di.f[crcnlilll Fl·rtili.ty," chapter X in
forthcoming llIonograjlh' cntH led "The Cont raceptivc Revolution," from tahle X-I.

60/,0' Sldney Coldfitcln, "Amcrlcan Jewry, 1970: A Demographic Profile," American
:Jewi~li Yearhook,' 1971, p. 17.
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Crude marital fertility ratc!'l,wHe~ 40, 1967 - 1970 li/

Japanese American
Chinese American
Black
Indian
Puerto Rican American
Spanish surname
Chicano

.385

.425

.436

.510

.52~.'

.550

.568

Total children~ born, women aged 35-44, 1970 certsus 62/

Japanese American
Chinese American
Black
Spanish origin
Chicano
Indian

2.2
2.8
3.5
3.5
4.2
4.3

And, just to establish an upper limit, the Hutterites serve as the current

standard for sustained high fertility - about 8.5 children per married women.

The broad picture emerges: the Indians and the Spanish-speaking sub

stantially above the national average (say, 30-40%), blacks and Catholics 63/

and Mormons well above (15-20%), the Oriental-Americans somewhat below (10%),

the Jews well below (25%). Indeed, in the United States, race and religion

are key predictors of fertility,6:!7 from tl1e high of the Hutterites, Mormons,

Chicanos, and Indians to the low of the Jews and the Japanese-Americans.

61/, James A. Sweet, "Differentials in the Rate of Fertility Decline: 1960-1970,"
Perspectives, vol. 6, Spring 1974, p. 104: from table 2: "ra~e based on
,aver~ge number of children under the age of thre~ living in household with
own mother (married, under age 40); II '

62/ '''Women by Number of Children Ever Beirn, II Census Bureau Subject Reports,
Series PC(2)-3A, July 1973; adapted. !'

63/ Not to mention the nationality differences within the Catholic community 
Irish, Mexican, Italian, Polish, French,et a1.; see Thomas K. Burch, "The
Fertility of North American Catholics: A Comparative Overview," Demography,
vol. 3, 1966, p. 174-87. '

63a/ UN, Detcrmi.nants and Consequences, £E..cit., p. 102: " .•• religious differences
have emerged in recent yeanl as perhaps the strongest of the socio-economic
dctermi.nants of fcrtili.ty"; and Vernon C. Pohlmann, "Longitudinal Study of
DemographicVuriablcs Associated witll Differential Fertility of Whites and
N'>II-Wllitcs in the llt'lit('d States, 1900-1970," paper prepared for presentation
at PM, April 1973: "race 'p~r se is a key predictor of fertility."



The ~!tllliic grotJp~ wi th lOlller than n~" ionn1 fertility arc q,uite small: Jews

unUl'r Ji'", Oril.'nta):; 0.6'1.; t,.o of l:ho~' with higher fertility arc relatively

large: Catholics 20/., blOJcks 11%.

As of n uecade ago, those counties in the United States with substantial
"

fertility (h or more children in the average family)' were mainly characterized

as rural ':II1J ethnic -- and thus somewhat outside the mainstream of American

"

life in this as in other rcspel:ts. But the situation has recently been changing,
, .

and tllcre appeOJrs to be a convergence in progress. In the decade up to 1967- •
.:",

70, the urban wllite fertility declined 27%, as compared to 30% for the Chicano I
, ..

-"

and Spani.sh surname group, 37% for blacks~ and 45% for Indians.
'. - --,

120

"The continuol1:; decli.ne in fertility in the United
States since 1957, while affecting all elements of
the population, has been most pronounced and most
rapid among those groups which previously had the
Ilighest fertility - blacks, American Indians and
!-IeXlcan Americans ... The decline \.as especially rapid
for third and higher order births, suggesting a
heavy concentration of completed fertility at two
"hild families." 64/
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Simi.larly:

liThe declines, both absolute and relative, were twice
as large for blacks thari for whites, and twice as
large for Catholics than for non-Catholics .. As a re
sult both tl~e race and, the religious diffcrenti.al
closed by· more than half a birth .. The diHcr~nce hc
tween'whit6 ~rid black fertility as of the 1966-70
period was reduced to .53 bi rths ; and. for Catholics 
non-Catholics to .51 births. Since fertility has con
tinued to fall very sharply since the 1966-70 period,
these differentials today may be even closer together." 65/

And the decline largely derives from decline ill unwanted fertility'

rather thana ~hift 'in family-size norms. Says a leading expert in this

field:

liThe greatest declines in unwanted fertility rates were
observed among blacks and among white Catholics. The
race diffe~eritia1 still existed as of 1966-70~... b~t signs.
of rapid convergence were evident ... The Catholic non-

§2/ Westoff &. Ryder, ££.. cit., p. 7.
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Catholic difference had virtually disappeared ...
Nearly all of the excess of black over white f.ertility
:I.s·duc'to the considerably higher unwanted fertility
among blacks. Giventhesuhstantial ieductionin the
unwanted fertility rate amoi1g blACks across .the genera
tion, a rapidly increasing convergence of'blackand
white marital fertility' can be expected during the
current decade ... sucha convergence was tlearly evident
during .the 19605 in the trend of Catholic and 110n
Catholic fertility ·because of tile greater decline
Rmong Catholic women .. The differential remaining in
the period fertility of 1966-70 (15':'0) is, unlike, the .'
',o/hite/blackdifference, due to differences in the num
berof children wanted." ,66/

Moreover, there is evidence that the improvE!<i contraceptive tedmologyof

the latter 1960s contrib.uted tathe fertility decline, and the same can be

said ir: the case of the blacks for the publicly-financed family planning

programs of the period 67/ 'and for the legalization of induced abortion in

the early 1970s. ,68/ Thus the major high-fertility ,ethnic groups made con-

siderable~advancein'therational.control of their iertility, thus moving in

this respect towar9 their low-fertility counterparts.

Nonetheless, or perhaps hence, the family planning programs and the

general concern about population stabilization -- which requires more

66/ Charles F.We~toff, "The Yield of the Imperfect," Presidential Address,
PAA,April 1975, p. 9, 11. For a similar con~lusion with regard to un
p1ann;:d fertility, seeWcstoff & Ryder, ££.. cit., p. 28: "The decline in
unplanned fertility accounts for just about all of the decline in total
marital fertility," 1961-65 to 1966-70. (Unplanned includes both timing
and number failures).

67/ Frederick S. Jaffe, "Faroi ly Planning Services in the United States,"
Chapter 7 in Aspects of Population Growth Policy, vol. VI of research
reports of the US COlluuissi.on on ropulation Growth and the American Future,
19"13.

68/ Marda J. Kramer, "Legal AborU.on Among New York City Retjidcnts: An
Analysis According to Socioeconoml.c and Demographic Charncter:l.stics,"
Perspectives, vol. 7, May/June 1975, p. 128-37.

r
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..tan t \7ings:

"sacrifice" of fertility from some than .foro'tllcrs -~ ga,ve rise to a ccrtlain
I

amollOt of di~sent. within the black conununity and certainly by its more m~1i-

I

"lnthe black community, the deepest emotional source of
this attitude is the apprehension that population policy
and fertility control programs are ge~1Ocidal at.tempts by
the wb Hes to eli.minate the blacks. SlIchanattitlloc is
reinforced by the appearance in ghettos of birth control
clinics without pediatric or maternal health clinics or
by occasional public proposals for compull'.;ory .sterH iza
tion of women on welfare having an additional child.
Another.related source is the concern that the dominant
white community is trying to substitute populat{on con
trol for economic development -- an attitude not di~simi

lar to that voiced occasionally by representatives of .
some developing nations. Still another expression takes
·the form of connecting increased population with increa-·
~ing political power ~- a view strengthened by recent
elections to office of black mayors and other government
officials ... The picture of the a~~itudes df black leaders
is diverse, ranging from indifference to a,nimosity .. In
the black population at large, however, the average person,
especially the woman, is just as anxious to regulate her
childbearing as is her white counterpart .11 69/ .

Finally, in recent years, as Jewish consciousness has again been raised

I
by the political situation ~f Israel, there have again been calls for higher

I
fertility in that traditionally low-fertility.connnunity (now with a birtr ..

rate approximating or below replacement), down from its high of 3.7% of the

u.s. population in the late 1930s to under 3% today and falling, while still

nearly half of world· Jewry. In response to this situation, for example, the

newly-elected President of the New York Board of Rabbis recently called for

i
at least three children per Jewish family, which would amount to a subst;antial

increase. ZPG,

69/ Charles F.. Westoff, "United States,1t in Bcrc}son, ed., ££.. cit., p.749-50.
For some extreme exnmplcs, see J. Mayone Stycos, "Opinion, Ideology, and
Population Problems - Some Sources of Domestic and Foreign Opposition to
lIirth Control,I.1 in Ral~ .l'0pulnl: I 011.. Growth: Consequences and Policy
Llmltlltions, Johns Ihlpkins Press, 1971, p. 551-4.·
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,"should find nO}lpplisati~n i.n the Jewish community •. " Is it rot.
obvi.Ous that in 'terms 'of Jewish s'urvival, ,the European HolllC~~,st

of th,e war ye~rs and the Holoeaus t- !'liie lqss tn Amedcans durlng
,the last three ~. ecat-ks (by his reckoning, 6 million ,,:herethe,re
should be 12) produced the same result? (Wi.thout~ a,n increase in
population, it (the American Jewish cornm~mity) wHI grow wca~cr

and,~,i~ll face a threat to its cXistcnc~... 'l1ll'ee children f'1lo~ld
}:Ie the minimum number for Jewish families, but the larger the:,
better." 70/

But there is another responsible' vi~w to the contrary:

"This decline in relative number.s may not be very signi
ficant,' since Jews have neVer constituted a ,numerically
large segment of the population. If anything, it is
noteworthy that, despite their small numbers, theya,re
generally afforded the social position ,o~ the third
major religious gro\lpin the country. There seem~ little
reason to expect that this ~i~uation \'o1i1l change even though
their percentage in the total population declines further,'
particularly since Jews, both as a group and ii1dividUillly,
will undoubtedly ~ontinue to playsignific~nt r6lei in
speci fie spheres of American li fe, such as c,ultural acti
viti'es,education, and urban politics. From the demo
graphic point of view, more impOrtant factors may be
influencing the posHion 0f the Je'oJish community within the
total America,n conuuunity, among them changes in the geo
graphical concentration of Je~~ in ~ertain parts of the
nation as well as their disproportional ~epresentati6n in
seiected socioeconbmic str.ata of the populatio:n'.' .71/

- not to mention the, political strength of Jewish residential conc.entr~ti~n

in NCvl York and maj or cit ies.

70/

]Jj

"Rabbi Deplores Small Fal:nilies, II New York Tiples, Janu~,ry24, i~74,

p.40. Actually, theU.So'population incre~sed in ,those three
decades by just over 50%, not 100%.

Goldst~in, £E. cit., p.12.
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That isa highly cOtr.pressed ov.erview· of ethnic differentials in

f"rt Hit}' that have become politically problemClticwithin countri.es --

surely not an exhaustive cxplor.:lt~ol1 in anyone case, probably r~ot a

complete set of su<:h cases. Nev(~rthelcss, this overview is illustrative,:
.. I

perhaps represent.:it ive, of· the situation in th is regard. Once more th(~

reminder tl:at thisnccount has b(~el1 limited to fertility differentials,

i
i.
! :

'oJithout· full regard to tl're d"iffcrentials in migration,mortality, nuptial
i
-

i~y, ~nd age structure that wuuld r~fine issues of population growth;

yet omitting migration, either \"ay, the fertility differentials usually

denote growth differentials of a similar order of magnitude.

I now attempt to sun~arize for condition, caus~ and <:onsequence."

The condition"is present in many pluralistic societiesarQ.lnd the

world,maybe in most of them. The c6nditiQn is independent of type of

country; as even this listi.ng Sho\.iS, it appears in large and small,

in devclor;ed und developing, in capitalist and socialist, in religious

and secular, in East and \-Jest and i.n hetw('en. It involves all the major

et:hriic dif;tLnction~ _.- race, reli.gion, nationality, language. It is

pr/2Sl:nt, that i.s, but seldom manifest; a subterranean issue, but real.

There is

"the existence of different demographic commUnlll€S within the
same society, with the consequent exacerbation of related sociai
and political problems ... a1t:hougll nm"herc is it ai1 explicitly
purStJC9gb::J1 "of n"atinnal policy to eqllnliz(~ the" vital rates of
such internal divisiuns ... " 72/

7L1 Ikrdaon; cd., .£p..:. cit., p. 787
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Still, in the very natur,e of the case, there maybe morc conccrn, than

.'
gets cxpressed in, formal doctrinc, or for that matt~r' in writing.

Indeed, an intensive study of European fertility has concluded thnt

fertility norms and b9havior were themselves di.ffused precisely throllgh
",

such " n'a tural" cOnIDmnities. 73/ In another long view,

"these examples point to a shi.fr: fro111 concern \"ith differential
fe:rt ility rates among socioeconomic classf~s (an issi.le i.n much
of western Europe in the 19th cl20tury \vlwn conflicts were lliainly
along class lines) to a co~cern with differential fertility .
rates among populations having different cultural values".
of the changing proportions of racial, religious, or tribal
groups {when) theditference is seen as having a significant'
political effect." 74/ .

Nor is there: anything su.rprising here: perceived group .di-fferences have

always presented difficulties of accommodation to hum~r beings and pa.r-

ticularlythose of real or perceived permanence, fundamental and i~era-

dicable.

At the same-time, with only a few possible exceptions, the condition

has not presented an issue of overriding importance to the body P91itic;

it is mai~lJ a limited affair.
. I

73/ A.. J. Coale, "The Demographi.c Transition", IUSSP International Pop.,.
ul.:1tiull Conference, Liege, 1973, p. 62-63.

74/ t'lyron \Hener, "P()li.ti.ca) Demography: An Inquiry into the Political
Conseql:cnces of Population Change," in Raptd POpuL1tion f.rowth,
:£.I.?. Eit., p. 597-8.

"

\ ..
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ThE differences, though. present, are typically small, not very visible'

to the naked eye of social observance: a.one-child differential i.s sub-

stant ia1. \\Jhcn the ethnic group is a quite sma 11 minority and not po1i-

tically or economically powerful, "even a large differenti<ll is primarUy

of academic interest, as with the Hutterites in the United States llnd

Canada. Moreover" in a number of countries - both developing: Maur-

itiu~, Sint,apore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Fiji; and developed: Helgium,

Czechoslovakia j Netherlands, Canada, U.S. - the differentials ate narrow-

i.ng:

"The trend towards a diminution of the differential in a number
of countries has been attribu.ted to several factors: (a) a
modification of traditional atti~udes on the part of ~erlain
religiollsbodics towards ideals and practices' .\oJhich affect .
far'lily size; (b) a \vcakening of the influence of religious
doctrine and troditi,)n; . (c) a lesseni.ng in the non-religious
differences which ,JppeQr in part to have contributed to the
relig ious d i fferen t ia 1 in fcrt i li ty. II /12.-/ . .

Finally, within the demographic sphere, migration differen~ials by eth-

nic:i.ty are probably mOl"e visible, perhaps more telling; . and in the poli-

t iea1 sphere genera lly, there an1 many issues of much great_~r concern. /11/

we have seen and beyond. For example. a recent writer goes so far as to

/761 United Nati.ons, Economic & Soci.al Council, Determinants andConse
qu('ncc:s of Population Iieilds, vol. 1. 1973, p. 102.'

(
/2JJ For example. t\-/o recent reviewH of population policy ill Western

and Eastern Europe say nothing ahout the matter: Massimo Livi
Bacci, Population Studies, ~8, .Iuly 1974, p. 191-204~:and Nilos
}1acura, ££.. cit.; Novcmbcr 197!+, p. 369-79.
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·re fer to the

"erHical problem of competitive breeding (as) In'my judgement ona
of the world's centtal problems .•. This topic, even more dclicate
than that of population control, rar.ely rec(>ivei, mention but: it
is ailettle \vlli.ch must sooner or later be firmly gra.!:pt·d. lIow
can man€ver control his overall population size wilhill the
carrying capal:ity of th,e environment whilst: individual l.~rollps

are remorselessly competing for numcrical superi.ority, regardless
of the'consequences?" ~/

thOligh he 'vas probably thinking' mainly of inter-country competition~.

The causes of such ethnic differentials are a matter'of displlte,within

the scientific community: are they genuine (Le., deriving somehotoJ [rom

I
tht: ethnic' characteristics themselves) or a:r<~ they spurious (Le., reflect-

ing T!lerf·ly some simultaneous other differences, in urban residence or

education or income or, occupation or socio-economic status or some similar

characteristic)? On any such complicated question, the anS\oJer is seldom

definitive but the current Judgment would appear to be tha~ in most ethnic

situ~tions in most countries the difference is real.

Take the central case of religion. Across the world; three religious

communities do have distinctive ahd consistent fertility patterns: Moslems

very high, Catholics higher than their national counterparts, Jews low.

'And such differences have some historical vali.dity.

Over a long period of time Jews have had smaller families and, bave

planned them more rationally-- not just in thE: United States, hot, just

recent 1y I not just social posit ion. 79/ Similarly, lithe cross-nat iona 1

pattern for Catholics is equally clear, and higher Catholic fcrt ility has

been observed in almost every 'developed' country where data are available." 80/
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In such countries "Catholic fertility exceeds that of non-Catholic in

almost every ~ountry and socio-economic group" '§ll--and eSl>ecia lly where

they are a distinguishable and self-defined minority. As for Moslems.

"within the important limitations, of the data it may be said
that Moslem riatality(~) is almost uni~ersallyhigh, (2)shows
no evidence of important trends over. time, and (3) is generally
higher than that of rie,ighboring peoples of other major reli
gions." 82/

In its review, the U.N. concludes:

II •.. in any study of fertility differentials based on religion, it

isimportarit to consider to what extent the observed fertility
di.fferences betwe'en religious groups may be due to differences
in income, 6ccupat ion, educat i.on, urban-rural residence or some,
other' non-n~ligiolJ~; [actors. These studies have found, gener-

'ally, that while socia-economic and residential factors often
account for a substul1t1al part of the religious fertility dif
ferent ia1, they, do nol account for all of it. II 83/

In sharp compression, whatever the full explanation, some of the reasens

appear to be distinct ive to each: cultural pract ices in family 1 ife and

particularly the subordination o[ women among Moslems,ddctrinal beliefs

with reference to fertility norms and means of fertility control among

Catholics (now weakening in the West), high social mobility combined with,

81/ "Rom.o;n Catholic Fertility and Family Planning: A Comparative Review
of the Research Literature", Studies in Fami.ly Planning, no. 34"
October 1968, p. 3.

'82/ Dudley Ki.rk, IIFactors A[f(;~ct ing Moslem Natality". in Bernard Berelson
d al. > eds., Family Planning and Population Programs, Univ. Qf
Chicago Press, 1966, p. 567. See also Oladele Olawuyi Arowolo, '
Corre lates 0 f Fert il ity ~ Hoslem Populat ions, dissertat ion, llniv. of
Pennsylvania, 1973, table 2.1. p. 47. shOWing birth ~atcs of 19
~10s1ern countries in l\siaand l\frica with a medi.an .of 47.

83/ U.N., E.£. cit.. p. 102
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the historical "insecurities and marginality" 84/of small-m:Loority status

among .Jews.

In the past five years or so hav.e appeared a spate of. p::lpers seeking

to explore t.he underlying_ CclUSC3 of diffct-ential ethnic fertility. through

t\JO competing hypothese;,;: (1) the "assilllilati.oliist" or "charaL:teri~tics"

hypothEsis that as ethnic ·groups become similar in soci<oll, economic, and

demographic characteristics and thus assimilated into the mainstream,
- .

their fe."ctU ity "'vill also converge; and (2) the "minority group status"

hypothesis, that (a). fertility \v:i.ll remain lmv if the (small) minorit:y

group isaft·er sOc:1a1 mobility, has no pro-nata list ideology ('~particu1ar-

. .
ized the()logl'), and suffers "insecurities and marginalitl'· in its

status (Je\vs in America); if not, it .can be quite high aSel matter cf

group preservanon (Hutterites, Hasidim, and Black. Muslims); (b) fertility

\"lilJ n'lnain high if the group is large enough to challenge for politi<;:al

pO\ver (Catllolics in 1Iolland), if its chances for social mobilitj are

not g06d (Catholics in Northern Ireland), or if its po~ition in a

heteroge ..,eolls society intensifies its religious feeling and the fertility

norms that go \oJith it (higher Cathol'ic fertility in Australia, Ncv: Zea-

land, Canada, the UtHted States ~ ~., than in their majorit ies in

Arg'~lltina, France, Italy, lIungary, ~ ~.)

The outcome to date is inconc~usive, as indicated by this conclusion from

84/ Calvin Goldscheider and Peter R. Uhlenberg, "Minority Croup Status
lind Fertility", AIIl(·rican Journal .of Sociology, voL 74, January 1969,
p. 372.
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the latest article:

"The findiilgs of this study ••• strongly suggest a minority
group status effect~ But they also suggest. •• that with the
assimilat ion of minority groups, the fert iLity of majority
ap.d minority groups converge." 85/

Thus any narrowing of differences in sub-groups is taken to support one hypothesis,

arid any re~airiing difference to support the other.

So on the whole ethnic differentials in fertility .ppear to be real,

not explainable away by reference to other social characteristics of the

groups ir,volved.But even if they were "spurious", Le., attributable

thereto, ·.that is sornetvhat beside the point of· policy-oriented

concern, since (a) the percept ion i.s also real in the sense that it leads

to.corisequen~es and (b) whatever the "true cause"; the fact remains that

a clearly identiti~ble ethnic group has differ~ni fertility,

85/ P. Neal Ritchey, "The Effect of Minority Group Status 011 Fertility:
A J~c,..;examination· of Concepts", Popular ion Stud ies, vol. 2-9, July
1975, p. 257. The other major titles are:

Goldscheider .and ffillenberg, £E. cie .
.David S. Sly, "Minority-Group Status and Fertility: An Exten
sion of Goldscheider and Uhlenberg", American Journal of Socio~-

£gY, vol. 70, November 1970, p. 443-59. .
H~obert E. ]{oberts and Eu.1 Sul Lee, "Minority Group Status and
f':.':rt ility Revisited", Ameri.can JOtlrna 1 of -Soci.ology, voL 80,
Si~ptember 1974, p',503-23 •

. Guldscheider·, ~. cit., 1971: Chapter 10, "Religion, Minority
CrotlpStatus and Fertility", p. 270-98.
1«~llnedy, EE.. cit.

and there are at least two earlier titles. of relevance~

Lincoln Day, "Natality and Ethnocentrism: Some}{e lat ionships
Suggested by an Analysi.s of Catholic-Protestant Differentials",
l)oplIL1tion Studii.~s, voL 22, March 1968, p. 27.:.50.
Van lIeek,~~ cit.



"and that's what ~atters." In fact) the overlapping chnracteristicshos
.'

beengiv~n a reverse twist, so to speak:

lilt would appear ·that rich/poor differences ~n fertili.ty are
maLlly perceived as publicly trouhlesome only if simultaneously
ethnic ~ncharacter, as th~y typically ar~ in non-hb~ogenous
svcir.:t ies." §.y " , " '

i~inally, ,the consequences of such di. fferent ialsare cons idcred ,to

be mainly political - the power reflected in 'numbers:

"In a democracy where one man'has one vote it would seem obvious
that groups with large populations, would have more power than
groups \·]ith a small number. Certainly many minority racial, .
religious, and ethnic groups have often assumed that they could
relieve themselves of persecution if only they could increase
their number sufficiellt ly t·o ga in greater voting power. In'
the United States it has been suggested that elements within
the Roman Catholic Church may have encouraged large families

, among Catholic parishioners in order to gain the, Church gl"eater
'political strength ... In many cases a latge population bas

provided a minority gro~p with an increase iri political power.
In the early days of the United States, l{oman Catholics st:ffered
a great ~eal of political pers(::clltion at the hangs of the
overwhelming majority of Protestants. Eventually, however, as
.their numbers increased (through inunigration as well as through
fertility), the Catholics found themselves in an ever more
favorable political position •.. " §1.

and p3rt icuj arly when regional or local conceritrat ions are considered:

Catholics in Massachusetts, Jews in New York.

In any case, the road to politi.cal pO\o1er through differential pop-

, ulat. ion grO\o1th is a long one. Cons ider these examples (based on 5 imp 1is,:,

tic assumptions of no migration or other demographic differentials) but

suggesting orders of magnitude): 88/

86/ Bcrelson) cd., ~. cit., p. 772

87/ David H. Jleer, Society and Population, Prent ice-Hall, 1Y6B) p. 98.

88/ 1 &mindebtcd to my colleague Dorothy Nortman for these calculations
as well as other assistance.
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\.Jithanother child per family, when
would U.S~ Jews become 6%0£ the U.S.
pcpulat ion'!
•••• '~heri would they total 12 million?

With, a h~lf-child differential in
family size, when \-Jou ld U. S. b Incks
become 25% of the u.s. population?

!'Htll the cant iriuance of present birth
rat~s in Northern Ireland, when would
the Catholics become 51% of the pop
ulation?

With the continuance of present birth
rates in Belgium, when would the Wal
loons be~ome 51% of the population?

,With the cOQtinuance of present birth
rdtes in Cyprus, when would the Turks
become 51% of the population?

With the continuance of present dif
ferentials in population growth, wlien
would the Moslems in India become 25%
of the poplliat ion?

111 y~3rs,

45 years

94 years

82 years

200 years

143 years

123 years
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Policy does not usually get made, let alone applied, for such lo'ng-

term p~os~ects,and certainly not on such changeable matters a~ fert~lity

rates. More6ver, as noted above,
",", '.

"an increase in population is not the only road to greater power
for a minority group ... In all probabilitY,J,ews have, increased'
patetiCy'in the United St.ates not through an increase in nltmbe:r •••
but because so many individual .Iewshavc gained influential
'posit iOllS in the suciety," 89/

,as similarly demonstrated by the small Chinese ininor~ties in Southeast

Asia.

Finally, in ~n econo~ic con~cquence of differential ethnic fertil.ity,

felt on the individual level, the high fertility cohort is penalized

by its o,,?n size in achievi.ng educational and occupational mobility, for

succeeding generations.

891llcer, ~. eit., p. 99
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"The effect is to exacerbate.s demand for government interven
tions if the economic characteristics and politi.c:)l opportunities
of tbe groups' are un~qu~l. Among underprivilcdgcd gro~psJ RPC
(rapid population change) tends to incrcase differentiation and
di!':crimination because their numbers increase faster than tllC!ir
opportunit ies. Demands for. new o(Jportunit ies COli Idaffect gov
ernmental 'services if pOliticians decide to respect rising
group ~xpectations, to ~apitalize on the awareness of gro~p

differences, ot to respond to potentially effective organiza
tional activity on the part of emergent groups." 901

90/ J onn D. 'Mon tgbmery, "Planning to Cope: Administrat ive Consequenc~s of
Rapid ~"opulation Growth", in\.Jarren F. Hehman ~ ~., eds., Poli~

Sciences and Population, Lexington, 1975, p. i02 •..

The analysis' proceeds:
"In the abstract formulation of the four extreme demand s{tuations,
(1) would describe a case .of equal growth rate ~mong the different
ethnic groups wher~ opportunities are restricted to a preferred
elite community; (J),. whe,re growth rates are uneven and the oppor
tuniti~s are differentiated; (K), with even growth rates and un
differentiated opportunity, and (L), unequal population grm"th in
communa Is ituat ions of und ifferent iat ed opportunity.

Ethnic Croup Functions

i •

Distribution of RPC
RRt~s Among Ethoic
Groups

Even

Uneven

Restricted
Opportuniti.cs

1

.I

Undifferentiated
Opportunit i~s

K

L

I

Situation 1. The ethnic groups thot are restricted to low pro-
ductivity or niorginill economic functions will be disadvantaged
by RPC and tJill ogitate for education, employment preferences,
and unempluyment and other social bencfits.(Examples: Canada,
l~hodesia.)

Situation .I. If the increase occurs in economically marginal
(:thnic. groups, a highly volatile situation arises (if rural,
the group will demand urban access;. if urban, they will demand
increased welfare services or equivalent amenitit:s); in more
favorably situ<lted ethnic groups, the possjbility of volatile
responses would still re\llain if they lose tlH'ir pref(~rred status
hecause of cxcestJive gruwth rates. This situation is common

(continued)
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by the substance ,of the matter, 8ssuggested, above, :but also by two other

considerations: acceptable policy interventions are not availl:lble anyway~

and the "remedies" are of such a long-run character as· not' to warrant

much policy attention.

The issues, in shori, lie de~~er than fertility. If e~hnic relation~

are poor. fertility gets caught up as an element in the conflict but cannot
:

readily be addressed outside the arena; if they are good,the issue falls

away. Like other problems, ,this one may be better solved indirectly: uas with

so many other problems", Ryder says, "the solutions that seem plausible and

effective and acceptable are non-demographici,n character." 93/ ~r to put

the matter mor~ positively~ large ethnic groups are not likely to achieve
,',

much more "power" in 'a' matter of decades by differential fertility, and

small minorities might best fulfill their perceived missions through the

hold of internal doctrine or cultural identity rather t~an through an in

crease in numbers 'that in any cas~ could only be mnrginaL

At the same time, around the world, fertility appears to be decreasing.

If that continues, as would seem likely, then given time there will be a

'much narrower band of fertility rates within which differentials can operate.

Among other benefits of low'ering fer,tility --and this is no~ the largest --

should come a lowe'ring of ethnic differentials, as the top 'falls toward the

bottom. Although the data are by no means definitive, it begins to appear l

that policy can do more to decrease than to increase fertility. Thus over

time the:--e will be mor'e of a convergence on the down side -- not uniformity

21/'Ryder, ibid.

. ,
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As for the ~f.fectof pO(lU13·tion grbwthin general upon ethnic tensions,

there arc as usuaitwosides to the question:

"In couritries whi'ch 'do llot have
a homogeneous population, rapid
population growth creates or ag
gravates political and economic
conflicts betweenraciq 1, cullur
aI, religio~s, and linguistic
groups'''' 21..1'

'iThe're is less likelihood of
ethnic conflict when all groups
are growing 'than when sOme are
growing and SOtllC dec lin ing •••
Growth~simpli[ies problems of
accommouation anuchangc". 92/

In any case,what is to be done if ethnic fertility differentiala

are "u~ac(;eptabIe"? \.Jhat have these countries tried to do? The list

is short: try to mariipuiate child assistance stipends. (Belgium), try

to manipul~te 'family planning assistance (United St'ates, Malaysia, Tha11-. '. ~.

and), depend on migration in or out (Israel, Ireland, South Africa),

exhort (Israel, USSR, South Africa: strange bedfellows!), look away

(Lebanon, Nigeria, 'Cyprus). Given the conflict situation in which the

ethnic groups are rooted to begin with, di,scriininatory policy of any

strength is counter-{ndicated at the outset" short of repressive measures;

and :it may be that most governments are not particularly concerned not only

90/ ( cont)
becau,se restricted opportunities tend to relegate certain groups
to below-average socioeconomic ievels" which in turh leads to
above-average birthrat~s. For the same reason,' $ituation I is
rare'. '(Examples of Situation J: T..ebanon, Egyp't, Sudan, Kenya, S.
Africa, Congo(Brazz.). Bolivia, U.S., USSR, Yugoslavia, MalaySia.)

Situation L RPC does not magnify ethnic conflict as a source of
demand for government services. (Example: Tanzania.)

Situation L~ Foreshadows possible future ethnic specialization
leading to Situation I or J >because fastest growing groups may
gain control of certain occupations: Differential cultural com
patibility with requirements and opportunities of modernization
in either Sit\lat ion K or L cOlild a Iso lead to Situat ion I or
J. (Exaniplc8: china; ,Zaire; the southern Nigerian states.) II

9d Roger Revelle. lithe Population Dilemma: People and Dehavior i '. Phychiatric
Annals, Septembcr 1971, n.p.

92/ Norman Ryder. "Two Cheers for ZPG". Daedalus, Fall. 1973, p. 61.
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of course but less differential -- and that may be the tikeliest pros~cct

both for the pres~nt transition and for ethnic differenti~ls.

Hence in this as in other ways, it may turn out ~n the eye of history

that the Jews got there early if not first. This time, the wave of the

future may be theirs.
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Appendix A

This appendi}{contains,summary data'on the proportions and sex ratios

of immigrarits from'various regions and countries. The goal is to provide

a general overView of some effects of the 1965 Immigration Act which amended

the basic immigration code contained in the Immigration and Nationality Act

of 1952 (the McCarran~Wa1terAct). The data are presented for three periods:

i961~1965,the last five years under the McCarran-Walter provisions; 1966-1968,

the transition period, during which the quota system was phased out; 1969-1973,

the first five years under the new provisions. (See Keely, 1971fo~ the

details on the process 'of phasing o~t the quota system .. ' For more detailed

data on other ~haratieiistics;seeKeely, 1971; 1974~; 1975a.)

These data are from a file in which published and unpublished 'aggregate

data from iNS for 1961 through 1973 were compiled for all countr'ies from

which 2500 or more immigrants were admitted in any one 'year betwee'o> 1961-1972.
, , '

Support for the proj!,!ct. in which these data were, collected came from the

For'd~Rockefeller Foundations Program in Support of Social Science 'and Legal

Research on Popuiation Policy (1973-74). The conterits of the file are

described in Tomasi and Keely (19i5)'.



Demographic and Political Implications of Immigration Policy

I. introduction

(1) The purpose of this paper, is to review the historical and current

,controversies regarding United States immigration policies and their effects.

This review is made in. the context of trying to clarify the relationship

betw~en immigration policy and the demographic characteristics of the immi-

grant streams and the American population. This background will hopefully

pr:ovide insights and raise pertinent questions about political and social

implications of, immigration for intergroup relations along a path to a

*"stationary-population in the United States.

- .-. ,.'
(2) The topic of population stabilization and intergroup relations is

difficult to handLe· for at least two reasons. (A) It is a broad and extremely

complex· issue. which, affects the life of the nation from the bedroom to 'the

. board~oo~. "Examples can be multiplied endlessly illustrating' the impact of

slowing. :pop.ulation, g~owth and eth~icity (in the sense of racial, religious

and.nation,al origin background) on the economic, social and political behavior

of Americans. (B) It is a new topic of thought in this country. Serious

consi<ieration has not really been given to this subject whose ,importance is

clear. It is tiue that visions of being overrun by various groups of for-

eigners have beertraised in the past and have .affected policy. These night-

mares are unfortunately also part of the American dream. The most recent

example'is the fe~r of a Latin Ainerican innundationwhich resulted in the

legislative jumble of, current restrictions on Western Hemisphere irnmigration.,

*In this paper, I will interpret the "population stabilizationll of the Confer~

ence title in the more narrow sense of llmovement to a stationary population.'.'
The implications for immigration policy of stationary, stable or quasi-stable
populations would appear to be different, especially if different ethnic groups
are not all in the same demographic situation. I think introducing such a
variable at this stage. of discussion of the confetence subject would be some-
what premature and perhaps too speculative. .
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(3) The complexity and newness of this particular topic apply also to

the more narrow sub ject of immigration pol-icy in a statJonary population.

, To gain even a modicum of closure at this point is difficu~t indeed and

even premature. The goal of this paper is more modest. It is to review

the g~nesis and development of immigration policy, to trace its demographic

,effects and to present the major policy questions currently raised about,

immigration. Given this background; I will conclude with some particular

problem areas raised ,by immigration for int:ergroup relations.

II: 'Immigration and Population Growth: The Demographic issue

(4) Itis,goodto remind ourselves about the history of a social- issue.

Quite frankly, in the recent past, immigration was a fairiy dead social,

political, ,and academic issue until the interim report of the Commission

on Population Growth -and the, American Future (1971). Perhaps it is too much

to say that without the Commission people would not have become aware of

,the impacts of immigration at its current volume and ~th its changing char-

acteristics. It may not , however ,havebecome such a live issue. Perhaps

immigratiqn would not have been the topic of a separate background paper

at this conference but rather have been relegated to a subsection of the.,

paper on differentiaL growth rates. However, the Commission did 'raise'

the question and raised it forcefully.

(5) The interilIl report of the Population Commission (1971, 8-9) pointed. ' ,

out that about 20 percent of current population groWth is due to net immi-

*,gration. The Commission also estimated that net immigration ,of 400,000 per

)

* ",
Net (civilian) iriunigration as estimated by the Census ,Buteau includes alien

immigration, net migration from Puerto Rico, net arrivals of civilian citizens,
'conditional entrants (e.g., refugees) and emigration (Keely, 1972b,2-~). It
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(continuation of footnote)

should als() be noted tha.t there are indic<:itions ~ha.L.estiO}at;ed emigration
at a rate of about 10 percent of alien immigration seems to be low for the
decade of 1960-1970 (Warren and Peck, .1975). Warre.n arid Peck estimate emigra
tion of the foreign born at about 1.06 million for the decade, or:100,000
per annum, which equals a bit more than 251. of ·net civilian immigration and
abou t 32/0 of alien immigration. It should be noted that this is an estimate
of foreign,.born emigration only and so does attempt to account for native
born emigration. Since about 25 percent of Warren and Peck's estimatedemi~

.-gration were females between 25-44, there is a possibility that substantial
numbers of children who are native-born emigrated. As Warren and Peck note
(p"_ 13), the possible sources of ,errors should lead one to regard their esti
mates, especially by age, as approxtrnations. It is clear ,however , that
there was a 'largereturn migrat,ion 'of 'for,eign-born in the 1960's.

'.
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year woul~ yield an additional 16 miliionpersons in the population of the

year 2000 and over the next 100 years immigration at that volume would account

for nearly half of the poplilationgrowth from 204 to 340 million.

(6) This unforese~n situation aroused concern. News media gave cover

age to the findings, .members of Congress reacted in oversight hearings about

the administT?tioil of immigration law (Keely, 1972b,2), and concerned citizen

groups, like Zero Population Growth (ZPG), turned their attention to the impact

of immigration.

(7) The major issue that has been raised is the contribution of immigra

tion (immigrants and their offspring) to population growth. There are some

basic and serious methodological problems (which have policy implications)

about the use of net .civil'ian immigration rather than net alie.n immigration

(Keely, 1972a)about estimates of the components of net civilian immigration

(Warren and Peck, 1975), and about the use made of the balancing equation to

arrive at the estimates of the relative contribution of the components of'

population growth (Keely, 1974b). However, the basic issue remains: What is

a tolerable level of immigration? Is it the current level, zero net innnigra

tioil, some number which takes into account the f~rtility and age structure

of immigrants? Or is it some other option?

(8) A look at past and current data may illuminate this· issue, although,

not provide a definitive answer since the issue is a question of values.

At its T~Ot, the is~ue of immigration and popul'!ltion growth requires balan

cing the costs and benefits of receiving innnigrants. It seems obvious that

people in the United States do not assign the same values to these costs

~nd benefits nor eyen consistently categorize an effect as a cost or benefit

(e.g., having a ,certain proportion of the population foreign born or of
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foreign stock). (Aron. 1967.29).

(9) Census data on the foreign born and foreign stock (which includes

foreign born plus native born persons, one or both of· whose parents are

foreign born) are available beginning with the Census of 1870 and data on

country of birth are available from 1850. Niles Carpehter's study Immigrants· and

Thei r Children(l92 7) . examiried the data on the foreign born and the foreign

stock available in the two series. He drew four conclusions from his

examination of the size of the foreign stock.

(10) "First, the mere bulk of the foreignwhi.te stock has increased

tremendously." (p. 7). The foreign born increased from about 2.3 million

in 1850 to 13.7 million in 1920. In the SO years from 1870 to 1920, the

native born whites of foreign or mixed parentage increased from 5.3 to

about 22.7 million.

(11) "Second, the proportion of the foreign white stock, both in the

total population. and the total white population, has not varied signifi

cantly during the period under consideration." Tables 1 and 2 present the

data Carpenter was summarizing.

(Table 1 about here)

(12) "Third, in some respects, the proportionate size in the immigrant

stock seems to be falling off slightly." Carpenter was referring to the

·dec1ine between 1910 and 1920 in the percentage of foreign born (from 14.5

to 13.0 percent) and of foreign stock (from 35.0 to 34.4 percent). Carpen

ter saw this as the beginning of a declining trend (p. 10) due to restricted

immigration, accelerated emigration accompanying the First World War anG :,:~·.c

effects of other factors such as the exhaustion of free land (p. 9).

(13) "Fourth, the foreign-born element in the population of this country

while much larger, relative to the total population, than that in European
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countries, is, nevertheless, not such a.large faction of the whole as in

certain other American nations (particularly Canada and Argentina)." Car":

penter's conclusion was intended to underline the fact that the demographic

impact of immigration in the United States was less than elsewhere and that

the catastrophic results predicted for the United States· by cipponentsof

immigration were not a· necessary result. Other countries wi th a larger

relative impact showed social and cultural continuity. It should be paren

thetically remarked that although Carpenter made this passing· reference to

the comparative perspective, his work shares the characteristic of. a parochial

outlook of much immigration literature. The reader is often left with the·

impression that United. States policy and the size and composition of immi

grant streams were only tangentially affected by what happened elsewhere

and that United States immigration was not part of world wide population

redistribution. Further, comparative studies of immigration policies and

comparative. studies of the effects of immigration are sparse. The approach

parallels--perhaps affects or is -affected by--the traditional Congressional

assumption that immigration is a purely internal matter and foreign policy

or the wishes of other governments should not play a role in policy develop:,"

mEmt .in this area.

(14) E. P. Hutchinson followed up· the' work of Carpenter in his 1956

study, Immigrants and Their Children, 1850~1950. Hutchinson noted the rising

trend in the number of foreign born until 1930 (14.2 million) and the begin

ning of the declining trend in 1940 and 1950, which continued through two

subsequent censal I?eriods. The proportion of foreign born has decreased

since 1910. Table 2 presents data on the foreign born since 1850.

(Table 2 about here)
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(15) Hutchinson (p. 2) explained the declining trends as due to immi-

gration restriction, the depression, World War II and the aging of the foreign

born, population. It should be noted that despite the increased alien immi-

gration of the latter part of the 1960's, both the number and percentage

of foreign born decreased between 1960 and 1970.

(Table 3 about here)

(16) Patterns similar to the foreign born are apparent for the total

for~ign stock and native born of foreign or mixed parentage. The data

*in Table 3 show that the number of foreign stock peaked to nearly 40 million

in 1930 and has been generally declining since that time to a level of 32

million in 1970. The proportion of foreign stock began to decline in 1910

and was at 17.9 percent in 1970, the lowest level in the century for which

data are available.

,(17) The native born of foreign or mixed parentage peaked in 1930 at
'.

about 26 million. The number declined during the 1930's only to rise again

steadily until the 1970 Census when it returned to the 1940 level. It

would seem obvious that the depression with its effects on fertility and

the net loss in international migration ,to the United States affected these

* , .These data are for the white ,populat~on only due to accessibility of data
over time. In 1970, there were 801,765 persons of foreign or mixed paren
tage who were classified as Negro or other races. This was 3.2 percent of
the total in that category. About 240 thousand Negroes were included in
that 801,765 and the rest were primarily Asian, This number of native Negroes
of foreign or mixed parentage represented 1.1 percent of the 22.1 million
Negro population. However, those classified as a race other than White or
Negro totaled 2,552,575 persons, of whom 632 thousand were foreign born and
561 thousand are ,native of foreign or mixed parentage. This amounts to over
46 percent of the (primarily) Asian population being of foreign stock. Thus,
the Asian population, as part of the new ethnics (groups whose members in
creased rapidly due to the 1965 Immigration Act), is in sharp contrast to
the current situation of the White and Negro population,
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trends. Also it is to be expected that declining' tre'nds in the, children

of the foreign born would lag behind declines in the foreign born population.

The proportion Qf white persons of foreign or mixed parentage relative to

the total white ,population has steadily declined since 1920 to the 1970

level of 13 percent, also the lowest level in the century during which

data have been collected. The earlier decline in the proportion (as opposed

to the number of natives, of foreign or mixed parentage) should alert us to

the question of the fertility of the alien population relative to the native

population.

(Table 4 about here)

(18) In short, the white foreign stock of the United States and its
"

. component parts' have been decreasing numerically and, for a longer time,

proportionately. Data on total (all races) foreign stock are availab lefor

1960 and 1970 and. presented in Table 4. It, too, shows the absolute and

__ proportional declines between 1960 and 1970 in total foreign stock and its

components, foreign born and native born of foreign or mixed parentage.

(19) From these data, we can conclude that the country is not being

overrun by immigrants and their children. The foreign sto~k is declining

and is at its lowest level as a percentage of the United States population

in a century and the same 1s true of both its component parts. Although

the United State~ continues to accept immigrants in generousnuinbers, we

seem numerically to be in no danger of being overrun. Local and regional

impacts of the foreign stock must also be evaluated, but on a national

level ,American society and culture seems not to be in danger froin being

"overrun by the foreign element."

(20) The demographic significance of immigration takes on added impor-
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tance with the cumulation of the streams. Information on the process of

cumulation during intercensal periods is afforded by year-of-immigration

questions. Such information was included in the censuses for 1890 through

1930 and inserted again in 1970. In their study of The Changing Population

of th~ United States, Conrad and Irene Taeuber (1958) discussed the cumulative

effects of migration between 1900 and 1930. Published data from the 1970

Census are not directly comparable with the Taeubers' presentation (periods

of arrival differ) but there are some comparisons that can be made between

the 1890-1930 data and the 1970, data in the two panels in Table 5.

(Table 5 about here)

(21) First, the number and percent who arrived in the decade immediately

preceding the census year declined during the 1900-1930. However, in 1970,

29.4 percent of the foreign born arrived between 1960-1970. Second, in 1970,

31 percent of the foreign born population arrived before 1925 and was, there

fore, 45 years or older. In 1930, 32.5 percent was 30 years or older. Thus,

as Hutchinson pointed out, the age structure and mortality playa significant

role in the trends in the number and proportion of the population who are

foreign born. In fact, in 1970, 32 percent of the foreign born were 65

years of age or older and 59 percent were 45 or older. This compares with

9;9 percent and 30.5 percent of the total United States population for the

two respective age groupings. (Characteristics of the Population, Vol. 1,

Part 1, Table 49, p.1-263).

(22) A longer-range view of the effects of ,cumulative immigration and

immigrant fertility is offered by Gibson (1975) in his study on the contri

bution of immigration to United States population from 1790 to 1970. The

35.5 million net immigrants in that period contributed an estimated 98
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million or 48 percent of the 1970 population. Although an increased pro

portion of annual population growth was due to irmnigration in the last

decade, this has been due to the decline in the amount and rate of natural

increase in the United States. As Gibson (1975, 176) quotes from the

Report of the Population Commission: "the increasing rel'ative significance

of immigration ca~ be misleading for, if native births and.deaths were

balanced, (net) immigration would account for 100 percent of population

growth ," no matter how small net immigration was.

(23) Gibson notes further (1975, 176-177) that the number and percent

of contribution of immigration from 1790 has no obvious social, economic

or political implications due to the indeterminancy and variability of demo

graphic and other variables. However, the cumulative ef~ects of i.mmi&ration

from a more current date could indeed have policy implications. Such estim-·

ations, as well as .projections of future cumulative impact, are possible

using Gibson's methodology and Coale's (1972) methodology cont!'lined in

. his paper on "Altem.ative Paths to a Stationary Population" prepared for

the Population Commission. In each case, actual experience or different

assumptions about various future characteristics of the immigrant stream

can be substituted.

(24) In this context, I feel more attention should be paid to the variables

of the size of net immigration and immigrant fertil:i,ty. Two points ought to be

borne in mind regarding net immigration. First, net civilian immigration, as

estimated by the Census Bureau, includes more than net alien immigration, i.e.,

more than net total of foreign born intending settlement and possessing valid

immigrant visas. In discussing policy on immigration and population growth, it

is clear that legal alien immigration, the other components of net civilian

and illegal alien immigration, all affect future population size. It is
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not equally dear, however, whether or to what extent the impact of illegal

immigration or the citizen components of net civilian.irrnnigrati?n ought to

affect policy to increase or decrease legal alien immigration. Second, as

mentioned previously, the work of Warren and Peck (1975) calls into doubt

recent assumptions about the amount of emigration. Their estimates of foreign

born emigration are well above the assumed level of total emigration (equal

to 10 percent of alien immigration). The amount of native born emigration,

independent of and related to this flow (e.g., native children of foreign

born parents), could also be more substantial than previously suspected.

In short, how one defines "irrnnigration" and the serious questions about

size of the emigration component lead me to the conclusion that the fre

quently used assumption of annual net immigration of 400,000 ought to be

examined and conclusions based on analyses of estimates and projections.

using that figure ought to be carefully stated, especially when policy on

·alien irrnnigration is involved.

(25) The fertility experience of irrnnigrant groups is becoming the

topic for an increasing amount of research. This development has been

spurred on by the competing hypotheses used to explain differential fer

tility among subgroups in a population: the particularized theology hypoth

esis, social characteristics hypothesis, and minority group status hypothesis.

Frequently, analyses of subgroup fertil'ity have deal t with broad comparisons,

for example, among native White, Negro and Spanish. More recently, detailed

comparisons among a larger variety of ethnic groups have been undertaken.

Kritz and Gurak (1975), for example, have examined fertility differentials

among L8 ethnic groups in the United States to determine the contribution

of ethnicity in explaining United States fertility patterns, .to determine
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whether ethnic effects are additive or interactive, and to specify groups

wh:Lch have significantly different fertility processes from native whites.

They conclude that, although the absence of ethnicity would not produce

highly biased results in a study of general fertility processes, there are

significant differences in fertility patterns across groups, with some

foreign born groups ~ignificantly lower than native white~ Such differences

take on added significance on' the local or regional level if a group is

highly concentrated geographically.

(26) Further, I have found after some preliminary analysis of completed

fertility of older (45 and over) foreign born women that their fertility

is surpriiingly low. I have not yet controlled for factors such as age at

marriage, origin, year of. immigration and so do not .drawany conclusions •

.(27) I raise these two examples to point out the need for more detailed

analysis of ethnic fertility. Such analyses are especially needed in the

context of ethnic relations in a population characterized as stable or

stationary, especially given the findings of Kritz and Gurak on different

patterns across groups. Such detailed analyses should also take into

account ethnic concentration in order to evaluate localized effects on

social and politi~al relations.

(28) One final word is necessary about future immigration. Clearly

not only size but also characteristics of immigrants are important when

considering their effects on soci~ty. Current proposals to alter immigra

tion law, to say nothing about possible future action to reduce volume,

could radically alter the composition of immigration. Such policy issues

will be discussed below~ It is sufficient at this point to. note that there

seems to be no way to reliably estimate future composition given the wide
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variety of proposals being discussed and contained in bills before Congress

and the data available on immigrants, visa applications and aliens resident

in the United States (Tomasi and Keely, 1975).

(29) In this section, I have reviewed a wide variety of topics in which

immigration intersects with the issue of population growth. Immigration as

a demographic issue is developing as a major policy concern. Most probably,

the demographic impact of immigrants will become an increasingly important

policy consideration, which has not been the case in the past. I would sum

up the major points of this section as follows:

(1) the number and proportion of foreign born and foreign stock in the

United States has been declining;

(2) the increasing role of immigration in population growth can be mis

leading since it is a function of fertility decline;

(3) data on cumulative effects of past immigration reconfirm the "nation

of immigrant" image but provides little insight for future policy;

(4) there is serious question about the assumed level of emigration;

(5) ethnic fertility patterns need further study, especially when

groups are highly concentrated in localized areas;

(6) future characteristics of immigrant streams cannot be realiably

estimated.

(30) I am led to the same conclusion stated previously: on the national

level, the basic demographic issue is a basic question of values. How many

people do we want in the society? Coale (1972, 599, 603). concluded that

current levels of immigration are tolerable and that "it is not necessary

to abandon the American tradition of welcoming immigrants." (Italics in

original) The president of ZPG, John Tanton (1975), comes to the opposite
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conclusion on the oasis of Coale's work.-But neither of these conclusions

deals with composition, rather, they focus cmvoTume. As we will see below,

what -kinds of immigrants we welcome continues to be -the major fo'cus of

controversy.

Ill. Immigration Policy: The Break With the Past and Its Effects

(31) The most important political factor in immigration policy has not

been population size but ethnici ty. For example, among the first federal

laws on immigration were the chinese Exclusion Acts of the 1880's. The de-

velopment of Congressional jealousy regarding i.ts perogadves in this area

(now deeply institutionalized and. supported by re-election concerns) has

important roots in Executive action relating to the Gentlemen's Agreement.

In fact, up to and including the Immigration Act of 1965, ethnic consider-

ations have been the chief ingredients in the formulation of law. The out-

lines of this history are fairly well known. I need only mention opposition

to the "new immigrants," literacy tests, the 42 volume report of the Dilling- .

ham Commission, national origin quotas, oriental exclusion, the Asia-Pacific

triangle.' These and other mechanisms were supported and justified by
. .

ideologies of racial superiority and hypotheses about assimilability.-

(32) After the passage of the McCarrari-Walter Act in 1952 over President

Truman's veto, those who rejected any scheme using national' origin or ances-

try as an immigrant selection mechanism (and the intellectual baggage support-

ing such schemes), regrouped for yet another assault 'against what some believed

to be the cornerstone of United States immigration policy, the national origins

quota system. As events developed, the opponents of the quota system were

successful.

(33) Unt:i..l the '1965 Act" the basic structure of immigrant selection was
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the quota system which reserved a proportion of annual immigrant visas for

countries .based on the proportion of the ethnic stock of that country in

the United States. population as of 1920. Within each country's quota,.

immigrants were given preference on the basis of skills and family rela

tionships. (See Chart 1) Certain immediate relatives of United States

citizens were exempt from quotas. All countries had a minimum of 100.

For natives of the Western Hemisphere (except those of oriental ancestry),

there ,were no quotas or ceilings. All llrnmigrants had to meet certain health,

moral character ,criminal. record and past political affiliation tests. A

special provision, the Asia-Pacific Triangle, applied to all persons with at

least one-half ancestry traceable to an area defined by longitude and lati

tude in an area covering Asia and the Pacific. Such persons were counted

not against the quota of their country of birth but of their country of

ancestry. For those of mixed Asian background not predominantly from one

country, a special quota of 100 was established against which they would be

counted. Although this provision was a break with complete oriental ex-

'clusion, it was still clearly racial discrimination against persons of Asian

ancestry.
(Chart 1 about here)

(34) The 1965 amendments to the immigration and nationality coae made

major revisions in United States policy (Keely, 1971, 1974a). The law elim

inated the national origins· quota system and Asian.restrictions, introduced

a new jlreference system (Chart 1), added labor certification procedures

for certain classes of immigrants, and put a ceiling on Western Hemisphere

immigration for the first time. These changes resulted in increased volume

and alteration of the origin and the demographic and labor characteristics

of immigrants from vadous countries. These changes in the immigrant streams..
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'and the relationship of 'the structure and operation of the law and demo

graphic changes'have been ai'scussed elsewhere (Boyd, 1974; Keely, 1971,

1974a,1975a;Irwin, 1972). In Appendix A', I haveincluded'tables with some'

surranary data on th~se changes for .the reader's information and convenience.

(35) There are two types of changes, however, which require discussion

given the conference topic, namely, geographic origin and labor force,

characteristics. The data are summariz,ed, in Table 6.

(Table 6 about here)

(36) First, there have been major shifts in origin (Table 6, cot. 1).

European immigrants have, proportionately declined. There has also been a

decided 'shift to Southern European countries within Europe, with a resultant

absolute decline for some Northern European countries, theprevious,reci

pients of high visa quotas (Keely, 1974a,590). North and South America also

declined, especially, after the imposition of the 120,000 ceiling in 1968.

The other continents, and most notably Asia, have increased their propor~

tionate share of the larger volUme f~llowing the 1965 Act~

(37) The proportions of persons intending to enter the labor force

also changed. Europe and the Americas declined and Asia and the other con";

tinents increased " (Table' 6, 'Col. 2). The proportion of professionals among

those in the labor force by country (Table 6, Col. 3) and'the geographic

origin of the immigrant professionals (Table 6, Col. 4) alteted radically.

Asian changes in both cases are very notable. The experience of the Western

Hemisphere in these areas is also WOrth noting. As will be discussed below,

the effect of immigration law on the brain drain is a mixed picture.

(38) I do not think it fruitful 'to go into further detailed analysis

of the changes but will leave it to the reader to inspect the data ill.
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Appen~ix A or consult the analyses in the references cited. What are more

important in terms of our focus are the contro.versies, th~t have !ieveloped

because of the changes noted and the issues raised reg~rding immigration

policy.

IV. Current Issues in Immigration Policy: Selection Mechanisms

(39) In this section, I will summarize the major issues before Congress

re lated to immigration.. It should be noted that, at present, these issues

revolve around immigrant selection and not volume. In short, the demo"

graphic concern is not yet mirrored to any large extent in Congressional

detib.erati9ns ..

Four areas of policy will be considered: (1) change to a world-wide

selection system; (2). illegal immigration; (3) the brain drain; and (4)

legislative adjustments of a technical nature.

World-Wide Selection System

(40) Experience under the 1965 amenqments has led to a number of

criticisms of. the current law. The major criticism of the law's operation

centers on the differeritsets of requirements for applicants fr.om the

Western Hemisphere and the rest of the world (Eastern Hemisphere). These

. hemispheric differences (e .g., in ceilings, applicability of the preference

system, scope of labor certification and adjustment of status) have resulted.

in'a tw-and-a-half year wait for a visa for Western Hemisphere natives

while, for m()st countries in the Eastern Hemisphere, all preferences are

current or close to it.' This situation is viewed as inequitable and has

reinforced the dissatisfaction' which existed with, the'involved legislative

history which led to the separate hemispheric provisions in the first place.
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That legislative history has been discussed elsewhere (Keely, 1972a). Our

'purpose here is not to analyze the policy development process but to indi-

cate that dissatisfaction with the longer waits fOr v:j.sas iil, the Western

Hemisphere confirms a widely shared opinion about inequity in, the hemis-

pheric p~ovisions."

(41) The perceived inequity in treatment of natives of the two hemis-

phere~ has led to~numberof omnibus-type bills to again restructure
, ,

immigration law. Their purpose is not so much to change policy goals

but to devise a system whereby area of birth would not penalize,a visa

~pp~icant. 'The desire is to ensure that, witl),in the framework of family

reunification and protection of the Uriited States labor (the preference

system), discrimination on the basis of country ofbi~th be elimina,t,ed
, ;

from Uni~ed Sta,tes policy.

(42) Three major bills were introduced into the 93rd Congress ~o

develop a unifiedwor1d-w~de immigrant selection system:H.R: 9409".an'

?dministration bill; S. 2643, introduced by Sen. Edward Kennedy; and H.R.

981, introduced by Rep. Peter Rodino, Chairman of the House ,Committee on

the Judiciary, These bills are representative of the general thrusts of

changes suggested in> this area. All three bills attempt to achieve uni-

[ormity in the application of immigration laws by having a world-wide

ceiling of approximately 300,000 visas. All bills retain provisions for

admitting irmnediate family members (generally ,parents, spouses, and children)

of ,United States citiZens outside the 300,000 limit. Each bill would have

the preference system apply universally (and not just to the Eastern Hem

tsphere as at present). I There are dlfiereh~ proposed alterations ~ithin

. .'.' . .

the preferen~e system such as eliminating married brothers and sisters of
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United States citizens from fifth preference, changing .the proportion of

'visas reserved for each preference and permitting the dropdown of unused

visas in any category to meet excessive demands in the categories th,at

follow (Tomasi and Keely, 1975)~

(43) A major point of contention in the different bills is the status

accorded Canada and Mexico. Current law for the Eastern Hemisphere mandates

that no single country receive more than 20,000 visas per annum in order

to 'avoid domination of annual irrmigration by one country. No such limit

currently exists for the Western Hemisphere; The House seems to favor

, treating contiguous' countries as aLl other countries would be' treated.,

Le., 20,000 visas. The Senate bill, however, would make an' exception

for Cana.da and Mexico' and .allocate 35,000 visas for these .two countries

on the basis of cultural, geographical and political, factors. The main

argument on the House side was slirrmedup by Congressman Eilberg, .Chairman

of'the House Subconunittee on Irrmigration and International Law, during

debate on H.R. 981: "we should treat all individuals rega:rdless of place

of, birth. on an equal basis."

(44) Supporters of special treatment point to the sharing of borders

as a basis of the two exceptions. Perhaps more. to the point is'the rea.liza

tion that the particularly difficult problem with Mexico over international

migration 'could be exacerb,ated by reducing legalirrmigrationto 20,000 per

year. This whole problem of Mexican immigration, including illegal migra

tion and temporary worker programs, is seen in.the context of United States

relations in the hemisphere. Mexican immigration 'and control of the Panama

Canal are two potentially very explosive questions for ,the' United States.

The Unit'ed States, unlike Russia and China, as James Reston (1975) recently
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pointed out in his syndicated column, has not been paying,attention to

countries in its geographic area. The Western Hemisphere has riot been a

strong suite in, United States diplomacy. Perhaps, the Kennedy proposal

reflects such concerns and uses the contiguous border concept to justify

the effort to placate Mexico.

(45) In sum, there is strong feeling, especially in Congress and the

administration, that the dual-hemisphere approach to immigration is incon-

sistent and inequitable. There is general agreement on developing a unified

world-wide system which maintains the goals of current policy but which

better achieves the principle of equity (first-come, first-served regard

le~s of ,birth) within the context of the' family reunification and labor

protection embodied in the preference system and labor certific~tion:pro-

cedures uniforml~,applied. the question of Mexican immigration rema~ns

unresolved. Changes to a unified system c'ould resuit in major compositional

changes of the immigrant streams.

Illegal Aliens*

(46) It seemed that, given the general consensus fora world::'wide

system, some version of unified immigration procedures would pass the 93rd

Congress. Two factors led to s~ch expectations not being "met. First, the'

Watergate affair and resultant change of administrations intervened. The

Judiciary Committees of both houses of Congress had major jurisdiction over

*There is opposition to use of the term "illegal aliens" because of the
connotations which the concept carries. It is an example of "blaming the
victim," in the sense that the concept ignores all the structural factors
,(including United States tolerance and even encouragement of illegal
,migration through enforcement procedures) involved in such international
population distribution and .focuses on the individual actor 'who may be l'e
acting to factors beyond his or her control in a most rational 'way.
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impeachment hearings and these are the same committees with jurisdiction

over immigration legislation. Although the House did pass H.R. 981, the

Senate did not act. After the change of administrations, the crush of

activity on the economy, energy policy and Southeast Asia resulted in the

93rd Congress ending with no bill passed.

(47) During 1974 and into 1975, the second factor, concern with illegal

aliens, has overshadowed immigration policy. Interest has focused on H.R.

982, firs't introduced in the 93rd Congress and reintroduced in the House

in' the current (94th) Congress under the same number. H.R. 982 is a bill

.to penali~e employers of illegal aliens as a means to cut down on the volume

of illegal immigration. It also contains an amnesty provision for aliens

in the United States who entered unlawfully before 1968. The bill was

recently (July 30, 1975) favorably reported out of the House Judiciary

committee under the number H.R. 8713. It does not appear that the Senate

will accept the bill in its current form.

(48) Illegal immigration into the United States is one of those social
; .

issues where concern outruns knowledge. The President has appointed a

Domestic Council Committee to study the problem, headed by the Attorney

General in whose department the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)

is located. Commissioner Leonard F. Chapman, Jr. of the INS has spoken

on numerous occasions recently about the size and economic impact of the

situation. The Commissioner variously estimates the problem to include

between 4 to 12 million persons and h~s indicated that with the proper

resources he could open up I million jobs for citizens and legal residents.

The INS is feeling heavy pressure to "do something" about the flow of

illegal aliens. The public statements of the Commissioner and re-organization
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of assignments within INS toward more patrol and investigation {Chapman,

1974) reflect that ptessure. The INS has also recently contracted for

a major study of the size and flows of illegal aliens. Public concerrl.

is also mirrored in continuing Congressional oversight hearings on. illegal

aliens beginning back in 1971 and the employer sanctions bill (H.R. 8713).

The news media have also evidenced interest, as exemplifi~d by the ABC

network's hour-long special report in January, 1975 and major articles

and editorials in the Christian Monitor, the Washington Post, San Francisco

Examiner, New York Times, and u. S; News and World Report. The m~gazines

,of such organizations as the American Legion and the AFL-CIOhave also run

cover stories on illegaL aliens.

(49) The general label "illegal alien" applies to a number of sub

categories ~ Information· and problems of contr9l are different for sub

categories.' For example, seamen who "jump ship" and visitors who overstay

their visas can be enumerated and often detected more easily than those

who successfully enter clandestinely or violate the terms of their visas,

e.g.', by working with a visitor's visa., Indirect information is available

from trend data on apprehensions and deportations. These data indicate

an increase in illegal entry and overstay. However, it is difficult to

partial out the ,effects on the data of increased illegal, entry and changes

in law enforcement activity. Clearly, apprehension data unciercouilt the

number of illegal aliens by any unknown amount but this is at least partially

offset by 'the large number of repeater apprehensions.

(50) Characteristics of illegal aliens and their economic and social

effects are obviously also difficult to determine. Although the major

concentration seems to be Mexican nationals in the Southwest of the country, '
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other regions of the United States and nationals of other countries are

also involved. New York City, for example, apparently has large numbers

of illegal entrants among its various Hispanic ethnic groups.

(51) In short, current information on illegal aliens is scattered

and of variable quality. Nevertheless, concern and anxiety is high. Policy

discussions at this point are in four directions: employer sanctions,

increased law enforcement, control of social security cards, and national

identity documents.

(52) Hearings on an employer sanctions bill have taken place in the

last and the current sessions of Congress. The arguments in favor of such

a bill a~e that it would reduce the incentive to hire illegal aliens and

thus reduce economic opportunities which are assumed to be the major drawing

factor. Arguments against such a bill revolve around enforcement procedures

and unintended discrimination against "foreign-looking" or non-English

. speaking citizens and legal resident aliens. Afthough there is widespread

support for the intent of the bill, there is still argument over the pro

cedures for enforcement and legislative language to prevent unwarranted

discrimination.

(53) The second policy thrust is toward increased law enforcement

by the INS. A set of revised priorities emphasizing patrol and investi

gation and reassignment of personnel was promulgated by the INS .Commissioner

in September, 1974 (Chapman, 1974). There is also pressure for increased

INS budget for law enforcement manpower needs.' Part of the re-deployment

of INS personnel included reducing inspectors for overseas airline flights

so that public inconvenience might be translated into increased funding

for INS.
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(54) Increased enforcement does not involve a change of law but it

does intersect with an area of increasing policy discussion,' temporary

workers. There are numerous classes" of temporary visas which are intended

to permit, the performance of work or which allow work to be performed as

part of a "training experience" (Keely, .1975b). Such work encompasses not

only 'lower-skilled and stoop labor but includes the labor of skilled crafts

men in construction and highly trained professionals in medicine, academia,

and business. The areas of temporary work and enforcement get intertwined

when conditions of temporary visas are violated. Since many ·tempor~ry

visa holders are permitted to "adjust status" to permanent immigrant, there

is also the problem of fraud involved in adjustment of status cases. Tempor

ary visas and adjustment of status also involve the policy problems of the

brain drain and international education, which will be discussed below. In

short, increased enforcement is not confined to just border patrol and in

spection of entrants. It involves the complex interaction of the whole

range of policy areas which affect immigration.

(55) The third policy thrust in controlling illegal aliens relates to

control in the issuance of Social Security cards. Amendments in 1972 to

the Social Security Act mandated passing of certain information by the

Social Security Administration to INS regarding aliens applying for social

security numbers. There has been much opposition to these procedures due

to the clear legisla.tive history surrounding the social security system.

Social secu:dty cards were not intended to be identity cards and social

securi ty data were meant to be used only for social securi ty administration

and not in record matching for law enforcement. The expanded use of the

social security number for a whole 'variety of purposes by all 'sorts of
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organizations (e.g., bank accounts, military ID numbers, personnel numbers

in business and industry) has led to concern about record matching and

unintended use of the social security number. The 1972 Amendments to the

Social Security Act went a step further in mandating passing of information

gathered from applications for a social security number to a law enforce

ment agency. (Manpower shortages have led to recent cut-backs in the pro

gram for passing information from Social Security to INS.) Thus concern

over the use of the social security number and information has led to oppo

sition to the 1972 law and the issue may eventually be adjudicated.

(56) To carry out the 1972 Amendments, there are plans (not yet insti

tuted due to manpower shortages in the Social Security Administration) to

issue Social Security cards. to all children in first grade and to all per

manent immigrants as part of their initial documentation. Such procedures

would reduce walk-in applications for a social security number since citizens

and eligible immigrants would normally receive a number. Thus, it would

be administratively easier to check the eligibility of walk-in applicants.

(57) There are currently a spate of bills introduced which make various

proposals to expand the use of the social security number or card as the

basis of a system to check the legality of residence and the right to work.

(58) This use of the Social Security card ties into the fourth policy

under discussion as a means to control of illegal immigration. During the

1975 hearings by the House of Representatives Subcommittee on Immigration

and International Law on H.R. 982, there was close questioning by subcom

mittee members regarding the idea of a national identity card indicating

a person's legal status (citizen, permanent resident alien, etc.) and right

to take employment. The issue of an identity card is an emotional one in
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the United States due to a long tradition and deep feelings against such

a document. The opposition involves Constitutional questions about equal

treatment, due process, and free movement among the states. There is also

deep suspicion about government misuse, aggravated perhaps by the question

able and illegal activities by members of the Executive branch~

(59) Given the long tradition opposing identity cards, that it is

even brought up by this time indicates the perception of the seriousness

of the illegal alien problem. The members of the subconnnittee and the Execu,

tive and most persons testifying did not support such an "extreme ineasure"

as an identity card. However, the problems of detection and enforcement

of the law regarding illegal aliens are so difficult and the anxiety so

high that even so controversial a measure is at least discussed.

(60) In sum, the concern over illegal innnigration has resulted in

changes in social security practices. There is pressure for increased

funding for INS enforcement activities and wide support for the employer

sanctions bill (H.R. 8713). The use of national identity cards, although

a possible help in enforcement, receives little meaningful support cur

rently due to the traditional opposition to the idea in the United States.

(61) Illegal innnigration clearly raises questions about ethnic rela

tions. The', political implications of methods proposed to control illegal

innnigration raise major questions about the type of society in which this

and the following generations will live. The question of national identi ty

cards or numbers and their use illustrate the broad. range of implications

of immigration policy.

Brain Drain

(62) One of the most notable effects of the 1965 amendments to United
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States immigration law. was the increase in the number and proportion of

professionals and the changed areas of origi~ of such highly skilled people.

(63) The changes illustrated in Table 6 (especially Columns 3 and 4)

have led to concern about whether United States immigration law encourages

a brain drain. It should be noted that the 1965 preference system lessened

emphasis on skills as a basis of entrance. Under the McCarran-Walter (1952)

Act, persons who were highly skilled had first preference and fifty percent

of all visas were reserved for them. (See Chart 1) Secondly, the different

effects of the 1965 law on the Eastern and Western Hemisphere are also

frequently overlooked in discussions of the brain drain. The provisions

for Western Hemisphere immigrants (no preference system, the 120,000 ceil

ing, broad application of labor certification, no adjustment of status) and

two.,.and-a-half year wait for a visa have resulted in a decline in the pro

portions of Western Hemisphere immigrants with a stated occupation (Col. 2),

who are professionals (Col. 3), as a source of professionals (Col. 4), a;nd

as a source of immigrants generally (Col. 1). In short, a good case can

be made that the most important change in the 1965 Act which led to the

increase in the proportion of professionals and in the change in the areas

of origin of professionals was not the new preference system but rather

the abolition of the quota system. If the 1965 Act contained all the changes

it did except abolition of the national origins quota system, the number and

proportions of professionals might well have remained steady or declined.

If this is the case, the policy choice in retrospect would have been between

retention of a discriminatory selection system based on national origin

(and the attendant racial, religious, and nationality discrimination of

the quota system) versus the increase in professionals among immigrants
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especially' from the Third World countries of Asia.

(64) of co.urse, the policy decisions were not based on those consider

ations .. The overriding concern in the Congressional deliberations was

elimination of the quota system. There was express consideration of the

brain drain problem. What was not expected was the large demand for visas

by professionals in some countries which removal of the quota system would

generate, even with the downplaying of professional skills in the new' prefer

ence system (third. preference in the 1965 Act versus'first preference under

the McCarran-Walter Act).

(65) More focused concern has developed over the ability of Eastern

Hemisphere applicants to apply for adjustment of status from a temporary

to ari in:n:nigrant visa. Adjustment of status was prohibited for exchange

visitors but a 1970 amendment limited that prohibition only to exchange

visitors supported by their own or the United States government. The same

1970 law also institu'ted a temporary visa (L visa) for intracorporation

transfer'ees and restricted adjustment of status for them. The issue here

is that some exchange visitors (H & J visas) and students (F visas), as

well, as other classes of temporary visa holders, can adjust status. Such

procedures call into question the whole purpose of exchange programs and

international education policy. It ,was ,feared that temporary visas would

be used primarily as a means of early entrance, giving the recipient ad

vantages for gaining United States work experience and finding employment.

Thus, the temporary visa would not in fact be used to get training or

experience for use in the home country, but would increasingly become a

mechanism to insure permanent immigration.

(66) Data do not lend support to the hypotheses of increased use of

adjustment by students and exchange visitors (Keely, 1975b). ,The proportions
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of adjustees who were exchange visitors or students. have remained steady.

(67) However, there is the basic question about whether exchange

visitors or students should be allowed to adjust status at all. To answer

such a question involves complex problems about absorption capacity of

developing countries, international education and exchange, the respective

role of the sending and receiving countries in controlling and limiting

. manpower movement (skilled and unskilled), educational policies of sending

countries and opportunities for ethnic minorities and women in the United

States.

(68) At present, discussion in the United States over immigration and

the brain drain is not focused on specific policy changes. There is still

disagreement over such issues as the amount of drain versus overflow; the

role of the United States in co~trolling immigrat~on, especially if this

requires singling out natives of only certain countries; the wisdom of

curtailing international flow of highly trained manpower; and 'the amount

of federal government control of international education programs at state

and private colleges and universities.

(69) Obviously, the brain drain issue intersects with many complex

policy issues. Indeed, some are convinced that the generic term "brain

drain" tends to oversimplify a complex phenomenon.. At this point, dis

cussion continues (some wou14 say endlessly) with no resolution in the

form of consensus over whether changing immigration policy would, on balance,

be more beneficial to sending countries, the United States and the cause

of Third World development and, if so, what changes should be instituted.

Other Policy Considerations

(70) In this section, I will review other immigration policy areas
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which would have an impacf on the characteristics of streams and, there

fore, affect intergroup relations. Many are' of a technical nature. Because

they are technical, however, does not necessarily mean they will be unim

portant in their ramifications.

(71) The following revisions of current law have been advocated by

voluntary agencies, business groups and other private-sector associations.

Some are even in the form of proposed legislation. All have been objects

of discussion by those professionally involved with United States immigra

tion policy and its administration. (The following dis'cussion in this .

section relies heavily on and, in places, quotes from Tomasi and Keely;'

1975, especially Chapters 3 and 4.)

'1. Temporary Workers

(72) One suggested tactic to control illegal aliens, especially in

the Southwest, is expansion of .non-immigrant temporary laborer programs~.

An attempt to return to the "bracero program" and large-scale temporary ,

worker.migration was made .in early 1973. Rep. Omar Burleson (D - Texas)

introduced R·. R.. 3355 to amend the Agricultural Act of 1949 to provide for

workers .in certain temporary or season~l occupations. The bill outlines

the structure of a program for systematic importation of temporary workers

from Mexico .. However, Sen. Joseph Montoya (D - New Mexico) introduced

s. 3412 to establish a temporary National Commission on Alien Labor to

investigate the use of alien agricultural labor in the United States before

any commitment is made to expanding temporary worker programs. (For a

review of the volutneand characteristics of temporary, non-illDD.igrant workers

in the United States, 'see Keely, 1975b.) Neither bill was passed.

(73) One justification of policy proposals to return to the Bracero
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agreement wi th Mexico is as a measure to reduce and inhibit illegal irmni

gration. Given current concern about illegal immigration, it is not incon

ceivable that efforts may be made to extend the practice of temporary worker

status to non-agricultural jobs on even a larger scale. This is a clear

case where the separate but related policy issues of legal and illegal

immigration can become conceptually _ and programmatically confused. Con

gress can face contradictory and confusing po licy and program choices:

_deport illegals and punish employers of illegals to reduce the flow; regu

larize illegals present in the country for a certain number of years;

recognize the strong pull factors affecting the flow of laborers but try

to conq:ol the situation by admitting them as temporary non-immigrant

laborers and, therfore, define away the illegal problem to some extent;

reduce immigration by further extending temporary worker programs system

a~ically across all skill levels; and, finally, conclude bi-lateral agree

ments Yith countries that are sources of illegal aliens for economic de

velopment to reduce push factors. The ultimate outcome of these various

proposals on the volume, the sources and the mix of i[[l[!ligration andtem

porary labor migration remains to be seen. There are numerous problems

in law, international relations, program administration and the ethical

questions of exploitation which go into such decisions. Movement to greater

use of temporary workers would also involve departing from the traditional

United States approach to immigration as settlement migration as opposed

to the view of migrants as basically workers which is more characteristic

of European guest-worker programs and South Africa migration programs for

mine workers.

2. Exemption fram labor certification for parents of minor United

States citizen children.
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(74) In equalizing the Eastern and Western Hemispheres, the exemption

from labor certification for parents of minor United States'citizen chil

dren, and their entitlement to automatic registration as intending immi

grants to the United States, would be term~nated·for natives of the Western

Hemisphere, by .both the House and Senate proposals. At present, natives

of the Eastern Hemisphere receive no such benefit. It is generally be

lieved by members of Congress .that a benefit to the parents of minor United

States citizen children is undesirable. Since any child born in the United

States is, by virtue of its birth, 'a United States citizen, by conferring

a benefit upon his parents there are certain undesirable consequences such

as aliens attempting to give birth to children in the United States and

attempting to eriterthe United States solely for this purpose. The opposing

point of view is that by not conferring any.benefit upon such parents and

forcing them to leave the United States, the United States citizen child

is likewise forced to leave the country which demon.strates an ambiguous

attitude towards United States citizenship. It is thought that this is a

roundabout way of getting at what Congress views as the reai problem, which

is that a person born in the United States should not automatically, by

virtue of his birth, be a citizen if both his parents are aliens and, par

ticularly, if his parents are aliens not in lawful inunigration status.

Therefore, it has been proposed by various groups that the exemption from

labor certification for parents of minor United States citizen children

qot be eiiminated, but rather this privilege be extended to natives of

the Eastern Hemisphere as it presently exists for natives of the Western

Hemisphere, and such aliens be allowed to come in the non-preference cate

gory, or be granted a higher preference .

./
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3~ Labor Certification.

(75) The labor certificad.on provision under the various bills would

be maintained in its present form. However, there are many proponents

of a change in the labor certification provision so that labor certifi

cation isei ther eliminated as a requirement. for permanent residence or

certification is granted more easily; Proponents of this point of view

appear not to be in harmony with the current economic situation and dis

count too greatly organized labor's support of the labor certification

program.

4. Cuban Refugees.

(76) Cuban refugees adjusting status in the United States would- be

exempt from numerical limitations. This provision seemed in the past to

be essentially non-controversial since Cuban refugees utilize a dispropor

tionate share of the total Western Hemisphere visa numbers available.'

However, population growth considerations lead some to wish to slow this

process of regularizing de facto presence by keeping Cuban adjustment of

status within the present structure and thereby lowering the number of

new entrants.

5. Adjustment of Status.

(77) Permission to adjust status has been proposed for all aliens

who enter the United States. lawfully expect (a)· crewmen or aliens. in transit

without visas, (b) aliens who continue in or have accepted unauthorized

employment other than immediate r~latives, (c) student and exchange visitors,

or (d) combinations of these exceptions. It should be pointed out that

under the present law, all natives of the Western Hemisphere are prohibited

from adjusting status, whereas natives of the Eastern Hemisphere can adjust
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status, except crewmen and aliens in transit without visas. The denial of

adjustment of status to any alien who has accepted or continues in unauth

orized employment would greatly reduce the number of aliens eligible for

adjustment of status and, presumably, greatly increase the amount of fraud

confronting the Immigration Service. ·It should also be noted that this type

of penalty would probably fail to deter unauthorized employment since it

would merely force the applicant to obtain his immigrant visa. The question

of adjustment of status has wide ramifications for the process of.gaining

entrance as an immigrant and is a very touchy policy issue.

Summary

(78) In this section on current immigration policy issues, I have

summarized the major topics which currently are the objects of discussion.

Each of them has potential implications for intergroup relations or politi

cal implications for society at large. _ All of these controversies center

on selection mechanisms or control of illegal flows. The ethnic composition

and other characteristics of those we welcome and those who .enter illegally

obviously will make an impact on the size, concentration and effects of

the foreign-born population and their offspring. At this point, I feel

the resolution of these controversies is so unclear that making any pre..;.

dictions or to draw any conclusions is presumptuous. But we must be aware

that such policy questions are very live ones indeed and could have impor

tant implications.

(79) Further, we should realize that important actors in these con

troversies include a wide variety of religious and nationality groups, as

well as organized labor ~ and federations of such groups. Immigration is

a major object of national level, and in some areas local level, politics.
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Part of ethnic group relations now and in the foreseeable future is the

cooperation and conflict over 'immigration ~olicy. To date, there is no

careful study of the role of such groups in policy formation and, equally

important, policy administration. Such groups not only try to influence

law, they are the major watchdogs of congressional and executive'action

on immigration. Further, many such non-govermnent groups are called upon

to cooperate and aid government agencies in administration of the law

'through emergency resettlement (e.g., most recently in the Vietnamese sit

uation). Finally, such private sector groups do much of the work of helping

immigrant adjustment by means of social services in the absence of govern

ment schemes to help in adjustment such as those which the Swedish govern

ment conducts.

(80) Therefore, any proposal to alter immigration may affect not only

future ethnic relations but would involve current relations in the political

sphere. It is not easy to summarize how those relations would be affected

in the absence of a specific issue. Most of the information on the stances,

alliances and the presumed influence of such groups would'be of the "inside

dopester" variety at any rate. To my knowledge, no one has tried to document

who these actors are, their structural relationships or their influence on

actual decisions. The Population Commission, for example, soon became very

aware of their presence and the commission report, I think, clearly reflects

the strength of organizations with a vested interest in immigration (Keely,

1972a) .

(81) The issues summarized here and the current and future ramifica

tions for ethnic relations could change substantially. If, when and how

the demographic issue enters into immigration policy consideration is one
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example of how a signicant new policy factor could change the current

structure of ethnic relations. Ina stablized or stationary population,

.'
immigration policy will probably continue to be a stage of ethnic group

interaction in a bid to achieve symbolic and substantive goals of various

groups.

v. Immigration and a Stablized Population

(82) In this section', I will briefly discuss five topics which I see

emerging. as important issues 'in intergroup relations. Each of them would

be further complicated by movement to a stable and stationary population

and each bears directly on immigration policy and its role in the future

of ethnic relations in the United States.

The Hispanic Population

(83) The rapid growth of persons of Spanish-speaking background has

begun to raise doubts about the future of the United States culture and

the political system.' At their worst, these fears center on an Anglo-His-

panic version in the United States of the Anglo-French split in Canada

or even a secessionist movement in the Southwest in territories which

formerly were part of Mexico .. The questioning, however, runs a whole

gamut of cultural, political, social and economic concerns which are less

extreme.

(84) There is, first of all, question as to the commitment and possi-

b1lity of keeping English as the only official language. The use ·of Spanish

1n official documents, pub lic notices, civil service tests and business

notices (some utility companies' bills are in Spanish and English) are

examples of language usage which goes beyond the use of a foreign language
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for personal communication by ethnics in their own community. This latter

use is expected and has been part of the adjustment and assimilation of

early generations in United States history. The wider use of Spanish

goes beyond this traditional aspect of ethnic adjustment processes.

(85) In addition, governm~nt programs like bi-lingual education and

ethnic heritage studies may have a latent function beyond the pedagogical

purpose of aiding learning of basic skills and building healthy self-images.

Such programs may not only slow adoption of English as the mother-tongue

'but also legitimize the official or quasi-official acceptance of bi~

lingual ism. Current practices are in that direction, although they fall

short of Canadian policy. Further!. Spanish was the mother-tongue of the

"indigenous" (having established social institutions) Spanish population

in the Southwest long before Anglo conquest. As Lieberson et'al. (1975)

suggest mother-tongue diversity seems to be largely derived from subordinate

indigenous groups in long-standing, established enclaves (Lieberson ~ al.

1975, 54). Thus, the "natural" process of linguistic and cultural diversity

in the region may be enhanced by national policy on education and new

migration. Further, development of a national Hispanic federation may

lead to demands for more widespread and legitimated use of a second language.

(86) The situation is further complicated by the participation of

persons of Mexican origin in the new ethnic consciousness. - The Chicano

and !! raza movements add further to demands for cultural maintenance and

abandonme~t of assimilationist policies and programs.

(87) However, the Mexican-American group does,not present a united

front. There are serious splits within the group which affect these pro

cesses. One such split is over illegal immigration. Chavez, for example,
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presents almost a classic case of the American labor leader torn between

the needs of his followers in this country and the plight of their ethnic

brothers seeking entrance. He has opted for United States citizens and

residents and supports measures to curb illegal movement on the grounds

of unfair 1abor.competition. Other Mexican-Americans. take opposing views

all the way up to. a demand for virtually free movement over the border

on the basis that the Southwest region is basically M~xican since it was

taken by the United States. Mexicans, they argue, should have a right to

enter the land that. makes up part of their ancestral patrimony.

(88) Obviously, the questions of the cuHura1, political and economic

effects of Hispanic (and especially Mexican) migration are of national

and regional importance. Information on developments may well be forth

coming from persons engaged in Borderlands Stu~ies, a recently4eveloped,

interdis.ciplinary specialty. However, other regions bear close scrutiny.

The long-qmge effects of Cuban movement in Miami and the Hispanicizatioh

of New York City by a whole variety of Latin ethnics are two examples of

localized impact of gz:eat importance, which even have national implications.

(89) i thi~ the questions concerning the Hispanic population need.

further attention to sharpen our focus on developing issues and to gather

needed information. We should be fully cognizant that such data collection

can not only lead to informed decisions (even though they are ultimately

choices of values) but· can als.o function to define the "issues." We may,

in fact, be in the initial stages of such a process which will, one way
. .

or another, have great national and regional import.

New Ethnics

(90) Not only has the Unit~d States expe~ienced a new ethnic con-
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sciousness but we have also been receiving New Ethnics. As Table A-I,

in Appendix A, shows, there has. been substantial movement in the past ten

years of previousLy slightly represented groups (due often to low quotas).

l1any of these groups pose new questions about ethnic relations. I will

mention a few and point out 'issues for which we need further information.

(91) There has'been a movement of Black West Indians as a result of

the 1965 ilnmigratiori Act. This group, along with Black Spanish-speakers,

can '.raise prob lerns for the Black population, particularly in light ·of the

split in the Black group between West Indian and "American" (descendants

of the United States slave population) Blacks. A particularly interesting

group are the Haitians whose culture and French language set them even

. further apart.

,(.92);Asian people have benefited greatly from the changed immigration

. selection . system. The effects on traditional Asia ethnic groups (especially

Chinese) ,and newly important groups (e.g., Filipino and Korean) need

study. The special case of the large, one-time infusion of Vietnamese

is'also important not so much for long-term impact as for knowledge of

the process and result of large scale resettlement undertaken by the United

States from time to time (e.g., Hungarian, Cuban). As is so often the

case with ethnic groups, the Asian .impact probably has greater' regional

impact (Hawaii and the 'West Coast especially) due to concentration.,

(93) I have previously discussed the Hispanic cases. Here, the question

o~ federation or maintenance of sharp national difference is important.

Other groups have transcended national identities for certain purposes,

for. example, using religion as the binding force. Catholics are a case

in point, although nationality differences still have extreme importance
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within that group. There is also the case of the Jewish population trans-

cending nationality for certain purposes. In short, there are examp~es

in whic.h nationality, while remaining a vital force especially in. internal

group dynamics, has· been suppressed for certain broader group action and

goals.

(94) Whether Hispanic 'culture and identity can function in the way re-

ligion and peoplehood have in the two cases cited remains to be seen. If

it does, ethnic relation dynamics will be obviously quite different for

the United States i~ general and for internal dynamics of an Hispanic con-

federation ..

(95)· Finally, there is the religious issue involvecl in immigration and

group relations. The immigrants in 1974 from predominantly Catholic c.l!L

tures equ.~11ed about 206 thousand or 52 percent of gross alien itmlligration.*

Clearly.,. not all these immigrants are Catholic themselves and their Catholi-

cism is not necessarily the same. Also, Catholics from other countries

entered. My point here is that . the number and proportion.of Catholics

(cuiturally and in pra<;:tice) is high. Further, this movement· has generated

. a fee ling of obligation and responsibility among the Catholic Church, par-

ticularly the official organization. Thus, moves to reduce immigration

or other policy initiatives seen as anti-immigrant can raise the question

of anti":Cat.holicism.· The point is not· so much whether anti-Catholicism

is intended. It is the perception and reaction to the coincidence of the

religious background of immigrants and any anti-immigrant movement which

, .
)r . .

The countries of birth of the immigrants included are: Ireland, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, Philippines, Mexico ,Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Costa
Rica, El Salvador,Guatamala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and South American
countries.
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may take place. Given United States history, it is not difficult to con-

struct numerous scenarios of possible conflict, depending on immigration

developments, especially as the population moves to astable and stationary

state.

(96) In short, the composition of recent immigration raise important

questions for and abou~ the Black, Hispanic, Asian and Catholic groups.

These questions not only focus on the results on current immigration law

and policy but also center on changes in that policy and body of law. Once

again we see that ethnic relations in the United States have been, are and

probably will be played out in political arenas and immigration law is the

game.

(96a) One should add, however, that for each of the cases cited there is a

- basic need for demographic analysis of the potential impacts of_ these groups.

For example, even if Black West Indians are coming to the U.S. in larger numbers;

will'their relative size and impact in the Black community ,remain more or less,

" ,

constant? What may seem to be striking changes in immigrant composition will

not automatically result in major changes in intra- or intergroup relations.

Obviously, other variables will be involved. Thus, 'I have discussed these groups
, '

'to iilustrate the need for research and discussion about effects of immigrant

composition on group relations.

Population Policy and Immigration Policy

(97) Many people feel that the United States needs population and

immigration policies in the sense of explicit goal or targets with rationally

based and clearly articulated pro~~ams to achieve those goals. Some even

see inunigration, policy as a wedge to force the broader question of population'

policy. The current national debate ~n Canada on immigration is pointed

to as a model of the process of using immigration to open up' the ,population

issue and put pressure on for the development of an integrated and explicit'

po licy.
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planning is quite ~ppo~ite~ In analyzing the probability of the development of

a national urban strategy in democratic nation~, he states that the applied

rationality of goa~ oriented activity seems to be a threat to·the traditional

process of incremental adjustment characteristic of change in democratic societies.

Manipulation of interest group politics, bargaining, coalition-building and log

rolling do not seem campatible with goal-oriented national planning. In fact,

"the very utility of future-oreinted planning is to provide a basis for decision

making more rational than that of interest-~roup politics" (Berry, 1973, 72).

(99) In short, I do not expect the United States to develop an explicit

population or immigration policy in the foreseeable future. Given the

style of United States politics, the strong ethnic ·group interest in immi

gration and the interest in group survival, population policy may become,

in fact already is to some extent, another forum for ethnic relations. '

I think the application of policy development studies to populat·ionis

a potentially important source of information and can provide important

insights into the course of· ethnic relations·.

Pluralism

(100) Finally, I think the l!nited States is in for another round of

discussion on pluralism. It is perhaps part of the·"geriius" of American.

society (althougll intellectually untidy) that it absorbs new ideas and

practices, even radical changes, and yet maintains the same labels.

Tiryakian's (1975) recent discussion of. United States society apprOVingly

presents the work of such recent analysts of America as Renel· and Serv·an

Schreiber. Both of the latter emphasize the American social system's

flexibility and its ability to absorb profound change rooted in the per

s.onal and collective crises of the diverse and· often contradictory "moral

systems" (Tiryakian, 1975, 2-5).

(101) One need not be sanguine about the United States ability to

absorb change or even be in the state of constant revolution within the

institutional structure of society. However, I think it is clear that
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in' the area of ethnic relations, ideology has and is shifting and there

is continuing effort at redefining the.ideblogyof 'ethnic relations. Even

though pluralism is riding the waves of public acceptance ~. there ~re both

profound opponents of the idea and a great deal ;6f disagreement about

what it means.' I see'this as.a continuing process with no ultimate resolu

tion. Many who defend pluralism would oppose official bi~lingualism.

There is a clear clash between pluralism and the values of individualism

and universalistic criteria. The debate on pluralism represents an~ther

level of the contest of ethnic group interests and relations.

(102) However, I do .not think the debate can be dismissed as just

another "ideological squabble having no impact on .events..Whetherwe are

a pluralistic society and what that .m~ans is part of the lives of many

Americans from birth to ,death. Ethnic institutional structures, political

socializationof'scho~lchildren,. career patterns·and demographic rates

are but a few examples of' areas where pluralism (

and do about it) affects us.

(103) Iannigrationpolicy obviously is directly tied into the image

of the United States as a pluralistic sQciety. D we want a continual

infusion of persons of foreign culture? Is the declining proportion of

foreign born and foreign stock a portent for the future? Does the citizenry

still hold to a fear of non-Western cultures which may be exacerbated by

the current national origin composition? How does one react to the gener

ally agreed upon need for opportunity for United States minorities and

women and the high proportion of professionals among imnigrants? The

questions and the conflicts go on. They influence and in turn are influ

enced by our understanding of pluraljsm.

(104) As I stated, I do not think the question of pluralism will get

resolved in a final and fixed way. I do think, however, that the ~cbate
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on the issue is ignored at one's peril. Whatever the social sources of

group positions on the subject and the dominant definition at any given

moment, the debate both affects and reflects ethnic relations.

(lOS) This discussion of the Hispanic population, the new ethnics,

population policy and pluralism obvious does not exhaust the field of

topics in which immigration intersects with intergroup relations and I

have only briefly outlined each topic as a starting point of discussion.

It seems to me that these topics, along with immigrant selection mechanisms

and the effects will be among the major, if not the major, issues concern

ing immigration and intergroup relations.
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Chart 1

Preference Systems

Immigration and Nationality Act of 19?2
(McCarran-Wa1ter Act)

1.

2.

3.

First preference: Highly skilled immigrants whose services are urgently
needed in the United States and t,he spouse and children of such immigrants.

50 p,~rcent plus any not required for second and third preferences.

Second preference: Parents of United Stat~s citizens over the age of 21
and unmarried sons and daughters of United States citi'zeri's.'

30 percent plus ,any not requited for first' and, third preferences .

Third preference: Spouse and unmarried son's and daughters of an alien
lawfully admitted for permanent residence. "

, 20 ,percent plus any not required for first or second preference.
, -' ". . . .

4 ~ . fourth preference: Brothers ,sisters, married soris and daughters of United
States citiZens arid an accompanying' spouse and children. "

50 percent of numbers riot required forfltst and three ,preferetlces.

5. Nonpreference: Applicants not entitled to one of the above preferences.
50 percent of numbers not required for first three preferences, plus
any not required for fourth preference.

Immigration Act of 1965

1. First preference: Unmarried sons and daughters 6f United States citizens.
, Not more than 20 percent.

2. Second preference: Spouse and unniarriedsons and daughters of an alien
lawfully admitted for permanent residence.

20 percent plus any not required for first preference.

3. Third preference: Members of the prCifessionsandscientists and artists
of exceptional ~bility

Not more than lO'percent.

4. Fourth preference: Married sons ,and daughters of,United States citizens.
10 percent plus any not required for first three preferences.

'5. Fifth preference: Brothers and sisters of United States Citizens.
24 percent pius any not required for first four preferences.

6. Sixth ,preference: Skilled and unskilled workers:l.n occupationl:l for which
labor is in short supply in the, United'States.

Not more than 10 percent.

7. Seventh 'preference: Refugees to whom conditional 'entry or adjustment of
status may be granted.

, Not mote than 6 percent.

8. Nonpreference: Any applicant not entitled to orie of the above preferences.
Any numbers not required"for'preference'applicarits.



Table 1

Percent Distribution of U.S. Population by Nativity and Parentage

Class of Population 1920 1910 1900 1890 1880· 1870 1860 1850

Native whi te,. tOtal· 76.. 7 74.4 74.5 73.0 73.5 72.9 .7.2.6 74.6
Native parentage 55~3 53.8 ·53.9 54.8 57.0 ' 59.1 --
Foreign parentage 14.8 14.0 14.0 12.8' 12.7 10.8
Mixed parentage 6.6 6.5 6.6 5.4 3.8 3.0

Foreign born white 13.0 14.5 13.4 14.5 13.1 14.2 13.0 ' 9.7

. All- 0 ther* 10.3 11.1 12.1 12.5 13.5 12.9 14.4' 15:7

Total population 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ·100.0 '100.0 100.0 100.0

*lncludes Negroes, Indians, Chinese, Japanese, and all other non~white.

Source: Carpenter, 1927~ p.5.



Table 2

Foreign Born in the U.S. Population: 1850-1970a

Year Total Population FO:reign Born Percent Foreign Born

1970 203,210,158 9,619,302 4.7

1960 179,325,671 9,738,143 5.4

1950 150,697,361, 10;347,395 6~9

1940 131,669,275 1l~594,896 8.8

1930 122,775,046 14,204,149 11.6 .

1920 105,710,620 13;920,692 13.2

,1910 91,972,266 13,515,886 14.7

1900 75,994,575 10,341,276 13.6.

1890
. ,

62,947,714 '9,249,560 14.7

1880 50,155,783 6,679,943 13.3

1870b 39' , 818,449 5,567,229 14.0
o.

1860 31,443,321 4,138,697 13.2
'..

1850 23,191,876 2,244,602 9.7

aContinental U.s: for 1870-1950.
bAdjustedfor underenumeration.
Sources: Hutchinson, 1956, p.2; Census of Population: 1970a,General Social and

Economic Characteristics, Final Report PC (l)-Cl United States Summary,
Table 68.



Table 3

Nativity and Parentage of the White Population of the
United States: 1870 to 1950a

Percent of white
Population

Year
Total
white

population.

Total
foreign

white stock

Foreign
born
white

Foreign white
foreign or Foreign ~oreign

. mixed parentage stock, born

Foreign
mixed or

parentage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)· (6) (7) (8)

1970 ....... 178,119,221 31,887,935 8,733,770 23,154,165 17.9 4.9 13.0
1960 ....... 158,837,671 .33;978,380 9,294,033 23,784,347 20.9 ·5.9 15.0
1950 ....... 134,942,028 33,750,653 10,161,168 23,5·89 ;485 25.0 7.5 . 17.5
1940 ....... 118,701,558 34,576,718 11,419,138 23,157,580 29..·1 9.6 19.5
1930 ....... 110,286,740 39,885,788 13,983,405 25,902,383 36.2 12.7 23.5
1920 ........ 94;820,915 36,398,958 13,712,754 22,686,204 38~4 ·14.5 23.9
1910 ....... 81,731,957 32,243,382 13,345,545 18,897,837 39.5 16.3 23.1
1900 ...... , 66,809,196 25,859,~34 10·,213,817 15,646,017 38·07·:· 15.3 ·23.4
1890 ....... 55,101,258 20,625,542 9,121,867 11,503,675 37.4 16.6 20.9
1880b ..•. , . 43,402,970 ~ 14,834,546 ·6,559,679 8,274,867 34.2 15.1 19.1
1870b ...... 33,589,377 10,817,980 5,493,712 5,324,268 32.2 16.4 15.9·

a 1870-1950 Continental United States.

b Parentage data partly estimated.

Sources: E. P. Hutchinson, 1956, p. 3; Census of Population: 197Qb, Vol. 1, Characteristics
of the Population, Part 1, United States Summary, Table 68, p. 1-361.



Table 4

Population of the United States by Parentage: 1960-1970

I •

Percent of total
population

Native
Native born of ' Native born of

Total Native born of Foreign foreign or mixed ,boni of Foreign foreign

Year p,opulation native parents born mixed parents native born or mixed
parents parents

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

,1970 ..... :. 203',210,158, l69,~34,926 9,619,302 23,955,930 '83.5 4.7 11.8

1960 ..... ;.. 179,:325,671 145,275,265 9,738,143 24,312,263 ' 8LO 5.4 13.6

Source: Census of Population: 1970a. General Social and Economic Characteristics, United
States Summary, Table 68, p. 1-361.
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Table 5 :

Year of Immigration of the Foreign Born Population: 197.0
(OOO's) "

>,

Total 1965,..
1970

1960
1964

1955
1959

1950
1954

1945
1949

1935 ....
1944

1925
'1934

Before Not
1925 Reported

1901-1910 1900 or earlier

Number
1970 9,740 1,721 1,136 977 791 586

Perc.ent
1970 100.0 17.7 ' 11.7 10.0 8:1 6.0

, Total 1920-1,930 1911 ....1919

Number

323

3.3

766

7.9

3,015

31.0

425

4.4

1900

1910

, 1920

1930

Percent

10,341

13,516

13,921

14,204 2,948

3,137

,2,652

5,098

4,444

3,986

10,341 .

'8,418'· '

6,340

. 4,618

1900

1910

1920

1930

100.0 -- 100.0

100.0 37:.7 62.3-

100.0 22.5 31.9 45.5

100.0 ,. 20.7 18.7 . 28.1 32.5

Source: 1970 Census of Population, Special Report; National Origin and Language.,
PC 2 - lA, Table 17 (5 percent sample); C. Taeuber and 1. B. Taeuber,
1958, p.65.
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TABLE 6: Prop~rtion of Immigrants by Area of Origin, with a Stated Occupation,
Professionals ·among those with Stated Occupation, Continental Origin.
of Pro'fessional Tmmigra'nts,bytontinerit; 1961-65,1966-68, 1969';'73 .

- _.--+., -- ..- ••. _.0 .

proportion of Total Persons ProfesSiona1s' as Proportion of all
lriunigration from wn"hState-ci ProportIon' of . .:. . Profess ionals from
Geog"raphiC Region .Occupation Col." (2) "Geographic Regio'n

. (1) .... ' (2) . . ' ..~.- ... _. '(3) (4 )
Tota1* ..'

1961-65 100.0 45.6 19.8 100.0
1966-68 100.'0 43.0 24.6 . ioo.o
1969-73 100.0 :4i.3 28.9 100.0

Europe
1961-65 41.9 50.5 19.5 45.9
1966-68 35.3. 46.1 22.S 35.2
1969-73 :27.3 '45.2 18.7 19.4

Asi:a'.
1961-65 7.6 29.6 39.5 9.7
1966-68 13.9 ·41.4 51.5 27.7
1969-73 27.4 41.1 60."5 56.7

Africa
1961-65 ·... 9 . 43.7' 36.0 . 1.6'
1966-68 1.1 47.3 45.6 2.3
1969-73' 1~8 . 51. 7 61~2 4.8

Oceania· . ,.
1961-65 ·.5 36.8 41.1 .8
1966-68 :6 37.'t 48.6 1.0
1969-73 :8 39.9 42.4 1.2

North America
1961-~5 41.0 44.4 16.1 ~?4
1966-68 43.5 :41.3 16.4 27.9
1969-73 37.0 38.4 11.8 14.1

South America
1961-65 8.1 41.7 25.8 9.7
1966-68 5.6 '40.7 27.3 5.9
1969-73 5.6 40~0 20.7 3.9

>'<N for 1961-65 = 1,450,314; 1966-68 = 1~'t39,46'0; 1969-·73': 't,887,131.
Annual averages volume for the ·three.periods respe'dd.vety'are: 290,063; 179,,820; 377,426.
Source: U.S. Department of Justice, Ann'ual Report 'of the -Imiiligration arid NaturaUzattdn

Servlce, 1961-1973.
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Table A-I

Percent Immigrants Admitted by Country and Continent of Origin:
1961-65; 1966-68; 1969-73.*

Area

.Europe
Czechoslovakia
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom
Yugoslavia
Other Europe

Asia
Hong Kong
India
·Iran
Japan
Jordan
Korea
Philippines
.Thailand
Vietnam
China
Other 'Asia

- Africa
UAR
Other Africa

Oceania

North America
Canada
Mexico
Jamaica
Trinidad & Tobago
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
Other North America

South America
Argentina
Brazil
Columbia
Equador
Peru
Other South America

1961-65

.41.9
.6

1.4
9.0
1.4
2.1·
5.7
1.3
3.0
1.0

.7
8.7

.8
6.1 .

7.6
.2
.2
.2

L3
.2
.7

1.1

.9

.3-

.6

.4

41.0
12.0 .
15.4

.6

.1
5.3
2.4

.7

.7
3.7

8.1
1.7

: 7
2.4
1.2

.8
1.3

1966-68

35.3
;4

'.• 9
4.4
3.2

.8
6.6

.6
1.9
3.1
1.0 .
6.6
1.4
4.5

13.9
1.1
1.0

.3
1.0

.4

.'9'
3.0

.1

.1
4.1
1.9

1.1
.4
.7 -.

. 6

43.5
7.0 .

11.5·
2.7

.7
13.1

3.3
1.2
~4

3.5

5.6
.9
.6

1.8
.9
.4.

1.0

1969-73

27.3
• 7
.5

_2.1
3.a

.5
6.1

.3
1.1
3.3
1.1
3.2.
2.0
2.7

27.4
1.1
3.2

.6
1.2

.6
3:8
L4

.8

.7
4.2
3.7

1.8
.9
.9

.8

37.0
3.5

14.5
3.7
1.8
5.1
3.1 -
1.7

.3
3.3

5.6
.7
.4

1.6
1.2

.J
1.3

*N for 1961-65 = 11+50,'314; N for 1966-68 1,139,460; N for 1969-'73 = 1,887,131



Continent

Europe

Asia

Africa

Oceania

'North America

South America·

Total

Table A-2

Sex Ratio of Immigrants by Continent:
1961-65; 1966-68; 1969-73.

1961-65 1966-68 196'9-73

68 77 91

63 86 80

98 106 .... 125

65 72 68

97 77 90

89 72 ?~
..

80 78 ' ... 88

... "l' .•
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In assessing the causes of the decline .and fall of the Roman Empire,

BdYard Gibbon assigned part of the blame to the morality of the triumphant

Christians.

"It vas their favorite opinion that, if Adam had preserved his

obedience to the creator, he Yould have lived for ever in a state

of virgin purity, and that some harmless mode of vegetation might

have peopled paradise yith a race of innocent and i~ortal beings.

The use of marriage vas permitted only to his fallen posterity as

a necessary expedient to continue the human species, and as a

restraint, hoyever imperfect, on the natural licentiousness of desire."(l)

Indeed, St. Augustine toyed yith the idea that human kind vas striving

toYard moral perfection, and that reaching it Yould mean the extinction of

the species through the abolition of carnal desires. The admonition to

"replenish the earth," hoyever valid in the Old TestBlllent yhile the genealo

gy of Christ was building up, vas superseded by the cardinal concern to fill

the City of God. It is no surprise then that the Christian ideal of chastity

was seen by opponents throughout history, as a factor of depopulation. The

argument. vas invoked for instance by the i·rench Revolu_tionaries yhen ~::ey

voted the suppression of convents and religious orders, these "graves of

population."
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. Modern scholarship had debated about the demographic causes of the

fall of Rome, and before that, of the decline of classical Greece. Many

contemporaries were certainly concerned about low fertility, assumed or

real, generalized or restricted to a small upper crust of society. The

historian Polybius, writing in the 2nd Century B.C., claimed that

"Greece suffers from such an interruption of procreation and

such a shortage of men that cities are depopulated. The reason

is that people today love opulence, money and laziness above all

and donit want to marry; or married, to raise a family. At the

most they accept one or two children, so that they can leave them

rich and raise them in luxury.,,2)

Similar indictments were formulated by Roman writers, and the opinion

. that "Malthusian" attitudes and practices have contributed to the collapse

of the Empire are widely held today .. In the 1930's, anti-malthusian writers

were using the Roman example to argue that family limitation would lead to

the decline of Western civilisation. Today, the best specialists of the

demography of the Ancient world incline to a more agnostic view. Infanticide,

and abortion were practiced widely in Greece. The surviving medical

literature from the Greek and Roman writers contains many contraceptive

and abortive recipes although there is little there that would allow efficient

control of fertility. Coitus interruptus, the main birth control technique

of the European demographic transition in the 19th Century is not mentioned

in the medical literature of Rome. Because of a total absence of statistical

sources, it will be impossible to assess whether small families were

widespread or restricted to a thin part of high society - precisely the
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one that produces literature and moralistic treatises. It is likely that

marital customs - late marriage of the men and a large age ·dlfference betveen

the spouses - vere not particularly favorable to high fertility. But no one

can say vhether the birth rate vas particularly loy. Fluctuations of mortality.

specially because of epidemics. may have been more determinant in shaking

the administrative and political order. But here too, not enough evidence

has survived to alloy the barest quantitative assessment.

The viev from the past on the subject of demographic factors in group

survival then, must begin in times and social groups vhere statistics are

available. The earliest. reliable evidence comes from elite groups. Shifting

from the ROman Empire to the European aristocracies of the Modern period

represents a serious change of focus, and·ve must provide some kind of

framevork for this survey before ve can go any further.

The survivl'l.l of groups

There are many kinds of groups that are threatened by extinction and

loss of influence or, conversely, that can expand and flourish. For the

purpose of this paper, ve shall distinguish betveen three types of groups:

those that have in common a territory (a nation, province, village etc),

those defined by a more or less indelible characteristics (race, language,

religion ..• ) and finally those that share a common status or vocation

(aristocracy, clergy ... ). Groups can gain or lose numerical importance

and/or poyer and influence through natural increase, transfer from group

to group, or qualitative improvement or decay. The accompanying diagram

illustrates, in an exemplative rather than an exhaustive way. the types

of gains and losses more frequently sustained by various groups.



Territorial
criterion

Country Province

Groups defined by:

Physical or cultural trait
Race Language Religion

Social function or vocation
Aristocracy . Bourgeoisie Clergy

GAINS

9~~~E!E!~!Y~:

Births. x x x x

Immigration x x

Recruitment x

Annexation x x

g~~!!~~!!y~ x x x X

x

x

x·

x

X

·x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

LOSSES

.g~~~!!~~~!y~:

Deaths X X x X x X X x
Emigration x x x x x
Defection x x x
Loss of ter-

ritory x x x

. g~~!!!~~!y~ . x x x x x x x x
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Most groups gain by birth (but not a clengy) and lose by death;

and they are usually subject to changes due to migration, annexation,

conversion or defection. Some groups are not affected by border changes.

A group'identifyable by physical traits such as color of the skin - can

only grow numerically by the'balance of births and deaths, although i~s

influence may fluctuate independently of numbers. Qualitative gains by

groups - that may well be more important in the long run for the continued ,

viability of groups - range from the gain of resources and technical

progress, to their-acceptability by the rest of society or even fashion...

ability; similarly, a group may perish because it could not adapt to

changed circumstances or lost its raison d'etre.

We assume that survival is a goal shared by all groups, although to a

different degree, and not necessarily with a high priority when in competi...

tion with other goals. Since our task here is not to speculate on the dynamics

of groups, but to present some of the relevant historical experience, the

above scheme is sufficient for our purpose.

The survival of aristocracies

Elites that are perpetuated by birthright, obey very different

principles of renewal than empires and nations, even though birth, death

and migration are factors in both instances. The survival of an aristocracy

is predicated on the individual survival of families? and there is no

compensation when one family disappears and another has an overflow of sons~
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It is of no benefit to the last male La Rochefoucauld to knov that the

Montmorency have three sons. If one son is necessary to inherit the

title and the manor, other sons viII be no more than a hedge against

high mortality risks. Cadets are an embarassment as long as the eldest

son is alive, and usually they viII be accommodated in the army of the

clergy as single men. Because they ~e not expected to marry, they do

not offer a very effective defense against extinction of the name vhen

an older son dies vithout offspring.

It seems a constant empirical fact that aristocracies have not been

able to reproduce themselves, despite the vested interest in doing so,

which vas stronger than in most other sOGial groups. To survive in the

long run, an elite group must alloy the accession of selected indivi-

duals from the outside. In England, for example:'

Of the 63 noble families of December 1559, 21 had failed
.in the male line by December 1641, and 26 by December
1659. There is nothing unusual in an extinction rate of
40 percent per century, indeed it is probably rather 10'W
in comparison 'With other periods. This inexorable attri
tion destroyed any prospect of maintaining the peerage as
a self-perpetuating closed caste. If the Cro'W'TI did not
bestir itself to plug the gaps, in 250

3
years or so there

vould be no one left to sport a title.

The extinction of family lines is an unavoidable result of the distribu-

tion of infecundity among couples, chance variation in the sex ratio at

birth, and high mortality before the age of reproduction. To sho'W the

interplay of these factors, 'We selected a population practicing little

if any contraception: 'Women, married at 20 to 21 years before 1889 and

still married to the same men, reporting the number of their live born

children in the Norwegian census of 1920.
4

The figures are as follovs:·
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Number of Per 1000 Number of Per looe
children vomen children vomen

0 26 6 18
1 26 1 95
2 36 8 III
3 41 9 131
4 55 10 132
5 66 More than 10 203

Large families are the rule in this population; the average number of

children is 1.1, of vhom about half are boys. If 10 percent of them

survive to the mean age of childbearing, there should be on the average

almost 3 boys per family. But the point of viev of individual families

is different. One observes that 2.6 percent of these ~omen have born

no child at all; another 2.6 percent had only one child, and in about half

of the cases it should be a girl. The probability of having all girl

offspring decreases vith the number of children. Assurriing for simplicity's

sake, that births are evenly distributed among the sexes, six percent of
. .

the Norvegian vomen vould have had no son. And vith 30 percent of the

sons dying before the average age of paternity (a moderate mortality level

corresponding to an expectation of life at birth of 50 years), about 10

percent of the families vould die out per generation. It vould take

seven generations to reduce the number of families by half, even under

such favorable. conditions of fertility and mortality, if only one son per

family vas entrusted vith the function of perpetuating the family name

and heritage~

In EUropean aristocracies of the preindustrial era, the attrition

seems to have been considerably faster, both because fertility vas lover

than in Norvay and because mortality vas higher. For example, of 171
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families of the patriciate of Milan existing in 1650, 26 only were

surviving in 1950. 5

century

,
In Florentine patrician families of the 16th or 17th

the marriage of only one son was such a common occur
rence as to have been almost a general rule, and since 16
percent of the sons who did marry had no children. the
chances were that family lines would be abruptly trugcated
within three or four generations, for lack of heirs.

Apparently, when confronted with a choice between the risks of extinc-

tion and those of loss of prestige and social standing, the Florentine

patricians were deciding'for the former:

Given an unwillingness to divide estates permanently, and
limited opportunities for ~aking independent fortunes
sufficient to provide patrimonies for second or third
families, younger sons apparently resigned themselves to
bachelorbood.1

In Florence at least, the erosion of the upper class was compensated

by the continuous rise of bourgeois into the aristocracy. In Venice, the

patriciate was closed. A law passed in 1297 restricted membership to the

Great Council, and therefore access to important offices and committees,

to an exclusive group of families. There were 30 ennoblements in 1381,

and only minor exceptions thereafter. "For 265 years it was virtually

impossible for even the wealthiest and most able nonnoble Venetian

citizen to enter the ruling class.,,8 When the economic fortunes of the

city compelled the elite to change from commercial to landed sources of

revenue, the preservation of family patrimonies became imperative. This

gave rise the general practice of restricted marriage. There was n0

custom of primogeniture as in Florence:

In most wills. possessions were left to all sons equally
But since they usually remained under the sa~e roof, and
since the fideicommissu~ preve~ted them from alienating

~
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any of the "immovable possessions," and since unmarried
brothers usually left their possessions to the children
of the brother who had married, estates usually remained
intact.9

The patrician family of Venice functioned as an association of specialized

brothers: one would participate in the government of the Republic, one

would administer the family's business, a third one would insure the

survival of the name by marrying. James Davis in his book from which

our information is eXtracted, presents an illustration which admirably

symbolizes the system. It is a family portrait. The mother is sitting

in the foreground, holding four children; at the back, four elderly

gentlemen stand, looking equally proud, with nothing to distinguish the

genitor from his brothers.

In Davis' words, "the Venetian experience becomes a fairly clear

demonstration of the infeasibility in the long run of an "aristocratic"

10or closed ruling class." . The nobility diminished by fifty~five per-

cent between the middle of the 16th century and the Napoleonic conquest.

The wealth of died-out families was redistributed among surviving re-

lated nobles, or went to churches and monasteries. This demographic de-

cline of the ruling class was translated into a shortage of manpower in

the government, which greatly reduced its effectiveness.

The practice of restricted marriages was not the only way by which

aristocracies were limiting their numbers and apparently hastening their

own extinction. The French Dukes and Peers started using contraception

by 1700 (or perhaps even earlier). For the second half of the 18th

century, among women married before they were twenty years old, 35 per

cent had no child; and another 46 percent had only one or two children. ll

In a social group where reproduction and survival must have been an

important consideration, these figures cry for an explanation.
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These facts have some relevance to one of the arguments in the

theory of the demographic transition. In trying to explain vhy natural

increase remains high in developing countries, despite the obvious prob-

lems caused by population pressure, some writers have argued that many

cultures impose family siz~s beyond vhat is necessary to reproduce the

aggregate population, because of the desire to have a son around during

old age and the need to perpetuate the name. Heer and Smith for example

constructed a model showing the rates of population grovth and fertility

implied under a series of mortality levels, if it was assumed that

parents desire 95 perce,tit of certainty that at least one son would sur-

vive to the father's old age. Their computation suggested that a very

substantial proportion of wives (up to 40 percent in some instances)

would never bear the needed number of sons under conditions of high

fertility and mortality. The authors concluded:

If ••. the degree of certainty for filial survival stipula
ted by Model 1 is congruent vith present day realities in
~he less developed nations, we can expect little reduction
in the rate of ~oPulation increase until we reduce mortality
still further. l .

The paradox is that Western elite groups were putting a high premium Qn

filial survival, but they nevertheless reduced their fertility and popula-

tion increase either by restricting marriages or by using contraception,

before mortality had been reduced to levels reached by most areas of the

world today.

To resolve the paradox, we must perhaps recognize that the impera~

tiveto reproduce has been ineffective at the very level where it counted

most, the microcosmic level of individuals and families. The numerous

vars of succession in history bear witness that even royal families
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could not cohnton male heirs, despite their advantages of vealth and

the ability (demonstrated by Henry VInof England} to influencelav and

religion for their purpose. The intrinsic veakness of the survival

mechanism in individual families explains perhaps in partvhy alterna

tive systems of reneval have been devised, and vhy reproduction has not

been more important an imperative for larger social groups.

The survival of linguistic, racial and religious grouns

Heer and Smith argue that the interest of individuals--namely their

preoccupation to have a son around vhen they are old--Ieads them to

overlook the collective interest in a lover grovth rate. We are here

turning the argument around-and applying it to instances vhere the per

ceived interest of the group is a high grovth rate, and vhere that

concern conflicts vith individuai benefit. Where groups are in competi

tion, it has often appeared, rightly or vrongly, that a high rate of re

production vould further their collective aims. With the general decline

of mortality, mortality differentials betveen social classes have tended

to play a lesser role in the numerical importance of various segments of

the population. Increasingly therefore, high fertility has been identi

fied as a sign of vital strength that vould eventually insure the triumph

of minority groups. The term "revanche des berceaux" (revenge of the

cradles) has been used to characterize the higher fertility of the politi

cally and economically disfranchised Francophone Canadians. Today's vorld

is still full of such examples, and some of my co-panelists have dealt

vith them. It viII be sufficient here to evoke the topic briefly, to the

extent that cultural differences have played a role in the history of the

demographic transition.
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My co-panelists have found pervasive contemporary concern about

differential growth by ethnic or linguistic groups. It: is 'Worthy of note

that this concern appears quite late, either in public consciousness or

in the literature. The idea appears to characterize the 20th Century.

There are several reasons fqr this, the most important being that large

differences in fertility are a recent phenomenon. And then, until recently,

there were no statistics to measure vital rates by subgroup of the population

- both ~ consequence and a caUtie of the lack of interest in the subject.. .

In the 19th Century, the modern State in Western Europe was concerned

with nation building, unification and, wherever possible, eradication of

regional particularism. On the whole, the effort was highly successful.

The Breton-speaking in France were estimated at 1,350,000 in 1880; by 1930,

million, despite the large population

from 150,000 to 100,000 during the same period.

th eir num1?er had dropped to roughly one

I 13increase in .the Breton departements. The Basque-speaking population
minority language.s
Other/were not faring

went

any better in Western Europe, in most instances, their very survival was

threatened, not by a failure of reproduction but berause of the overwhelming

strength of the languages of government, of the towns, the schools and the

press. At the same time that powerful, unilingual states were forming, the

main European languages were spreading out of national borders: Fre!lch .las

the most important cultural language of Europe, English spread 'Widely over-

seas, whereas German minorities were expanding in Eastern Europe.

The early 20th Century ,however, represented a radical change of trend:

liThe First World \-lar resulted in the raising of most of the local
languages of Eastern Europe to nationhood ... With the sanction of
political authority and its institution as the languaGc of instruction
and higher culture all of the new national languages of Eastcrn Europe
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ma.de gains as over against linguistic minorities wi thin their
national boundaries. Before they had thestrerigth that comes
from having roots in the soil, and, as predominantly rural and
peasant peoples, higher birth rates than alien and more urban
elements. Now these tendencies were reinforced by all the
prestige and official sanction and use .. In the face of this
circumstance linguistic group representing the old ruling
elements retreated, in many cases the minorities being further
weakened by emigration of some of their nur.bers to countries
where their languages remained dominant."14

In Western Europe too, ·there were clear cultural revivals - illustrated·

uythe conscious resuscitation of the Irish language, the new militancy of

Fle~ish i~ cili~gua.l Belgium, aud the ~cparatist agitatio~ ir. .the G~a basque

'and Celtic marches. Thus, by the 20th Century, there were new cultures

acquiring nationalisticpretentions, at the very time when fertility differen-

.tials were becoming large.

Linguistic statistics frum censuses are notoriously unreliable.· The

central State has a stake in minimizing the· extent of cultural dissimilarities.

For example, the censuses of the Austro-Hungarian Empire were classifying Yidish

as German, and the French linguistic censuses of Alsace-Lorraine were listing

as "patois" what Gp.rman censuses of the area had tabulated as High German.

With the rise to na.tionhood of the Versailles nations, the apparent linguistic

make-up of Eastern Europe reported in censuses changed dramaticaily over what

it had been, - the result of a different phrasing of the question and

of a different view-point on the part of census taker~15 The absence, or

tendentiousness of the statistics on differentials growth, long contributed

to a general ignorance of the problem that we are discussing here, and its

recent accession to the forefront of public discussion coincided with a

heightened sense of cultural identity.

.
I
I

I
I
I
I,
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In Europe during the last hundred years the regional differences

in fertility often tended to follow cultural lines. Ansley Coale tells

the story of one of his students who showed a map of fertility by pro- .

vince in Spain to a Professor of Romance Languages, and drew the com-

. 16
ment that. this was a linguistic map of Spain. Regional differentials

have usually reflected the time at which marital fertility started its

steep modern decline--and therefore the onset of widespread contracep-

tion.While fertility was in itsproces90flong term decline, a lag in

starting time would for long mean higher levels. In Belgium, the factor

that accounts the best for the earliness of the fertility decline, is on what
I'

side of the French-Flemish linguistic border a village lies. 17 During

the last century, the Flemish have had a·higher rate of natural increase

as a result. In France too, there is a relationship between the pre-

valence of minority languages and dialects, and the 19th century levels

and trends of· fertility. High birth rates continued to prevail in

regions of Bretoon, German and Flemish speech, ~d to some extent in

the iangue dloc regions, after they had come down elsevhere.

The first explanation that springs to mind is that language is

the vehicle for the diffusion of cultural trai ts~· including the norm of

the small family and the knowledge of birth control techniques; informa-

tion is held up at linguistic boundaries. 'But a more insidious mechanism

may be at work too. There is often a relationship between language and

the extent to vhich a region has been drawn into the mainstre~~ of eco
)

nomic and political life. Flanders, no doubt, had suffered heavily from

the process of industrialization, and was economically depressed com-

pared· to Wallonia; French was the language of the elite. In France, the

regions vhere a language other than French vas still spoken, vere areas

that had long been isolated from the center because of a combination of
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ecological and political factors. The survival of dialects is an in

direct measure of the failure of the educational arid administrative

systems in their efforts to integrate particular regions. There is a

price to pay for being different, including higher mortality rates and

unusually high migration. And if high fertility vas the premium for re

lative backvardness, it also brought further problems and impediments

in its wake. When that is said, it must be pointed out that differen

tial fertility does not prevail forever. The large differences in popu

lation growth that occurred as a result of the lags in the onset of the

demographic transition ~n various groups, were transition~lphenomena.

Today the fertility of the Bretoons,the Flemings or the French Canad-

.iansis not standing out any more; in the tvo latter cases at least, it

nas decreased belov national averages.

Religious differences operate sometimes much like linguistic ones.

In the ongoing secularization process, the regions that preserved their

traditional faith vere often those sheltered from the inroads of admin

istrative centralization. Bretoons, Flemings and French Canadians were

all distinguished by their militant catholicism. The maps shoving

religious practice in France during the interwar period, look strikingly

like maps of marital fertility for the mid-19th century. That all

religious doctrines do not accept contraception to the same extent may

to some degree be relevant to explain fertility differentials. But

religion has acted as another barrier to the diffusion of information as

much as it acted to indoctrinate its flocks; and the other barriers to

cultural diffusion, distance, language, illiteracy, were protecting

traditional belief at the very time they vere impeding the transmission
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of new fertility norms. A student of religious sociology in France, Le Bras,

pictured the 19th century parish as "a defense post of Christian civilisation"

and associated the decline of fertility with the spread of worldly influences:

Many novelties are contributing to loosen the hold of the
Church on rural masses: the multiplication of contacts,
social transforr.:ations, the persistent action ·of the lay
State. There will soon be no village which will not be
linked to the city by bus, no peasant who won't have his
bicycle or his trucX; Parisian fashions are implaI:ted even
in thatched cottages; newspapers, lecturers penetrate in
the smallest hamlets ••. The school and the army barrack
transform spirits, the administration sU"bstit'C.tes itsc.1f
to the former leaders •.• 18 .

Early explanations of the fertility decline were often cast in terms

of the superior "civilization" and the greater spirit of restraint and
....

foresight of the peoples who were able to improve their economic lot by

curbing their impulses. It is not ~urprising, ·therefore, that the higher

fertility of ethnic minorities vas not usually seen as a strength, but rather

as a weakness: something that went together with poverty, high mortality, low

n uptiality, certainly with back1-1ardness and perhaps with intemperance. To

French authors of the 19th Century, the high fertility of the minority areas

was another of the quaint customs, to be classified with regional costumes,

barbaric languages, and lack of hygiene. They were often opposing the Bretons

and the Normands. About the latter, Pellegrino Rossi in his 1836 lectures at

the College de France,was referring to "the welfare enjoyed by the laborious

and prudent populations of the departements which have placed themselves in

the lead of French ci\~ilisation.,,19 In opposition, an English observer noted:

" ••• the Bretons seem by their very ienorance and the high

mortality which it allow of, to be at once rendered insensible

to consequences and freed from the necessity of placing any great

restraint upont their inclinations. ,,20

"
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The 'irresponsible poliferation of the Irish was eliciting the same kind of

s corn in England.

It is only more recently that high fertility became a purlic virtu.e,

under two sets of influences. First, the concern of States for the implications

of vital trends reached crisis stage in the 1930's. Second, there was a.' re

s-u-gence of nationalistic movements in Europe with the First \-lorld Har. In the

rhetoric of the interwar years, large families were equated with vigor and

youth, and the constant progress of contraception was blamed on selfishness

and "'overcivilisatior." in the "senile" countries of \-lestern Europe. The

pockets of high fertility that had been left behind ty the unequal diffusion

of the demographic transition were seen as fountains of youth springing from

.the ancestral soil of the ethnic groups. And religion, with its opposition to

contraception, was seen as a defeonder of the trad~tional virtues. Conversely,

the reproductive :potential of the minorities was seen as a weapon in the fight

for political dominance.

The long term prospects implicit in the faster growth of ethnic 9r re

ligious groups ~ere noted in many contexts; numbers were often used tb buttress

particularistic viewpoints. But it would be wrong to picture these argumer:ts

either as very concerning or as shared by a large proportion of the very groups

that were pictured as engaged in a struggle rOT dominance. Indeed, they were

part of pronatalist propaganda that was notoriously unsuccessful. In Belgium

for example, the higher birth rate of the Flemings was already obvious to

observe~s at tl:.e beginning of the century. Jacquart, the head of the Belgian

1°



Statistical Institute~ was noting that :

"The extraordinary development of the Flemish race which fills
the voids in the Walloon country prevents us from noticing
the consequences of the decline in the Halloon birth rate.
The colonies of Flemish "urkers who slowly invad"e Hallonia
usually abandon the use of their mother tongue~ so that
the language census shows no observable change in the
location of our linguistic border. "21

Jacquart went on to note that the Flemish bourgeoisie was contaminated

by "the devastating germs carried by the French influence." Flemish writers

mecnwlule~ were congratulatillgL!~'::!.Ilselvc:::ion the relative "healtr." o,~ "~heir

people~ and discussing ways of protecting it against the French influence.

"Our people has long remained wholesome and healthy of heart
and spirit~ because it was deeply anchored in the fertile soil
of ancestral tY'ad~tion... t-lany (migrants) have been attracted
by and within the sphere of the superficial~ frivolous French
mzntality~ and have abandonned the fundamental health of their
own simplicity for a French coating •.• ,,22

During the German occupation a Dr. J. De Roeck constrasted the biological

strength of the "Vlaarosche Volk" with Latin degeneracy ~ and produced population

projections based on the continuation of pre-war trends~ that led to the quasi-

dis appearance of the Walloons.

"The frightening fertility decline of the \-lalloons and the
gro~h of the Flanish people I s part, raises in the mind
the ghost of an aL~ost complete netherlandization of
Belgium within foreseeable time."23

These pr~~ctions not only failed to recognize the parallel (although lagged)

decline of Flemish"fertil~ty, but also underestimated the cultural attraction

of French.

Despite the higher reproduction rate in Flemish speaking areas, the

proportion of the popUlation reporting that it spoke Flemish '"as 56 percent at
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both the 1866 and the 1947 censuses. The latter was the last census to in-

clude a question on language as the linguistic border was fixed once and

f or all to prevent ·further encroachments of French on Flemish le.nd.

Elsewhere too, projections have been based on rather naive extrapolation,

and have failed to understand the transitional character of fertility diffe-

ren~ial~. In Switzerland, where it had been predicted that the higher fertility

o!: CatholiC' c"l.ntons wouldnecessaril:: lead to the spread of Catholicism, the

proportion of Catholic s evolved from 4l percent in 1860 to 42 percent in 1950

and 46 percent ill 1960 (the latter rise being nainly due to migration). There

was also very little chan3e'in the linguistic make-up of S\' itzerland overtime. 24

In the Netherlands, some Catholics were seeing an oppcrtunity' "to outbreed the

·Protestants."25 The high natura~ inc~ease of th~ "healthy," non-contracepting

faithful, was seen implicitly as a "striking revenge of Divine Providence."

Actually, the percentage of Catholics went from 38 in 1849 (.and 35 in 1909)

to 40 in 1960. Although the Dutch Reformed Church was steadily loosing ground

(in part to other Protestant denominations), the most ~emarkable increase was

in the categor~r "no religion" that increased from 0.3 percent in 1819 to 18

percent in 1960. Although th.: Roman Catholics had becone the largest church

by 1930, the trend was not leading to outbreeding. Finally in Canada, where

the high fertility of the French Canadians was long proverbial, the percentaGe

of the population with French mother tongue has steadily gone dO.....'!1 in recent

years: 29 percent 'in 1941,21 percent in 1911. Immieration of English speaters,

or of other groups that were assimilated into the English Community, has on the

I

whole prevented the progress of the m~nority language •

•
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Conversely, those who were belonging to the less prolific segments of

the population, were resenting the threat of the fertile invaders. Thus,

the Socialist S. Webb in England:

Twenty-five percent of our parents ••• is producing 50
percent of the next ,generation. This can hardly result
in anything but natiGnal deterioration; or, as an
alternative ,in this country gradually falling to the
Irish ar.d the Jews. 26 ,

Indeed, ac~ording to the 1916 Report of the National Birth Rate Commission,

the :!'~;-ti::i-::ir o!' the Jevrs was 2.'::.ove avel"<l::;e in England. Such differer.tials

are subject to periodic changes. Moreover, the numerical advantages expected

from differential growth are vulnerable to defections. It can be concluded,

perhaps, that the social, econo!!lic, political and cultural. forces that lead

to the survival or dominance of language or regligion are worthy of more

attention th~~ the slow and unp~edictable trend in the birth rate~ This is

indeed the position that professional demographers have assumed on the ,whole,

and the opposite ~rgu!!lent, with its racial and nationalistic overtones, has

been restricted to partisan politics.

I

I

,
I

I
I
i
I

I
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today that it can hardly be denied that mortality declined during the cen

tury--be it the exceptional toll of epidemics and subsistence crises, or

the "normal" deaths that yielded to improvements in economic welfare,

hygiene or public nealthf 8 - The trend accelerated in the 19th century,

and gave rise to increased densities on the land. Toward the end of the

19th century, an increasing proportion of the European population started

to limit their marital fertility. (France had been engage'd in this pro

cess much earlier.) The change in vital rates has received the name of

demographic transition. It was accompanied--and to a large extent caused-

by economic and social transformations, including a redistribution of the

population over space. Economic competition and a growing relianc~ on the

market, favored certain regions endowed with resources and good communica

tions. Remote areas that had been self-sufficient previously, were eI:lptied

by migration. Over much of history, urban mortalities were probably high,

and large cities were replenished.by steady streams from the countryside.

But with modernization and industrialization, the countryside started

eventually to loose population absolutely. Thu?, the processes of differ

ential growth of geographical areas by migration is commonplace enough to

be excluded from the present discussion. More to the point is the regional

role of fertility.

It is difficult to perceive the logic that determined the waning or

the persistence of high levels of fertility in various regions of Europe.

We are arguing that the numerical survival of established groups does not

feature very highly among the priorities that regulate fertility; and this

is more true for village communities than for any other type of group,

perhaps because the identity of such a group is not very well differentiated

and perceived by the component individuals. The map of rural Europe is .
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full of examples of extreme family limitation that reduced numbers drasti-

cally over time. The "one-child system" adopte'd in Ormansag, a region of

Calvinist villages in Hungary, by the mid-19th century, had led by 1970 to

tak. f th b ' . . t f . 1 . 29e over 0 e area y mlgran ~ ~es. Philippe Ari~s has coined

the term "human evaporation" to characterize the steady decline in the

Aquitaine region of France during the 19th and early 20th centuries:

a decline that was caused by low fertility without much migration. 30 The

following table presents population totals (females only) for two d:parte-

ments in Aquitaine--Lot-et-Garonne and Tarn-et-Garonne--two departements il1

Normandy--Calvados and Eure--and as a contrast, the Finistere departement in

Brittany, at three different dates. The four first d~partements are among

Female population of

Lot-et-Garonne Tarn-et-Garonne Calvados Eure Finistere
# Index # Index # Index # Index # Indea

1806 166,731 100 122,973 100 262,349 100 216,131 100 229,944 100 .

1856 172,115 103 122,430 100 252,918 96 205,983 95 308,403 134

1906 137,391 82 '95,032 77 209,678 80 164,765 76 397,482 173

those that adopted the practice of birth control on a wide scale at the time

of, or before, the French Revolution; their birth rate had been under 30

female births per 1000 women from the beginning of official vital statistics

in France in 1801. In contrast, the decline of marital fertility does not

seem to begin in Finist~re before 1810. 31 In all instances, there is little

net migration, and the growth or decline is mostly the result of the balance

of births and deaths. Finistere is the only departement among the five that

undergoes significant, although moderate out-migration.

The decrease of population must have appeared advantageous to indi-

viduals. It facilitated the access to land and the raising of the few

children that were born. In 1911, Dr. Jaques Bertillon published the
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results of a survey of doctors' opinions in 4 departements of Aquitaine

'and Normandy. 32 He noted the association of low fertility with rural

well-being ("the wealthiest cantons are those which are most sterile in

men") and with the desire for land.

In Lot-et-Garonne ..• 'a second pregnancy is considered as
a shame' according to one of our respondents; 'a man who
has children is despised even by the yomen' according to
another. Another writes that when a couple has a second
child,'he is presented not with congratulations, but with
sympathies ...
Several of our respondents insist on the known fact that it
is most of all out of fear to divide one's wealth that the
peasant wants only one child. 'He loves his land Dore
than his family.' "An only heiy- married to an only heir
ess, that is'his dream.' 'He accepts very well that his
name disappears, and is e~sily resig~ed not to have another
heir, even if his ,child is a girl,.. )3

It is difficult perhaps to draw up a balance sheet of societal gains

and losses resulting from this pursuit o'f individual reproductive goals.

It may have depopulated the countryside--but the same result could have

come about from migration to urban jobs and areas. It has been argued

"that in the 'last century Aquitaine, declining in population, saw its

agriculture stagnate, while Brittany, under constant demographic pres-

sure, cleared the land, modernized its techniques, and branched out into

entirely new products."34 What if population pressure resulted in

misery in the process? Is modern day agriculture compatible with high

rural densities? Thousands of non-competitive Bretoon farmers are now

compel~ed to leave the land and seek a living,in the cities. On the

other hand, the Bretoon have preserved their cultural identity to an

extent impossible in the Garonne region, where a steady flow of foreign

farmers was taking over the ownership of abandoned land.

The issue of competition between nations received a dramatic illus-

tration while France was undergoing her fertility decline well in advance

of other European countries. The wars of the Napoleonic period show
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that France could withstand the coalition of the other European nations

by drawing upon her large population. "With a population exceeded in

1800 only by that of Russia, France saw her population outstripped in

the nineteenth century by the population of Germany (1850), Austria

Hungary (1880), the United Kingdom (1900) and Italy (after 1930).,,35

The European equilibrium was displaced, and the colonial expansion of
!

the English could not be matched. While large overseas nations were

built on the emigration of prolific Europeans, France herself was be-

coming dependent on immigration to insure the continued growth of her

labor force; in 1927, 54 percent of the population were of foreign

origin dating from the third generation or less}6

The 19th century, and the first half of the 20th, represented a

peak period of nationalism in Europe, and of intense competition between

nations. The size of the military forces was a powerful argument in

the resolution of conflicts. That the French resorted widely to con-

traception almost one century before their neighbors, undoubtedly in-

fluenced the relative strength of nations. When' this fact was realized,

it became an important factor in national and international French

policies.

The defeat of France by Prussia in 1870-71 greatly intensi
fied the alarm of French social scientists and pUblicists at
the low level of natality and population gro~h in France,
in contrast to the levels prevailing in o~her large 2uropean
countries. For this defeat not only di~inished the military
prestige of France and cost the country several ~illions of
population; it altered significantly the distribution of
demographic forces on the continent; tt led foreign observers
to conclude that the French race was ,iecadent and that France
had lost permanentlY her former position as the dominant
continental power. 37

Joseph Spengler who wrote the classical France Faces Denopulation

(published in 1938, 0n the eve of the Second World War), showed how the
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perception of a demographic weakness helped shape France's social and

economic policies, diplomacy, colonial ·theoryand practice, and migra

tion legislation. In turn, a resolute attempt was made to influence

. natural increase. This effort illustrates the pitfalls in trying to

impose collective goals to individuals by compulsion and repressive

measures--although monetary incentives were present too. Alva Myrdal's

indictment stands: "Population interest in France •.• never became

sufficiently social-minded to care rationally for the economic fate of

the large families it encouraged. 1I38 The law prohibited· the sale of

contraceptives and doctors were prosecuted for giving advice on contra

ception. The effect was probably to entrust the. poorest and less edu

cated with the function of ensuring the reproduction of the country.

Meanwhile, the international situation that gave rise to great

concern in the early part of this century, has disappeared before the

measures taken to correct national trends of population could have much

·effect. Today, the rate of natural increase of most European nations

is rather precariously balanced close to zero--Germany has a negative

rate and France a positive one--the old military balances have lost

their meaning, and developed nations import large labor forces from less

developed ones. The conflicts between nations have changed in nature,

and the argument of numbers is used today with a different twist:

nations with an excessive rate of growth, it is argued, jeopardize their

opportunities for economic and social development. Military might de

pends more on the quality of the hardware and the training of those who

man it, than upon the size of the battalions. The particular set of

historical forces that resulted from time lags in the population trans

ition~ and pitted nations with changing demographic potential against one

another, may never exist again in quite the same way.
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Conclusions

This reviev has been limited by the scarcity of the evidence in the

historical record. We have looked at the demographic factors determin

ing the survival or dominance of three types of groups. The dynamics of

the first type based on the geographical criterion appears to be largely

conditioned by physical mobility--although lags in the inception of a

long-term decline of fertility has affected the size of national popula

tions. This is a once-and-for-all effect. In 19th century Europe, the

international differences in population grovth vere moderate, and those

countries that continued to increase their population at rates ususally

under one percent per year vere able to absorb the additional numbers,

or let them emigrate, vithout visible deleterious effects on their eco

nomic development. The matter may yell be different under the rates of

grovth and the degree of unemployment prevailing today in many develop

ing countries. There may be a dilemma bet~een larger populations or

a faster rate of socio-economic progress.

Our second type of group included elites that cannot survive vith

out absorbing "nev blood" from outside because they are almost equally

threatened by extinction and by excessive numbers of heirs. Finally,

our third group vas ma4e up of persons vho have common racial or cultural

characteristics. Such groups are more threatened by assimilation than by

physi~al extinction. Assimilation and the preservation of one's cultural

identity are both desirable in some vays, and the latter of these aims

cannot be achieved vithout resorting to the double-edged veapons of

isolation and particularism. The advantages gained by maintaining a

higher fertility have often proved to be elusive historically, as defec

tions and mixed marriages are nibbling avay the temporary advantages of
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faster "grovth. Furthermore~ because of the high cost of excessive

fertility~ quantitative and qualitative advantages must be veighted

carefully.

Here too~ historical experience gives fevvell documented examples

of competition between ethnic or religious groups that are resisting

assimilation and are bent on a collison course where numbers might be

come the deciding factor. Such examples unfortunately appear to exist

in today-'s world: there are conflicting groups where one has a large

technological advantage and the resuiting degree of contraceptive know

ledge and practice~ whereas the less developed other viII steadily

accumulate overwhelming" numerical advantages because of its uncontrolled

fertility. History suggests that such differences are reduced in the"

"long run, but that vastly different accuinulations can result before the

process runs its course.
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Qu~stions of population go to men's heads, and the
prospect of emptying cradles in particular is one
at which they look through reddening spectacles.

~C. E. M.'Joad, 1947**'

Differential rates of change have not only occupied a major place in the

scientific study of'~opu1ation;theyhave also been a central, if not

dominant, theme in'thepolitical consideration'of population phenomena.

Even a cursory reading of history shows that differential rates of popula

tion :gro~thor decline often have been viewed 'with concern, ap.d··, sometimes
" ,

paranoia, by group leaders. Indeed, the implications of stich ~iff~rentials

between nations, and among ethnic, religious and racial subgroups within

nations, have probably constituted the principal focus of politi~al dis'-

cussion of population matters in societies at differing stages of economic

development and with very diverse social, religious and cultural settings.

The population question which seems to have gone most readily to men's

heads has been the prospect that the cradles of one's own group are empty-

ing more rapidly than those of one's neighbors -- or conversely, that they

are not being filled fast enough.
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In a world in which the survival ~f nations and subgroups has never been

certain and strategies.to advance surviv~l are more a matter of f.aith ,and

ideology than of knowledge, this particular view of population change is

hardly surprising. What is interesting is its persistence over time,
. ',1' . . .

regardless of historical experience, and its espoUSal by leaders who in
;

most other respects represent very different, even opposing, 'philosophies

and political forces: ,

sIn 1905, Theodore Roosevelt decried the declining birth rate in
the United States as "race suicide" and condemned Amer:h:an ..
women who limited their family,size as. "criminal(s) ~gainst the
race ll .*

• In 1917, when Margaret Sanger was prosecuted for opening a birth
control clinic in, the Brownsville ghetto of Brooklyn, the District
Attorney told the jury lithe clinic was intended to do 'away with
the'Jews".**

• In 1919, the u.S. Catholic Bishops attacked birth control as "the
selfishness which leads to race suicide",*** an accusation which
became a standard element 'of the Catholic literature on birth
control in the 1920s and 1930s and was abandoned as lIobsolete"
only in 1963.****

*T. Roosevelt, Presidential Addresses and State Papers, New York: Review
of Reviews, 1910, III, 282-91, cited in L. Gordon, "Race Suicide and the
Feminist Response: Birth COritrolas a Class Phenonemon", paper presented
at Berkshire Conference on the History of Women, bctober 1974.

**M. Sanger, An Autobiography, New York, Norton, 1938, p. 226.
***Pastoral Letter of the Ar chbishops and Bishops of the United States,

September 26, 1919, cited in J. Noonan, Contraception, Cambridge:Harvard
Untversity P~e,s,· 1965, pp. 423-4.

****Noonan, ~. cit., pp. 514-8.
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o '. In the face' of projections in the 1930s which suggested rapid
decline 1f not actual depopulation, European leaders respoQded
with actions characterized by one observer as "a panic that corres~

ponded in the democratic count~ies to the blustering and population
boosting of the fascist states".*

e In the mid-1960s, family planning programs in the u.s. were
attacked as i'genocidal" by some black males who advocatec;i higher
fertility as a means of increasing black voting strength, power
and/or fighting.capacity.**

• In 1975, the newly,..elected president of the New Yqrk Board of
Rabbis warned that the American Jewish community faces "a threat
to its existence" if it does not increase its population,a~d

urged Jewish couples to have a minimum of three children.***

These illustrations could be extended almost indefinitely to include, not

merely the developed nations of Europe and North America, but the urider-

devel?ped nations of Asia, Africa and Latin America and the socialist

nations as well. Neither geography nor ideology seems to influence the

exploitation of conce~s over differential fertility·for, political

purposes., Elites who lead nations and majority groups have typically

eXpressed fear of loSs of. power or dominance ·as a ~esu1t of the higher

fertility ofneighboting countries (some of which were historic adver-

saries), or of class, racial or religious minorities within their borders;

not infrequently, these expressions have reflected explicit or thinly

disguised raciSt, natiVist,' eugenic or social -Darwinist doctrines, as,

well as nationalist and imperialist ideologies. Leaders of minority

groups often have -accepted -the assUmptions underlying these claims; and

in mirror-image terms, advocated increased fer~ility to enhance their,

group's power cr improve its chances of survival in, hostile set tings.

*F1ugel,' .QE..cit. ~ p. 19.
·*SeeR.G. Weisbord,"BirthControl and the Black American:AMatte~of

GenoCide?", Demography, 10:571. November 1973.
***Nationa1 Right to Life News, February 1975. For similar statements ,by

Jewish leaders in other U.S. cities, see "Birthrate Lag Called Threat to
Jewish Survival", Washington Post, March 17, 1975, and "Should Jews' Have
More Babies?", San Francisco Chronicle, April 2, 1974.

• ~ _. " .,. '.";" I' ',' ,'.",.' ... l'·. ,';,' ','
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It seems useful to recall this background as the U.S. moves toward popula-

tion stabilization and as population changes on a:world scale command

greater international attention. None of the jeremiads has come to pass,

but the historical record is no guarantee against recurrence of the

arguments. Not' only does the persistence of the theme over time and in

different setting~ imply that the issues are far from settled, but in the

past feW years when U.S. 'period fertility rates have dipped below replace

ment le~els"'we have'begun to hear talk of a'''birth dearth" and of the

"dire"'consequences associated with population decline. Thatthere'wiil

contirtue to be'national concerns over fertility decline and'intergroup

concerns arid tensions over differential fertility seems highly probable~

Whether or'not'these forthcoming debates are simply re-runs of

the earlier arguments remains' to be seen. "

These issues persist partly because the political consequences of popula-

tion c~nges -- of which the relationship between fertility and group

survival is one -- have been subject to "so many myths and so little

research", a~ Myron Weiner has observed.* In the absence of systematic

research, it is difficult to assess the validity of the claims and

counter~claims. But the global assertions can be broken down into their

componen't assumpt19ns which may'be more amenable to exaudnatton in the

light of available evidence, and the weight and direction of the evidence

can· be summed as a guide to policy-making.

'*M.' Weiner, "Political Demography: An Inquiry into the Political ,Conse:
quences of Population Change" , in R. Revelle" ed. " Rapid, Pop.ulation
Gr'owth:' Consequences' and Policy Iuiplications , Baltimore : Johrts Hopkins
Press, 1971, p. 612.
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This essay attempts s~ch an examination an exercise which is inherently

selective and to some degree judgmental. My principal purpose is to

illuminate the relationship between fertility and the survival of minority

groups in the U.S. The .available research pertains more to nations than

to subgroups, however, ~nd it will be necessary to draw on this literature.

In my view, this is an appropriate procedure because the issues involved

in the debate on the relationshi,p between fertility and survival are

essentially the same for nations.,or subgroups.

J", .

Lf the argument is focused on the ability of a group to survive or enhance

its power in the face of real or imagined adversaries, the pronatalist

position taken by leaders of many groups rests on three principal assumptions:

1. That a group's poWer to insure its survival is dependent, to a

signi.ficant degree, on its size.

2. That· increased· fertility constitutes an·effectiye way to alter.

·the group's size vis-a-vis its neighbors.

3. That such increased fertility entails benefits to the group

but few or no countervailing costs.

These premises appear to be accepted as self-eviden~ by group leaders who
. .

advocate higher fertility as a key to gro~p survival. The available

eVidence, I~owever, suggests that not only are they not se.lf-evident as

generalizations, but 'may infa,ct .be ~xactly wrong in concrete cases.

.... : .. ",;,,:':
·'i, .• ,', '.,,-' ,-' ..'.'
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Studies on the relationship between population size and power deal primarily with,

nations, not subgroups. Among nations,. size is obviousl,y, o~e ,c!eterininant

of power. But there are others which may be equally important ,--;- ,
~

economic and technological development, human and nat~tal resources,

political structure and governmental efficiency; national morale and so

forth.* That the interrelations between these' variables are complex is

illustrated by David Beer in a simple table ranking the 12 nations with

the largest populations, highest per~capita incomes, and great~st produc-

tion of steel;** only two of the nations With the largest pC?pul,ations

are among those with the highest per-capita incomes and only six are

included among the leading steel producers. Others point to the 1967

Israeli victory over Arab nations with vastly larger populations to make

the same point.

Given the mUltiple determinants of national power, the policy issue for

national leaders concerned with survival is to determine which of the

malleable factors will most effectively yield the desired result of en-'

. hanced power. This would require a complex analysis of each nation's

concrete situation. More than likely, neither the theoretical framework

nor the empirical data exist for a definitive analysis, so the answers

will be.uncertain. What is certain, however, is that a simplistic effort

to increase group size is not necessarily the policy option of choice,'

particularly when the effects of more rapid growth on such key variables

as economic'development and the quality of human resources are examined.

*For reviews of the relevant literature, see J. J. Spengler, "Population
and Potential Power", in M. Kooy, ed., Studies in Economics and Economic
History:Essays in Honor ofH. M. Robertson, Durham: Duke University Press', 1972.
pp. 126-152; andD. Heer, Society and Population, second edition, Englewood,
N.J.: Preritice~Hall, 1975, pp. 121-126. . .

**Heer, .2P.,. dt., p. 123.
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. . ."

, Among subgroups within a nation,. there,.are analogues to most of the mul-

tiple variables affecting the power of nations. Size is of course one

factor but Wei.ner suggests others -- the group's cohesiveness and organ-

izab~lity, its skills (L~., human resource development), its' financial

resources, its ability to 4eny goods and ~ervices to others.* Even within

a representative political system based on one person-one vote, these

other variables appear to, be at least as -- and in some cases, more -~

important than size in determining a group's overall power. ,It would be

difficult to sustain an argument that. the 24 million U.S. blacks are

1DJre "polr1erful" than the six million U.S. Jews. Before minority group

leaders advocate h~gher.fert~lity as a -- or the ~ solution to their

group's fears, a clo~erex~mination of the interrelations of these

multiple facto,rs would see~ a~visable.

The second underlying assumption that increased fertility 'increases a

group's size -- also seems obvious, until it is set in a time-frame

appropriate to consideration of a' group "s ability to survive. Most

political issues, including the international and intergroup ~onflicts

which jeopardize survival, are relatively short-term in perspective;

in governme~tal circ,les, a time-span of five years usually represents

"long-term" plallning. Presumably a group or nation feels threatened by

what its ene~ies may..do today, or in, say, the next 10 to 20 years at

most. In this context, how useful is fertility change in altering the

, balance between the group and its adversaries?

*Weiner, .2£. ~ , cit •• p. 595.
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The answer will vary from case to case but two recent analyses suggest

its general direction. Dov Friedlander has examined the effects of a

"return to the large family" represented by an average of 4.5 children per

aoman among Israeli Jews, which some Israeli leaders have advocated in

response to high Arab fertility. Friedlander regards such a development

as highly unrealistic. Even if it were achievable, however, it would

make a difference of only two to four percentage points, depending on

the immigration policy pursued, in the proportion of Israel's population

which is Jewish in the year 2000. From a current 86 percent, the propor-

tion would decline to 78 percent if no further immigrants are admitted

and the average number of children in each family remains at 2.6; under

the same immigration policy, it would decline to 82 perce~t even if

Israeli Jewish women have an average of 4.5 children: Since Israel's

internal problems of survival would hardly be much different if Jews

comprise 82 rather than 78 percent of the population, he concludes that higher

Jewish fertiiity would have a negligible effect.*

Using a different methodology, Ernest Attah has projected the size and

rate of growth of the white and nonwhite populations of the U.S.,

employing alternative assumptions about the future course of fertility

in each group. His assumptions include one set in which white fertility

drops to replacement level immediately in 1965, while the nonwhite fertility

reaches replacement level only after 75 years. Even under these most extreme
: .

assumptions. it would take until 2005-10 before nonw~1tes. ~ho n~f comprise

*D. Friedlander, "Israel", ·In B. Berelson, ed., Population Policy in
Developed Countries, New York: McGraw~Hill, 1974, p. 89 and Table 9..
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13 percent of totalU.S>~ population, reached 20 percent.*

Clearly then, increased fertility is of little use either to Israeli

Jews or U.S. blacks, who have reason to be concerned over their ability

to survive in the next .few years or decades. The slowness of demographic

processe~ makes them notoriously inefficient for policies i~terided to"

affect. short~term political problems.

It could be argued~, however, that in the case of fertility policies as',"

distinguished froinother political issues, national and group leaders'

look to the long~run; in a word, they act like statesmen when itcbmes

to fertility. Of course, leaders believe they act like s~atesmenin'

protecting the long-run interests of their constituents' on all policy

matters, but there is no necessity for others to accept their beliefs

uncritically. In light of the demagogic uses which leaders have made

of differential fertility historically, such a claim is at least question-

able. Nonetheless, it is possible that political leaders may now under-

,'stand that demographic processes'take a long time; consequently they

may be seeking solutions not for today's problems but for tomorrow's.

In this context, examination of the thi't.d underlying assumption -- that

increased fertility entails benefits but few or no costs to the group --

provides an opportunity to assess the statesmanship of those leaders who

advocate higher fertility.

*E. B. Attah, "Racial Aspects of Zero Population Growth", Science, 180:
1143, 15 June 1973, Table 11. '
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As with other questions of social policy, balancing the,~enef~ts ,against

the costs of higher fertility is not a simple procedure, especially if

an effort is made to bring all costs and benefits, n~tonlythe economic

ones, into the calculus. Asses$ment of cost/benefit "'~aiios at the subgroup

level is particularly difficult because most of the pertinent studies

focus either on the tlmacro" level of nations or the'''micro'' level of

individuals. A subgroup would subsume the micro effects'dnindivtduals

but not necessarily-the macro effects on nations. In the absenceQf sys-
. ~:>.; J " ~ -.'.J ,: ._'" ". . ~ "i _

tematic studies at the subgroup level, however, we,can only try to i~fer
.~.. ',.~"~: ."

from these macro and micro studies conclusions which appear to be

relevant to subgroups.
, .. :"

Perhaps the most general conclusion which emerges from these studies is

that there is no universal answer to the question; the concrete situation

of each nation, subgroup and individual needs to be analyzed before a

::'re11cible cost/benefit assessment can be made. While population growth

was traditionally thought to be necessary for national economic growth.

many if not most Western scholars now believe that even from a macro-

economic perspective alone, the costs of greater size in many cases

exceed the benefits~ The excess becomes even greater when micro-level

considerations are added to the calculation. Nor is the micro-macro

distinction in the current state of the art entirely satisfactory. In

essence, under the current highly selective conceptualization of costs

and benefits and their interrelations, it is possible to reach the con-

elusion that the group receives a preponderance ,of benefits ,from a
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situation in which the individuals making up the group experience a pre~

ponderance of costs. Such a conclusion is peculiar enough to warrant the

suspicion that the conceptual framework which permits it may be metaphysicai.

At the macro level, high rates of population growth, by :t.ncre~sing the

ratio of dependents to earners, are considered to have adverse effects on

the rate of capital formation and growth of per-capita output in developing

countries. * In developed countries with more advanced economies, the re~

lationships between population and economic growth are thought to be more

complex.** After reviewing the evidence for the U.S., the Commission on

Population Growth and the American Future concluded in 1972 that u a reduc

tion in the rate of population growth would bring important /economic/

benefits" to the nation and,to individuals.***

Subgroups are of course not nations; they do not encompass entire economies in

the sense comprehended by macroeconomic analysis. It is nonetheless difficult

to believe that U.S. minority groups would experience costs from· a reduc-

tion of ~opulation growth if the nation as a whole receives benefits. It

. does not follow, however, that minority groups, particularly disadvantaged

groups, wo~ld necessarily share equally in the benefits; whether they do, however,

depends not on population factors but on other policies. Slower population

growth would make possible significant benefits but, as the Commission

noted, "the fruits •••will be denied to those most in need of them unless

*Cf., e.g., A. J. Coale and E. M~ Hoover, Population Growth and Economic·
Development in Low Income Countries, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1958.

**For a comprehensive review, see A. Kelley, "Demographic Changes and American
Economic Development: Past, Present and Future", in U.S. Commission on Popula
tion Growth and the American Future, Economic Aspects of Population Change,
E. R. Morss and R. H. Reed,eds., Volume II of Commission Research Reports,

'Washington, Government Printing Office, 1972.
***U.S. Commission on Population Growt~ and the American Future,Population

and the American .Future, Washington, Government Pririt,1ng Office, 1972, p. 38.
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deliberate changes are made in distribution of income to those who lack it

by reason of discrimination, incapacity, or ag~'.*

The case is clearer at the micro level: in the U.S., the costs of high fertility to

individuals generally outweigh the benefits. Systematic studies, for examplei

have shown that family size .. is negatively related to educational· attainment

and curre~toccupational level -- both significant measures of socio

economic status in the U.S.** -- and that higher fertility ~mongblack~ in·
..

low status occupations has a non-trivial adverse effect on future oc·cupatiorial·

achievement and upward mobility.***
.; ";

In addition to economic costs, high fertility has other conseque~ces for

individuals. Bearing children at too young or too old ~ges, or too close

t~gether, or ha~ng too many children are major factors associated with

higher rates of maternal and infant mortality and morbidity, prematurity,

genetic defects, congenital malformations and other handicapping conditions

and adverse outcomes of pregnancy.**** The social consequences have not

been documented as well as the health or economic effects, but lack of '

documentation does not mean that they don't exist. In particular, high
. .

fertility is associated in the U.s. with early childbearing which often

results in precipitQus marriage or out-of-wedlock birth~ school dropout and

*Ibid., p. 41.
**P. M. Blau and o. D. Duncan, The American Occupati~n~l Structure, N~w York:

Wiley, 1967.
***5. H. Preston, "Differential Fertility, Unwanted Fertility and Racial

Trends in Occupational Achievement", American Sociological Review, 39:492,
August 1974. , .

****For comprehensive reviews,' see J. D. Wray, "Population Pr.essures on Families:
Family Size and Child Spacing", in,Revelle, ~. cit.,; A. R. Omran, The Health
Theme in Family Planriing, Carolina Population Center Monograph No. 16, Chapel
Hill, 1971; World Health Organization, Health Aspects of Family Planning, Geneva,
1970; and Dorthy Norttilan, "Parental 'Age as a Factor in Pregnancy Out:comeand
Child Development," Report on Population/Family Planning, No. 16, August, 1974.
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, ,

low educational 'attainment. and higher probabilit·iesof divorce. The

impacts of these varied processes on the status of .women has been studied

very little. but ,their direction is reasonably clear: Almost all tend to

reinforce the traditional maternal role and to dinP-nish a woman '·s

options to choose other roles or combine motherhood with a career out-

side the home.

This brief summary of some of the interrelationships is, of course, over-

simplified. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to ridse serious questions

about the assumption that higher fertility confers only benefits on a nation

or subgroup and exacts few or no costs. The costs are there -- economic~

health and social and yet others which are invisible only because they

have not been documented and.monitored (in part beoause they have not

been deemed important enough by policy-makers and researchers). Fried-

lander states 1he tradeoff exactly when he notes, in reference to Israel's

. low income Asian-African Jews, th~treduced fertility would contribute to

,improvements in their social and economic levels, even if it would re-

duce the overall growth of the Jewish population.* In the u.s., the

'evidence suggests strongly that these varied costs aggregate to an in-

.verse relationship between high fertility and a group's ability to invest

in its tuture generations -- the development of its human capital

which maybe the decisive factor in insuring its survival.

The American Jewish community offers a classic example of these processes.
?

The impoverished immigrant Jews, whom the District Attorney ostensibly

*Friedlander, .2.B.• cit., p. 5L

I
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sought I to. protect from genocide·-1u".19:l:7:,crowded Margaret Sanger, I s clinics. , ... ...- ..

as soon as the authorities permi·tted· themtQ ,function. .In the next
:. .' .,

generation, they went on to become the "most careful faJlli~y plan~~t:s"* of

all U.S. religious groups. In 1957-- the last ye~r in~h:l;ch Cut:t.:ent

Population Survey data are available by religio~s identif~cation--

U.S. Jews had higher income and socioeconomic status than ,did either

Protestants or Catholics, largely as a result of differential educational

and occupational achievement. ** The causal nen are not" Unambiguous but

it seems clear that effective family limitation was associated with

greater investment in human resources which in turn was associated with

higher status (and by inference, greater power).

When we turn to examination of the measures' employed by group leaders to'

implement higher fertility objectives, the balance of costs over benefits

becomes even clearer. Historically three kinds of policies have been';adopted

by national and group leaders in an effort to elicit more babies from their

followers: exhortation, positive inducements, and/or restrictions on the

availability of the means of fertility control. The first two have proven.

largely ineffectual, while the third adds serious costs to the equation.

Pro-natalist propaganda, comprising what David Glass has aptly described

as "homilies on virtue, sacrifice, patriotism, social duty and alf those

sublime abstractions·' ,*** has. been employed by a variety of group leaders

*P. K. Whelpton, A. A. Campbell and J. E. Patterson, Fertility and Family
Planning in the United States, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966, p. 252.

**S. Goldstein, "Socioeconomic Differentials 'Among Religious Groups in the
United States", American Journal of Sociology, 74:612, May 1969.

***D. Glass, ~opulation Policies and Movements in Europe, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940,
P. 204.
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Theodore Roosevelt. Charles de Gaulle. Benito Mussolini. Dick Gregory and

Rabbi Sol Roth (the president of the New York B~ard of Rabbis). to name

only a few. Unlike the Pied Piper, however,leaders appear to have few

followers when they summon their constituents to reproduce for the sake of the

group. Clearly there seems to be a difference of perception: -It is part of the

ethos of leaders that they always act on behalf of their group's best interests

and particularly when they solicit higher rates of reproduction. But their

constituents evidently believe otherwise. To my knowledge, no one has __
.'. .

studied the costs of this disjunction to the morale of the group and its

confidence in the judgment of its leaders.

There is an extensiv~ literature describing the various programs of· positive

inducements-implemented in Europe and other countries in the 1930s and 1940s

which·were ju~tified, at least in part, on the grounds that they would lead

to -higher fertility,* and a number of studies attempt to evaluate their
- -

effectiveness in achieving these stated objective~.** ~Ihe results are in-

conclusive; fertility levels have changed but it is far from clear that
! i

family allowances, maternity benefits and other similar measures have sig-

nificantlyinfluenced these changes. Perhaps this is because of the limited

scope of most of these programs; as Glass observed 35 years ago, "however

urgently governments may have declared their desire to increase the supply

of births, they have nevertheles~persistently tried to buy babies at

*Cf.. e.g., Glass, E.E.. cit., and Berelson, E.E.. cit.-
**CL, e.g., V. H. Whitney, "Fertility Trends and Children's Allowance Programs",

in E. E. Burns, ed., Children's Allowances and the Economic Welfare of Children,
New York: Citizens Committee forChHdren,1968; A. L. Schorr,"Income Maintenance
and the Birth Rate",Social Security Bulletin, December 1965; B. Madison.
"Canadian Family Allowances and -their Major Social Implications", Journal of
Marriage and the Family, -May 1964; F. H. Hankins, "German Policies for Increasing
Births", American Journal of Sociology, March 1937; C. B. Lloyd, The Effect of
Child Subsidies on Fer-tUity: Ail International Study,Ph.n. Diss~rtation,

Columbia University, 1972.
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bargain prices".* No nation seems to have been willing to carry out the

fundamental redistributive policies implied in the restructuring of the

conditions of reproduction advocated by Gunnar Myrda1 in 1938.**

In contrast to the ineffectuality of exhortation and inducements, restric-

tions on the availability of the means of fertility control may have been

somewhat more effective in some nations in increasing fertility. These

efforts include various acts of commission and omission. Some nations

enact laws to prohibit or restrict the dissemination of contraceptive

information and services and make abortion illegal. Some subgroup

leaders stigmatize fertility control measures and support restrictive

legislation and policies. Even in nations which follow welfare-state

principles, ~fertility control measures often are inexplicably omitted

from socially-provided national health services, or provided only under

conditions and restrictions which are not applied to other kinds of health

care. (Is there a better explanation than a pervasive pronata1ist bias

for the fact that f~ily .planning was finally "integrated" into the

National Health Service in the United Kingdom only last year, nearly

three decades after the NBS was established, and the extent of its

"integration" remains very uncertain?).

In these cases, national and group leaders demand more babies whether

their constituents want them or not. Sometimes they are successful but

. not always, because illegality or stigmatization do. not deter all of

their women constituents from finding ways to avoid compulsory mother-

*Glass,.QE.. cit., p. 371.'
**G. Myrdal, Population ~ A Problem for Democracy, Cambridge: Harvard U. P,ress,

1940 (reprinted by Peter Smith, Gloucester, 1962). Nor have the less develop
ed countries been willing to carry out the opposite kinds of redistributive
policies in order to induce fertility decl~ne, perhaps because s~ch policie~
usually penalize children already born.
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hood. In almOst all counties, one of the principal consequences of re

strictive laws and policies is to reinforce differential fertility trends

bas~d on socio-economic status; the poorest have the greatest difficulty in

obtaining access to the services. Some of the costs of these processes

are almost invisible -- there are, for example, only two limited

studies in the entire world of the effects on children of being unwanted' by

their parents and no one seems to have tried to measure the alienat- .

ing effects of such policies on women. But others are plainly visible

for those who want to look: The French leaders who opposed the legaliza-

tion of abortion last year could have done so only by shutting their eyes

to the vast incidence of illegal abortion among French women, just asa

u.s. black leader could oppose legal abortion only by ignoring the

evidence .of massive ,illegal and. self-induced abortions, among blacks .which

was to be seen daily before 1970 at Harlem Hospital'in New York..

Romania cffers the best example of a nati9n which. by the abolition of legal

abortion. succeeded -- at least·temporarily --.in ~eversing what was re~

garded.as a disastrous fertility ~ecline. The law was changed in 1966.

In 1967, all fertility indicators riearlydoubled. with the greatest relative

increases occurring among women older than 30 who already had two or three

children. By 1972, however, the. birth rete had agai~ declined (though not

to 1966 levels), but the rate of abortion~relatedmaternal deaths had

*Cf., H. Forssman and I. Thuwe, "120 Children Born after their Mothers'
Application for Therapeutic Abortion Had Been Refused", Acta Psychiatrica
Scandinavia, 42:71, 1966; and Z. Dytrych, Z. Matejcek, H. P. David and
H. C. Friedman, "Children Born to Women Denied Abortion:: Initial Findings
of a Matched Control Study in Prague, Czechoslavakia", presented at Popula~

tionAssociation of America,·April 1974.
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increased ~hree-and-a-halftimes.* Since Romania alsp imposed restrictions

in 1966 on oral contraceptives and intrauterine devices, inyestigators have

concluded that the sharp fertility decline ,following the, 1967 spurt and the

rise in maternal mortality both imply that it took several years ,for illegal

abortion facilities to become reestablished. Surely reestablishment of

the illegal abortion industry was not the intent of the,Romanian leaders"

but ~t is nonetheless a cost which has, to be weighed against what appears

to have, 1een only a short-term increase in births • '

xxxxxx

In this a~lys~sI have tried to set forth some of the elements of a more

couiprehensive calculus for assessing the costs and'benEifits of higher fer

tility for'subgroups in the u.s. Perhaps the attempt has ~nly sti~ceeaed' in

demonstrating the very narrow calculus within which such questions are con-

ventionally weighed, in part'because of deep~seated biases of both policy-

makers and social scientists. The economic bias has been noted by many

observers, but less attention seems to have been paid to possible sexist

biases. When the subject is fertility, it seems clear that group leaders

are demanding that their women constituents make greater sacrifices on be-

half of the group against their own judgments of what is best for themSelves

and their families'. It is questionable if the 'leaders would' treat such mat-

ters as prohibitions on fertility control quite so cavalierly if men bore the.

babies.

*M~ Teitelbaum, "The De-Legalization of Abortion in Romania", Family Planning
23:38, '1974, 'and "Fertility Effects of the Abolition of Legal

Abortion in Romania", Population Studies, 27: 405, 1972; and N. H.Wright,
"Restricting Legal Abortion: Some Maternal and Child Health Effects in Romania",
American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 121:246, 1975.

I
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Hopefully, theeffot't will also have suggested, as Bernard Berels'on c~:m-

eluded in reviewingpopuiation policies of 24 developed countries, that

"it is easier to lower birth rates by policy measures than to raise them".*

If this is 'so, it is because the fertility levels even of developed nations

and of 9Jbgroups within them -- include significant numbers of births which

the parents would avoid if they co~ld, and it is easier through public

policy to affect the supply of fertility control services than to modify

the number of children which parents believe is best for them and their

families.

In the current state of knowledge, it seems evident that we have no proven

understanding of the relationship between population change and the sur-

viva1 of subgroups in the U.S. or in the world as a whole. Since the

available evidence is not conclusive, each observer can add it up in his

own way. In my view, the weight of the evidence suggests that in terms of

the ability of u.S. subgroups to survive, higher fertility is the wrong

issue at the wrong time in the wrong place. Other factors than size are

more determinant of a group's status and power,'particular1y its capacity

to invest more of its current resources in the development of its human re-
• j

sources. And higher fertility, for most subgroups, is counterproduc-

tive to this obJective, particularly 1-f it is to be purchased only by

forcing the birth of more unwanted children.** ,The survival of u.S. minority

*Berelson, ~. cit., p. 788.
**This conclusion is shared by many u.S. black leaders who have supported

programs to make fertility control more widely available. See, e.g.,
Shirley Chisholm, Unboughtand Unbossed,New York: Avon, 1970, pp. 124-36.
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groups would seem to be served better by the 'continuation and acceleration

of the recent trend toward diminished fertility diffe~enti~is and con

vergence among all sectors of the U.S~popu1ation in f~rd.lity val~es and

behavior; this rapid convergence has b~en associated in the last decade

with greater access by all groups to modern means of fertility control.

Others maY come to different conclusions but the evidence ,seems ;to me

sufficiently consistent to sustain one basic conclusion: If group

leaders are interested in seriously advancing their group's capacity to ,

survive, they will not automatically pullout the higher fertility demand

from their desk drawers. If the basic relationship between population '
.~-

change and group survival is at best uncertain, the weight which leaders
. . '"

attach to fertility in formulating survival policies is at least reduced.

It goes without saying that they should a~so encourage and support

systematic research which might reduce the level of uncertainty.

xxx xxx

At bottom, the case of minority groups is part of a larger question of the

relationship between' the individual and society which is a central issue of

population and" social policy generally. At one level of analysis, there is

little but confusion: Myrdal and other European observers, contemplating

fertility decline in Western democracies in the 1930s, found an inherent

conflict between the individual ',sinterest ,in maximizIng his own welfare

by limiting family size and society's long-t~rminterest in reproducing

itself.* Three decades later, Garrett Hardin (apparently proposing a

*Myrdal, ~. cit., pp. 33ff.
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universal truth), Kingsley Davis (in reference to less developed nations)

and Judith Blake (in reference to the U.S.) aiso found a basic conflict be-

tween the individual and society, only the terms are reversed: The individual

is still determined to maximize his own well,..being but now he does this by

having too many children for society's good.* The substantive differences

reflect real differences in today'sworld compared to the 1930s.

But the common features of both viewpoints are'striking: Both pertain less

to demographic matters than to human nature. The philosophic (and untestable)

view they proclaim conceives of human natur,e as selfish and una~apting. 'They

share.a common elitist conviction that individuals cannot be tru~ted to pet-

ceive correctly the relationship between their own interests and those of

the (presumably valued) groups to which they belong. Both positions espouse

intervention and manipulation in the very personal area of ,family size

decisions, a,remarkabie viewpoint to emerge in societies which still worship

:Adam Smith in the impersonal market place sufficiently to require that

advocates of intervention bear avery heavy burden of proof.**

*G. Hardin, "The Tragedy of the Commons", Science, 162:1243,,13 December 1968;
K.Davis" "Population Policy: ,Will Current Programs Succeed?", Science,
158: 730, -10 November 1967-; and J. Blake, "Population' Policy for Americans:
Is the Government Being Misled?", Science, 164:522, 2 May 1969.

**Reports frOID the People's' Republic ,of China imply that political pressures
and exhortations',coupled with massive distribution of the means of fertility
control, are responsible for China's presumed success in reducing fertility.
In the absence of systematic data, it is difficult to determine how much suc
cess there has been and h6wmuch of it is attributable to the pressures and
exhortations as compared to the distribution of the means. Nevertheless, it
seems at least possible tome that in the context of a society in which all
important aspects of social and personal life are subject to explicit planning
processes, individuals would accept social- decision-:-making on reproduction. '
What seems impossible is that they would do so in the context of quite
different societies, such as -the U.S., 'where there is little explicit social
decision-making even in impersonal areas.
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In terms of group survival and the ostensible conflict between the interests

of the individual and the group, the basic resolution of the dilemma is given

in this paraphrase of observations by Richard Easterlin (substituting in

parentheses survival and other terms pertinent to this discussion for the

economic objectives to which he referred):

There is the question of what one conceives as the basic objective
of social policy. Is the goal merely to maximize (survival) or to
maximize individual welfare, broadly and democratically conceived?
If it is the latter, then it is Iecessary to consider fully the in
gredients of individual well-being ••• lf nothing is done to (in
crease, group fert~lity), won't (the group) just go on (declining)
until intolerable conditions result? The implication of this view
is that human reproductive behavior does not voluntarily respond to
environmental conditions ••• Nowhere, I think, is this view called
more into doubt than by American historical experience ••• *

Easterlin's essentially optimistic view includes advocacy of greater access

to fertility control knowledge and services and public programs to assist

u.s. men and women to avoid unwanted pregnancies. Such policies and pro-

grams are justified for welfare reasons alone and as means of insuring that

human reproductive behavior can voluntarily respond to environmental con-

ditions. Presumably these same considerations of maximizing human welfare

underlie the admonition, in the World Population Plan of Action, that

nations, "respect and insure, regardless of their overall demographic goals, the

right of persons to determine, in.a free~ informed and responsible manner, the

number and spacing of .their children." (emphasis added)** Based on similar con-

siderations of enhancing the well-being of their constituents (and thereby, the

group's strength), leaders of U.S. minority groups should advocate full access for

their constituents to the knowledge and means of insuring reproductive

freedom. For if survival does not encompass freedom in as fundamentally

personal an area as reproduction, what does it mean?

*Adapted from R. Easterlin, in Economic Aspects of Population Change, ~. cit.,
pp. 46-7.

**United Nations Center for Economic and Social Information, 'Action Taken at
Bucharest, United Nations, New York, 1974, p. 16, Section 29(a).
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, I am enclosing a Xerox copy of a letter received from a Philadelphia leader of
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